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CHAPTSR ONE: INTRODUCTION 
The general focus of this dissertation will be to describe and examine 
farmers' patterns of value orientations as they are related to farm policy 
positions. This dissertation will be in a sense an exploratory, methodolo­
gical study re-examining the hypothesized relationships among and measure­
ment of value orientations and farm policy positions. The dissertation 
will be conceptually oriented as various typological constructs regarding 
value orientations and farm policy positions will be examined. Finally, 
the dissertation will be descriptive when examining the relationships 
among value orientations emd the relationships between value orientations 
and fsurm policy positions. 
It will not be the purpose of this dissertation to attempt to solve 
the conceptual, theoretical, and methodological problems about the 
relationships among the generic constructs values, beliefs, attitudes, 
positions, and value orientations. It will also not be the purpose of 
this dissertation to solve the methodological problems extant in sociology 
regarding the proper operationalizations of these particular concepts. This 
dissertation will in general stipulate for the purpose of examination that 
a group of operational measures used extensively by researchers at Iowa 
State University constitute aspects and combinations of the cognitive and 
normative components of culture which are seen to be more or less latent 
and abstract depending on the theoretical orientation of the author in 
question and so could at various times be called attitudes, values, or 
value orientations. A stipulation of definitions is necessary because 
the literature concerning the kinds of constructs employed notes not only 
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several typologies of the relationships among beliefs, values, attitudes, 
and value orientations but also implies several different orientations 
regarding which of these terms is the more general or which terra consti­
tutes the major set and -which terms constitute subsets (KcGuire, 1$68; 
Roteach, 1$68; Kroch et al., 19^ 2; Kluckhohn, I962). Cavjs (l^ 7b;48) eays 
The importance of precise definitions can hardly be otrcseod too 
strongly. There may, howe^ -er, be several corrcct définitions of 
the same term or concept. A definition is correct if it character­
izes tho concept unambiguously by moans of other conoopts in the same 
cysten (internal) or precepts, or concepts in another system 
(exfcernal), in such a way that no statement >:hich nrs previously 
truo bccomes false. It may bo that before the introduction of the 
definition there were no trye or false staterr.onts incorporating the 
term in question, that is no statements in xrhich substitution could 
load to a change in truth value; in svch a caee, tho definition ic 
said to be stipulative — it aeroly introduces tho defined term, end 
accepting it constitutes an agreement an to the tray in irhich the 
term is to te used. 
In this dissertation the stipulated term for the constructs ezamined 
will be value orientations following the general definitions of that trrni 
ly Williams (i970)« Xiuckhohn (".962), Singh (iogy), Hobbs (1964), Tferland 
(1966), and Seal et al., (I96S). Stipulation of this term a?.d a general 
definition allow- the comparative examination of the conceptual framzpcrkG 
utilized in the development, measurement, examination, and analysis of a 
class of phenomena used in this dissertation, which have been at various 
times called attitudes, -values, beliefs, or value orientations. 
One of the major problems involved in conceptually and empirically 
•untangling the skein of the relationship among these related concepts lias 
been that, in general, each investigator after delineating which concepts 
he will use, stipulates a body of theoretical literature and uses or 
refines definitions and operationalizations from that particular 
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theoretical or typological base. This is especially true when dealing 
with the areas of attitudes and value orientations. This type of investi­
gation of sociological and social psychological concepts has led to a 
plethora of literature in each conceptual area much of which is not 
conceptually or empirically comparable. 
The heuristic value of more conceptual and empirical investigation 
of the constructs values and attitudes has been repeatedly questioned. 
Haarly every theoretical and empirical study examining values, attitudes, 
or value orientations is either introduced or closed by statements such as 
the following: 
This paper is a critical assessment of the concept of attitude as a 
tool for the study and analysis of human conduct. ... enough has 
been said in this paper to suggest a genuine need to re-examine 
carefully our thought and our work in attitude study. Such an 
examination should lead thoughtful scholars to grip their empirical 
world with more realistic and thoughtful tools (Blumer, 1969:90»100). 
In spite of the criticism investigation continues in these conceptual areas 
because investigators are convinced that man is a socialized symbolizing, 
goal oriented being who uses relatively stable normative and cognitive 
guides to direct or influence his behavior. 
The examination of the values, beliefs, attitudes and value orienta­
tions used in the study begin at both the conceptual and empirical levels. 
Since the early 1940's, (Jfyster, 1943) sociologists at Iowa State 
University have been developing measures of these concepts designed to 
investigate the relationships between attitudes or value orientations and 
particular kinds of agriculturally related individual behavior including, 
for example, adoption of agricultural innovations among farmers (e.g. 
Rogers, 1957; Singh, 1967; Sibley, 1966) returns to management in farming 
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(e.g. Hobbs, 1964), management in small business firms (e.g. Lee, 19^ 9; 
Himes, 1967; Duncan, 1971), migration (e.g. Bashor, I968), and fara 
policy positions aind actions (e.g. Beal et al., 1968; Warland, 1966).^  
The operational measures used in many of these studies, in general, began 
from similar theoretical frameworks and a general item pool including 
several value or attitude dimensions and proceeded through one of the 
attitude scaling techniques to delineate a set of measures for the 
attitudes or velue orientations hypothesized conceptually. 
The data used to examine value orientations aiid farm policy positions 
in this dissertation consists of a portion of the data collected in loT/a 
Agricultural Experiment Station Project 1720: "Sociological and 
Psychological Variables Related to Adoption and Diffusion of Now Ideas and 
Now Technology". The co-leaders of this project wore Drs. Joe M. Bohlen, 
George M. Beal, Gerald E. Klonglan, and Richard D. Warren of the 
Department of Sociology of lotra State University. The general objective 
of the project was "to determine the sociological and social psychological 
variables currently related to the adoption and diffusion of now ideas 
and new technology". One of the specific objectives of the research trao 
These references are primarily examples of theses and dissertations 
which were written by graduate students working on one or more of the 
Agricultural Experiment Station Projects 1320; Methods of Studying 
Adoption and Diffusion of Ideas, 1492: Prediction of Management Ability 
of Farm Operators, 1493: Farmers' Values and Agricultural Policy Pos­
itions, 1469: Effects of an Educational Program on Dealer's Use of 
Fertilizer, I518; The Relationship of Personal, Social, and Economic 
Charactertisties of Farmers and Equipment Dealers and the Purchase 
Patterns and Use of Farm Machinery, 1626: Analysis of Fertilizer Dealers 
operating Abilities and Adjustibilities to Change, ani 1702: oociolcgicai 
and Psychological Variables Related to Adoption and diffusion of ïïcv 
Ideas and New Technology. 
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"to develop value-attitude scales which can be used under field conditions 
to determine the relationship between values and attitudes and adoption-
2 diffusion behavior. The data for this study were gathered in 1970 and 
consisted of a stratified proportionate sample of farmers in Iowa who 
farmed 40 acres or more. Hereafter, this project will be referred to as 
the 19T0 adoption study. 
A second set of data used for comparison of value orientations and 
farm policy positions in this dissertation consist of a portion of the 
data collected in Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station Project 1493: 
Farmers Values and Agriculture Policy Positions. The leaders of this 
project were Drs. George M. Beal and Joe Bohlen. The data for this study 
were collected in I964 and consisted of a stratified sample of Iowa 
farmers who farmed 100 acres or more. Hereafter this project will be 
referred to as the I964 farm policy study. 
A major objective of the 1970 adoption study was to examine extant 
sets of theoretically constructed value orientation and attitude dimension? 
and the measures of these dimensions in order to attempt to begin a 
reduction of proliferating attitude and value orientation measurements 
into smaller groups of items and more conceptually clear dimensions which 
could be used as independent variables in examining the variables related 
%o individual adoption behavior of new ideas and new technology. In this 
dissertation an exploratory preliminary analysis of value orientations 
2 This statement appears in the project proposal submitted to the 
Agricultural Experiment Station at Iowa State University for the grant 
of funds to conduct the research. 
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will be used in which a set of theoretical dimensions delineated in the 
1964 farm policy study will be hypothesized to constitute a set of value 
orientations. These dimensions will first be defined following the I964 
study and then a multiple group factor analysis will be used to examine 
the assumption that the I964 set hypothesized can be confirmed empirically 
For this dissertation the value orientation dimensions will be defined 
as the independent variables. The examination of these dimensions will 
constitute the major portion of this analysis. 
After examining value orientations as independent variables some 
dependent variable or variables are necessary in order to examine the 
usefulness of the constructed dimensions in explaining behavior. 
Following the 1964 farm policy study, farm policy positions will be the 
dependent variables used. 
This dissertation will not focus on the longitudinal analysis of 
change in value orientations and value orientation. Its primary focus 
will be replication and re-examination of definitions and operationali— 
zations of particular value orientation configurations and farm policy 
positions. There are various parts of research which can be distinguishes 
to be replicated if the word is used in a general sense. It is possible 
to focus primarily on replicating definitions or conceptual frameworks 
while operationalizing concepts differently. Another kind of replication 
involves testing the same hypotheses across studies or across time either 
using the sane or different measures. Finally, a replication of the 
operationalization and measurement of a particular concept can be used 
to examine and compare different theoretical frameworks and test alter­
native hypotheses. Replication in this dissertation will, depending on the 
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hypotheses "being examined, refer to one or several of these usages of the 
term replication. These will be specified in Chapter Four as the 
lypotheses are delineated. 
The specific objectives of this dissertation are as follows: 
1. A discussion of several of the conceptual models used in the 
operationalizations of value orientations of Iowa farmers at 
Iowa State University in the Department of Sociology. 
2. A discussion of farm policy positions as operationalized and 
their relationship to historical, extajit, and possible future 
national goals, agricultural policies, and farm programs. 
3. Replication of the definitions and operationalizations of value 
orientations used in the I964 farm policy study with the 1970 
adoption study. 
4» Replication of the definitions and categorization of farm policy 
positions used in the 1964 farm policy study with the 1970 
adoption study. 
5. Operationalization and discussion of a preliminary factor 
analysis treatment of the conceptual value orientations model 
used in the I964 farm policy study. 
6. Examination and discussion of the findings of the 1964 and 1970 
studies on value orientations and farm policy positions. 
Four groups of findings will be examined in this dissertation. The first 
will be those findings from the I964 farm policy study on value orienta­
tions and farm policy positions reported ¥arland (I966) and Seal, 
Bohlen and War land {1968). The second group will be those findings on 
value orientations and farm policy positions which result from the 
application of the I964 conceptual scheme directly to 1970 data. The 
third group of findings will represent the results of the preliminary 
factor analysis application of the I964 conceptual value orientations 
dimensions to the 1970 data. The fourth set of findings will be the 
application of the reanalysis of value orientations to test the I964 
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hypotheses regarding the relationships between farm policy positions 
and value orientations. 
This dissertation will for greatest clarity separate the conceptual 
orientations discussions into separate chapters as well as the findings 
and discussions. In Chapter Two, a discussion of the major concepts and 
typologies of selected general and specific value orientations will he 
presented. In Chapter Three agricultural policy and farm policy positions 
will "be discussed. In Chapter Four a general orientation will be 
presented and the hypotheses delineated. In Chapter Five the methods 
and procedures of data collection will be discussed and selected 
characteristics of the sample will be presented. In Chapter Six the 
replicative value orientation and farm policy positions methodological 
and descriptive findings and discussion will be presented. In Chapter 
Seven the preliminary factor analysis will be discussed and the factor 
analytic value orientations dimensions findings presented. In Chapter 
Eight regression analysis of the relationship between value orientations 
and farm policy positions will be presented comparing the I964 farm 
policy study with the 1$70 adoption study. In Chapter Nine a discussion 
of the results of the analysis and suggestions for further analysis will 
be presented, and finally, in Chapter Ten a summary of the analysis id-ll 
be presented. 
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CHâFTEH TCO; REVIEW OF LITERATURE - VALUE ORIENTATIONS 
Introduction 
Values, attitudes, opinions, interest, belief, and value orientations 
and other related concepts have been conceptually elaborated and empirically 
measured and related to each other in many ways in the literature. In this 
chapter, first a short review will be given of perspectives on values, 
attitudes, and value orientations. In the second section, substantive 
ways of dividing constructs into typologies will be discussed and summaries 
of several conceptual orientations used by Iowa State University researchers 
in Sociology which are relevant to later discussion and analysis iiill be 
reviewed. In the third section, a review of the value orientations 
dimensions used in analysis in this dissertation will be delineated. 
Value Orientations and Related Concepts 
Nearly every paper and book discussing values and attitudes has a 
section entitled "Attitude Distinctions" (McGuire, 1969} or "Values 
and other related concepts (e.g. Berelson and Steiner, 1964» Krech et al.. 
1962; Rokeach, I968). In general, after discussing the problems of the 
alternative approaches to the relationships between the several related 
concepts authors stipulate the relationship or select a concept for use 
based on their own disciplinary or personal theoretical orientation. 
Berelson and Steiner, after noting that a great deal of attention has 
been given in the literature to the differentiation of normative and 
cognitive concepts, state that, in general, the terms do not have a 
fixed meaning in the literature but are all used to refer in some way 
to a person's preference for one or another side of a point of view. 
They state: 
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They differ from one another in their generality or in the intensity 
with which they are held. Opinions commonly refer to topical and 
short-run judgments, usually dealing with questions of public affairs; 
attitudes ai'e somewhat more enduring and inclusive; beliefs are more 
basic still, having to do with the central values of life (Berelson 
and Steiner, 1964:558). 
McGuire (1969:153) cifter discussing the alternative ways of relating 
values and attitudes, opinions, and knowledge states: 
The above discussion may strike the reader as evidence that there is 
still room for complaint as there was in the 1940's that attitude 
theory is top-heavy with conceptual elaboration. This field has 
reached, we suspect, a time for weeding out, in which distinctions 
are permissible only if they have demonstrated consequences » e t » 
i?o doubt this disregard of distinctions that we are urging will lead, 
in the long run, to invalid overgeneralization of experizsntal 
results, and then the time will come for the corrective phase of 
conceptual refinement and multiplication of constructs. 
In the review of constructs for the study of which this dissertation 
is a part several sets of operational measures have been designated 
attitudes (e.g. Bashor, I968; Himes, I967; Duncan, 1971)* Therefore, a 
short review of the concept attitude will be included. The review primar­
ily follows Mouuire (1969) vho discusses the conceptual sind methodological 
problems of the term attitude using Allport's definition. This definition 
and discussion may help clarify the use of the concept since it has been 
the definition of attitudes used by several individuals whose operational 
measures of attitudes were included in the 1970 adoption study. McGuire 
(1969:136) has said of the trends in attitude research: 
Attitude research has in the past decade (I960's) returned to the 
dominant status within social psychology that it had thirty years 
ago, after passing through an era in the 1950's when it was over­
shadowed by work in the group-dynamics area. 
iicGuire sees the decreased interest in attitudes during the 1950's as 
both a sign of the times in the emphasis on group dynamics and as a sign 
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of the shortcomings in the area of attitudes. He says that any area 
after a great deal of focus for an extended time can lose its "novelty 
and heuristic provocativeness" (McGuire, 1969:137). He also notes that 
the field had become top-heavy with conceptual schemes including attempts 
to differentiate attitudes and related concepts, problems of definition, 
and analyses into components. At the same time, the realization that 
attitudes had implications for social policies generated a great deal of 
research in attitudes related to specific concepts but which were not 
particularly concerned about the general theoretical issues involved. 
The final problem McGuire notes is that premature quantification and 
issues of quantification drew researchers away from the substantive 
issues which should have been the main justification for the methodologi­
cal advances. 
McGuire notes that the circle is now complete and attitudes are 
again the most popular concept in social psychology. The emphasis, 
however, is somewhat different than before. He notes more emphasis on 
attitude change than on measurement; on attitudes as systems, for example, 
consistency theory; on the relations between attitudes on various issues 
or between belief and behavior; and on the functional theory of attitudes 
in the total personality. 
In general, some of the problems encountered in a+titude conceptual­
ization can be summarized by noting that in 1935 Allport after reviewing 
16 definitions of attitudes gave his as the 17th or summarizing 
definition. Nelson, in 1939 summarized 30 definitions. McGuire, instead 
of stipulating his own definition has used Allport's to deal with the 
major empirical and methodological issues which surround attempts to 
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define "attitude". McGuire (1969:142-149) numbers and discusses the five 
major components of Allport's definition as follows: 
[an attitude is] l) a mental or neural state 2) of readiness to 
respond 3) organized through experience 4) exerting a directive and/ 
or dynamic influence on behavior. 
Each of these five components of the definition will be described and 
discussed below. 
1. Mental or neural - Although attitudes are generally considered 
as mediating concepts which serve as abstractions in a theory-
describing overt behavior in social environments, we attempt to 
measure attitudes in phenomenological and physiological realms. 
In the phenomenological realm the five principle methods have 
been a) Thurstone - The method of equal appearing intervals, 
b) Likert - The method of summated ratings, c) Bogardus - The 
social-distance scale, d) Guttman - Cumulative scaling, e) 
Edwards - The scale-discrimination technique. Direct indices 
of the physiological realm have included everthing from heart 
rate, pupil diameter, to the amount of free fatty acid in blood 
plasma. Other types of measurement which have been used more 
to define than to explain attitudes include behavioral tasks 
toward which a subject is to respond, perceptual thresholds, 
and verbal-skills tasks. 
2. Readiness to respond - The debate surrounding the issue of 
readiness to respond concerns whether attitudes are responses 
following the conceptualizations of Bain, Horowitz, DeFleur 
and Westie or whether they are readinesses to respond, that is. 
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theoretical constructs only, which are only indirectly related 
to overt responses following the conceptualizations of Allport, 
Doob, Chien, and Campbell. 
Organized - The first question concerns whether a single 
attitude (response toward a single class of objects) has com­
ponents. Attempts to divide attitudes into components fall 
generally into two categories. The first is the means-ends 
analysis, where attitude toward an object is defined as a com­
posite of the perceived instrumentality of that object to the 
person's goals weighted by his evaluation of those goals. The 
second is the cognitive-affective-conative analysis, where 
cognitive is how the object is perceived, "its stereotypic 
component"; affective ié "the person's feelings of liking or 
disliking" about the object; and conative is the person's "gross 
behavioral tendencies" toward the object. The components may 
differ in valence, or the degree of favorability or unfavora-
bility about the object, and in multiplexity, or the variation 
in the number and kind of elements making up the attitude. The 
second major question about whether an attitude is "organized" 
concerns whether there is a particular structure-, or cognitive 
consistency within a set of attitudes. 
Through experience - Theorists are generally in agreement that 
attitudes are learned throu^  experience. 
Exerting a d^ n^amic and/or directive influence on behavior — The 
issue here is whether attitudes are directive only or if they 
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are dynamic and directive. If attitudes are directive only it 
•would be possible to change attitudes merely by changing the 
outlet. For example, anti-Semitism would direct behavior into 
aggressive acts against Jews. A change in attitude would merely 
involve re-channeling the aggressiveness toward some other object, 
such as artists. Doob, in hypothesizing a dynamic as well as 
directive property conceives of not only an object engendering 
hostility but also the attitude itself. An attitude change then 
can redirect hostility and can also lower the total level of 
hostility, 
McGuire (1969:49) concludes his discussion of the definition of 
attitudes with the following comment: 
This extended discussion of how attitude is best defined from a 
provocative heuristic point of view must not obscure the fact that 
in a given experiment on attitude the term can "very readily be given 
an operational definition in terms of observable and scorable 
responses, d^ pically the person's attitude regarding an object is 
defined as the response by which he indicated where he assigns the 
object of judgment along a dimension of variability. ... The object 
of judgment may be any class of things or events to which people can 
make reliable and discriminable responses .... The more general 
conceptual issue regarding attitudes that we discussed above when 
discussing the conceptual definition remain important for their 
heuristic value in formulating hypotheses and guiding generalizations 
of the outcome of studies. But in a given experiment, it is usually 
easy enough for the contending theorist to agree on an ad hoc 
definition in these operational terms. 
According to McGuire (1969:149) probably no one approach will be satis­
factory to define attitudes and perhaps, depending on the criteria of 
the scientific enterprise, for example, "testability, parsimony, 
heuristic provocativeness, relatedness to other theoretical constructs, 
or generality, (McGuire, 1969:149)" different approaches to the definition 
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of the concept attitude may be worthwhile. 
Blumer, in criticising -he use of attitude as a scientific concept, 
says that a satisfactory concept must meet three criteria in order to have 
azy relevance for an empirical science. First, it should have a clear 
empirical referent. Blumer says the term attitude does not have a clear 
empirical referent. Second, a scientific concept must distinguish clearly 
a class of objects from other related clsisses of objects. Blumer feels 
attitude has not been clearly distinguished from related classes of 
objects. Third, a scientific concept must enable the development of a 
cumulative knowledge of the class of objects to which it refers. 
According to Blumer, in spite of all the studies in attitude there is still 
little knowledge of the generic nature of attitudes. Blumer* s (1969:100) 
final criticism of attitude as a scientific concept is that even when used 
operationally the exploratory reseeirch which deals with catching something 
or the description of a stable finding is really only isolating "an endless 
array of separate so called attitudes or X's with nothing to tie them 
together" because an overall construct has not been used by the investi­
gation. 
When the operational meaisures examined ly sociologists at Iowa State 
University have been called attitudes, the researchers have looked for 
overall constructs or typologies of attitude clusters. More often the 
operational measures used have been called value orientations. Value 
orientations are seen as combinations of values and beliefs. The next 
section reviews some of the approaches used in defining values and value 
orientations. In general the discussion of values closely follows Beal 
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et al. (1968) and Warland (I966) whose theoretical value orientation 
dimensions were used for analysis in this dissertation. 
The term values, and related terms such as cultural values, value 
system, and value orientation, have been used in many disciplines and 
in a variety of contexts. As a result of these varied usages the term is 
relatively ambiguous. In order to delineate the limits of what individ­
uals experience as values Williams (1970:440) lists four qualities of 
values. 
1. They have a conceptual element - they are more than mere sensa­
tions, emotions, reflexes, or so-called needs. Values are 
abstractions drawn from the flux of the individual's immediate 
experience. 
2. They are affectively charged: they represent actual or potential 
emotional mobilization. 
3. Values are not concrete goals of action but rather the criteria 
which goals are chosen. 
4. Values are important not "trivial" or of slight concern. 
Not all social scientists would agree with Williams' four qualities 
of values. Warland (1966:15-25) has discussed in detail five major hesidinfCs 
of definitions under which values are commonly used. The first equates 
values with ends or goals, that is with the purpose or outcomes of action. 
In this usage, x values y and so acts to achieve y. The act has been 
termed "valuation" and the object "value". The second major usage has 
been to consider values as hierarchical attitude structures. Many social 
p^ chologists have adopted this view. In this definition, attitudes, 
which are known as enduring systems of positive or negative evaluation 
with respect to a single object, become integrated into broad patterns and 
form generalized values. The third emphasis, defined by Adler, equates 
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values with action. Adler has classified values into four categories, 
only one of which he feels can be scientifically determined. Value then, 
for Adler, is 'the actual behavior of people toward objects'. The fourth 
emphasis considers values to be influential standards. The definition of 
value in this framework has been seen as a subjective interpretation of 
the relationship which ought to exist between phenomena. Sometimes in 
this framework values are referred to as normative beliefs. The fifth 
emphasis defines values as the preferences of an actor for a given object. 
In this definition values are equated with the relative worth of the 
perceived alternatives. 
None of these definitions is entirely free of criticism. The term 
value still suffers from vagueness, synonymity, and ambiguity. However, 
there are some common elements which can be delineated. As delineated by 
Jacob and Plink and summarized by War land (1966:26-28) the propositions 
concerning the nature of values include: 
1. Values possess the property of selectivity, i.e. they serve to 
order the options available so that those who have to make choices 
accept them as decisive. 
2. Values do not have the properly of universality. 
3. Values have the property of continuity from generation to gener­
ation. This continuity is derived primarily from the socializa­
tion process which uses symbols to represent these values. 
4. Values can and do change, but in general are very stable components 
of personality and have a strong influence on people. 
5. Values sire associated with the roles which human beings fulfill 
in society or which they aspire to fulfill. In this connection 
values have the property of imposing obligations or defining what 
what is socially expected of a person in a certain role. 
6. Values have the property of inducing self-evaluation. A value 
conveys to the person holding it a sense of personal imperative 
which makes him feel personally subject to its direction. 
7. Values have the property of self -inhibition, i.e. the restraint 
of action considered improper by the process of internalized 
control rather than by external coercive action. In this frame­
work, values are not considered to imply behavior but to be related 
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to it. 
For a more extsasivg discussion of definitions, types, and properties of 
values the reader is referred to Williams (1970), Singh (I567), Hobbs 
(1964), Kluckhohn (I963), Parsons (196I), Kliickhohn (I962) and ¥arland 
(1S56). 
Those short reviews of the terms attitudes and values leave the 
ressarchor z-jith the same dilemma which has lead theoreticians and analysts 
to stipulate for purposes of analysis which major concept they in.ll use 
and in fact, has led some researchers to an extreme form of operationis.n. 
It is not possible to find conventional definitions of the generic terms 
which gain agreement throughout sociology and it is not deemed particularly 
worthwhile to stipulate new definitions. Therefore, all the typologies 
reviewed in this dissertation will bo discussed as value orientations 
whether the original researchers called them attitudes or value orienta­
tions. Since the operational measures used in all sources are basically 
the same this stipulation lends clarity to the discussion. 
C. Kluckhohn (1962:409) has defined value orientation as: 
. . a general and organized conception, influencing behavior, of 
nature, of man's place in it, and of the desirable and the non-
desirable as they relate to maua-emdronraent and intcrhuman relations. 
Such value orientations may be held by individuals, or, in the 
abstract typical form, by groups. 
He further states that it is convenient to use the term value orientation 
"for those value notions which are general, organized, and Included 
definitely existential judgments'-. (Klucldiohn, 1962:405) This implies 
both cognitive (beliefs) and normative judgments (values'). One assumption 
underlying the concept value orientations is that values do not in general 
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operate singly, but that numerous values and their interaction form a 
estera in which the individual or group finds a position. Williams 
(1970:440) has noted: 
Values and systems of belief do not operate as single and sepeirate 
units but are in continually shifting and recombining configurations 
marked by very complex interpénétration, conflict, and reformulation 
P. Kluckhohn (1963:220) has defined value orientations as: 
. . .  c o m p l e x  b u t  d e f i n i t e l y  p a t t e r n e d  ( r a n k - o r d e r e d )  p r i n c i p l e s  
resulting from the transactional interplay of three analytically 
distinguishable elements of the evaluative process - the cognitive, 
and affective, and the directive elements - irhich give order and 
direction to the ever-flcuing stream of human acts and thoughts as 
these relate to the solution of "common human problems". 
The delineation of the concept value orientation by P. Kluckhohn and 
her definition are important for this dissertation because she begins by 
making the assumption in agreement ifith C. Kluckhohn (I9o2:409-10) that: 
There is a philosophy behind the way of life of each individual and 
of every relatively homogeneous group at any given point in their 
histories. This gives, uith varying degrees of explicitness or 
implicitness, some sense of coherence or unity both in cognitive and 
affective dimensions. Each personality gives this philosophy an 
idiosyncratic coloring and creative individuals will markedly reshape 
it. However, the basic outlines of the fundamental values, existen­
tial propositions, and basic abstractions have only exceptionally 
been created out of the stuff of unique biological heredity and 
peculiar life experience. The underlying principles arise cut of or 
are limited by the givens of biological human nature and tbe univer­
salities of social interaction. The specific formulation is ordinari 
a cultural product. In the immediate sense, it is from the life-
ways which constitute the designs for living of their community or 
tribe or region or socio-economic class or nation or civilization 
that most individuals derive their mental-feeling outlook. 
C. Kluckhohn goes on to note that the idea of basic universal values 
has been criticised as being a "cultural determinism" which allows for no 
individual variation or in many cases sub-system level variation. However 
P. Kluckhohn notes, part of the problem in conceptualization has been that 
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some have studied dominant values of groups while ignoring possible variant 
values within groups; others have studied the uniqueness of value systems 
in different groups while ignoring that some human problems are universal. 
From these basic definitions and criticisms of past research P. 
Kluckhohn (l$63:22l) states the basic assumptions of the theory of 
universal value orientations variations. Eer assumptions are that 1) there 
are a limited number of common human problems for which all peoples at all 
times must find solutions, 2) while there is variability in solutions of 
all the problems, it is neither limitless nor random but is definitely 
variable within a range of possible solutions, 3) all alternatives of all 
solutions are present in all societies at all times but are differentially 
preferred. Kluckhohn further notes that every society has variants as well 
as dominant value orientation profiles® Kluclchohn-and Str^ tbeck 0.961-: 10) say: 
Moreover, it is postulated that in both the dominant and the variant 
profiles there is almost always a rank ordering of the preferences of 
the value orientation alternatives» In societies which are undergoing 
change the ordering of preferences will not be clear-cut for some or 
even all the value orientations. 
Typologies of Value Orientations 
The idea of value orientation as general and organized conceptions 
(Kluckhohn, 1962:409), patterned principles dominant sind variant values, 
values and systems of belief, common human problems, and value orientation 
profiles has led many theorists and researchers to approach the study of 
value orientations as a kind of typological analysis. Authors are not in 
complete agreement about hoif various kinds of typological procedures should 
be classified and reference is made in the literature to ideal, pure, 
extreme, heuristic, polar, empirical, real, classificatory, constructed 
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(HcKinney, 1966:20), and "normative" (Sjoberg and Nett, 1968:252) types* 
In this section several constructed typological schemes for studying value 
orientations will "be described. The particular typologies reviewed were 
selected because they have been the theoretical basis for much of the work 
in value orientations considered in this dissertation. The body of 
historical and extant literature used in the construction of configurations 
or classifications of value orientations in the Department of Sociology at 
Iowa State University has led to at least three relatively different types 
of classification schemes for examining value orientations based on which 
•typological literature was reviewed and whether a classification scheme 
was considered an ideal or polar, or some other type of classification. 
Although only one of the typologies is used for comparison in this 
dissertation the theoretical basis of the other typologies have implications 
for the discussion of the analysis. 
Kluckhohn (1963:222) begins her typology by looking for the common 
problems crucial to all human groups. These crucial universal human 
problems are then stated as questions. The five hypothesized common human 
problems and their typological labels are: 
1. Tfhat is the character of innate human nature? (human nature 
orientation) 
2. What is tie relation of man to nature and supernature? (man-
nature orientation) 
3. What is the temporal focus of life? (time orientation) 
4. What is the modality of human activity? (activity orientation) 
5. What is the modality of man's relationship to other men? 
(relational orientation) 
Each value orientation has variations postulated by Kluckhohn as the major 
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universal solutions or answer to each of the questions poccd. (see Figaro 
1). An important focus of this typology is that each value orientation 
alternative can be hypothesized to combine with every other value orien­
tation alternative although Kluckhohn notes that some combinations of 
first choices of alternatives inay be found more than others. In the United 
State s I Kluckhohn says, the dominant or first-order value orientations of 
"evil-but-perfectible" human nature orientation, "mastery over nature" 
man-nature orientation, "future" time orientation, "doing" activity 
orientation and "individualistic" relational orientation, in general 
combined to lead to a high evaluation of the occupational irorld, conceived 
of as a world of technology, business, and economic affairs. In other 
words, in the combinations described as being important foci in the 
United States the intorrolationohïps of dooinant-valuo orienta­
tions indicate the differing emphasis which may be placed on occupational 
behavioral spheres rather than other behavioral spheres. 
In eranrccry, Kluckhohn has dolinoatod -five csajor human 
problems and has hypothesized that societies or groups can be classified 
by determining the relative importance placed on each solution to the 
five problems. Furthermore, she indicates some combinations of variations 
in the solutions to the common human problems >âll be more likely to occur 
than other combinations. These likely combinations then may tend to 
indicate the emphasis placed on various behavior spheres. This summary 
has implications for the analysis in this dissertation as follo^ rs: 
1. Kluckhohn* s typological approach may not be hypothesized to be 
exhaustive at a general level of the areas in which human beings 
Innate human nature A. luvil Neutral-mixture of Good 
good and evil 
Man's relation to nature 
and supernature 
Time focus 
Modality of human activity 
Modality of man's rela­
tionship to other men 
fl. Mutable-
immutable 















Figure 1. Kluokhohn's conceptualization of variations in value orientations (1963:222) 
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would be erpected to have value orientations or to contend that 
all the important problems basic to all societies have been 
dealt with. In fact, an equally important man-space orientar-
tion has been omitted by Kluckhohn from the analysis because 
the variant solutions had not been completely delineated. But 
for all intents and purposes Kluckhohn (1963:246) sees these 
five or six common humain problems and solutions as a relatively 
exhaustive set end says: 
I would insist thax before other problems are added, it is 
necessary to determine whether they are problems of equal 
significance to those cited or are derivativo problems which 
result from the coabinationes-juxtapositions of more basic 
problemso 
If there are common human problems with alternative solutions 
then it should be possible to compare individuals and groups 
based on the ^ solutions to the problems which they employ. 
It is assumed by Kluckhohn that all solutions are present in a 
society at all times but as Kluckhohn suggests if certain combin­
ations of solutions to common human problems may be more likely 
to occur than others within a particular society it should be 
possible to hypothesize the combinations most likely to occur 
anri alternative combinations within sub-systems of a society. 
Kluckhohn (1963:246) is not sure whether this assumption can be 
supported and says: 
While no claim is yet made with certainty that the value 
orientations relative to the five selected problems are neces­
sarily independent variables, it remains a problem of empirical 
testing to determine whether some two or more of them alwa^ vs 
"hunt together". Prom the testing made thus far of the 
theory it would certainly appear to be the case that the 
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orientations as stated are independent variables. . . while 
it may prove to be the case, statistically spesiicLng that the 
logical "good fits" [e.g. present-time and being orientations] 
aro more nunsrous than the logical "bad fits" (a fact which is 
by no raeano yet eotabliched), it may well be that tho more 
interesting eases for thg analysis of ciiltiarzvl integration and 
cultural change are those in irhich bad fits have created czny 
intracultural strains. 
4. As defined by Kluckhohn, the avaiilable variations in each value 
orientation are considered to be alternatives or categories rhich 
are for classificatory purposes distinct and are not nocecsarily 
seen as continua or polar variables. 
Kluckhohn's classification of value orientations is truly typological 
in attempting to delineate a set of very general, universal, outually 
exclusive set of value orientations based on common human probloao for 
the purpose of analyzing variations among and within societies. A second 
major orientation used in constructing value orientation profiles has 
been to classify societies or types of social relationships themselves 
based on some chairacteristic and then logically infer configurations of 
value orientations most likely to occur in these societies. In this 
tradition many times the criteria have resulted in antithetical types or 
polar variables, usually ideal polar types implying some developmental 
mainy times undefined, continuum between the polar extremes. A list of the 
polar typos used as bases to describe configurations of value orientations 
could include: Tonnies - Gemeinschaft and Gesellschaft, Maine — status 
and contract societies, Spencer - militant and industrial forms, 
Eatzenhofer - conquest state and culture state, Durkheim - mechanical end 
organic solidarity, Cooley - primary and (implied) secondary groups, 
Maclver - communal and associational relations, Zimmerman - localité and 
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cosmopolitan communities, Odum - folk-state pair, Redfield — folk-urban 
continuum, Sorokin - familistic versus contractual relations, Becker -
oacred and secular societies and dichotomies like primative-civilizcd, 
sinple-complex, non-literate-litorate, underdeveloped-developed, hactorard-
advaaced, traditional-modern, rural versus urban (McKinney, 1956:101). 
These pair concepts do not all use the same criteria for classifying 
phenomena "but for the purposes of constructing value orientations typss 
several are usually combined to yield Gemeinschaft-like or Gesolloschaft-
liko configurations of value orientations» 
Of these types, probably the moot popular and enduring set of concepts 
for classifying societies has been that of the ideal type categories for 
descriptively classifying medieval and modern societies originated by 
Tonnies. Tonnies regarded Gecseinschaft and Gcsollschaft as contrasts 
between total societies while at the same time regarding them as concepts 
noting the processual nature of what a society had been and what it had 
become. According to Martindale (1950b:23l): 
Han's behavior, Tonnies believed, was influenced by the two forces 
represented by his feelings and his thought. Human social develop­
ment was an evolution of man's natural and rational wills, respect­
ively and of types of society they made possible, Gemeinschaft and 
Gesellschaft. 
Social relationships, groups, and societies, according to Tcnnies 
caai be characterized by the nature of the major type of will involved in 
relationships. Rational will involved viewing social objects in terms of 
individual means and ends and characterizing the relationships between 
them» Individuals enter into social relationships in order to attain a 
particular end. Social relationships based on natural will, howevor, may 
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become ends in themselves since they are based primarily on a "ifilled" 
characteristic natural to man. Thoy tend to become ends in themoolves. 
A comparison of characteristics of associations which ^ e described as 
Geczsinschaft and those described as Gesollschaft which have been used in 




division of labor based on mutual 
aid and helpfulness 
equilibrium of individual wills 
authority based on age, wisdom 
and bonevolont force 
common habitat 




reciprocal and binding sentiment 
diffuse or blanket obligations 
coiamon language 
custom and belief 
mutual possession and enjoyment 
social tradition 
spirit of brotherhood 
Prom Durkiâea and his type of societal mechanical or organic solidarity 
the idea of the collective conscience is added to the group of descriptive 
characteristics available for use in constructing typologies of value 
orientations. In the society characterized by mechanical solidarity 
separation 
conventions or positive and 
specific definitions and regula­
tions 
dominance by merchants, capitalists 
and a power elite 
actions in terms of self interest 
individualism 
delinited spheres of contact 
feelings of others disregarded on 
the level of sentiment 
obligations limited 
money and credit relationship 
lack of mutual familiar relations 
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people are seen to be homogeneous in beliefs and sentiments giving rise 
to a collective conscience trith characteristics of exteriority and 
coaotraint. The conscience collective at any one time is not totally 
a product of the present members of society (exteriority) end the icembers 
of the society cannot morally refute the collective conscience (constraint) 
(McKinney, 1966:104-106). This leads to at least external conformity 
while organic solidarity leads to individualism and differentiation but 
society itself is held together by the contact and interdependence of its 
parts. 
Other classic polar types reviewed in the construction of value 
orientation typologies and their major contributions to these typologies 
includo Redfield and his idea of the small, isolated, non-literate homogen­
eous, technologically simple, economically independent, conventionalized 
folk society in which "behavior is spontaneous, traditional, personal, 
and there is no motivation toward reflection, criticism, or experimen­
tation (HcKinney, 1966:108)"o In the folk society kinship is central and 
the family is the unit of action. Traditional acts and objects are sacred, 
not questioned. Social relationships are articulated as primaiy relation­
ships aaid activities are ends in themselves. A past time orientation is 
maintained. Redfield's folk society is an ideal type which is polar to 
modem urbanized society -with which it can be contrasted. 
Becker delineates the sacred and secular societies as his major types. 
Variables he stresses of particular importance for this analysis include 
the idea that in a secular society rationality is dominant and science is 
powerful, innovation is prized, change is sought and considered progress. 
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In general, means are evaluated according to their efficiency and ends 
judged based on the perceived happiness they tnll bring. Finally, individ­
ualization prodominates the society and legal contracts arrange many 
cocial relationships. 
Tfcbor's s^ reckrational types of action orientation althou^  in a 
four-fold classification has often been used to help describe urban, 
secular, or Gosollschaft value orientations. According to this classifi­
cation there are four major trays in which an actor can relate means and 
ends in orienting his behavior. The sweckrational orientation involves 
rational selection based on knoifledge of and expectation for tho behavior 
of objects and individuals in the actor's environcent in order to meet 
discrete individual ends (ïïobor, 194-7:115)» This orientation is often 
called expedient rationality. The wortrational orientation focuses on 
some ultimate end or value but means can still be selected according to 
rational expedient criteria given tho limits the absolute value imposes 
on their selection. In affectual action means and ends bocome fused and 
are selected according to affectual criteria to rcleace tension. In 
traditional action means have become ends or are as important as ends Ami 
action is habituated to traditional ways of behavior lîith little evaluation 
of either means or ends. This typology has been used by Weber and others 
to imply a rational-non-rational dichotongr with the zweckrational orien­
tation as the prototype for the rational type and the other three 
categories as composing seras type of non-rational orientation. 
Utilizing both Kluckhohn's framework and the characteristics described 
in the polar or societal continua constructs described by the classic 
polar typologists, Singh constructed =& typology of folk urban value 
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orientations for use in exsimining the relationship "between value orien­
tations and adoption of agricultural technology. Singh specifies two 
levels of value orientation and classifies values into general and 
specific value orientations. General value orientations are classified 
Tsy Singh (1967:36-42)1 following Kluckhohn "by four of the common human 
problems as follows: 
Problem Polk Urban 
Man — nature 






play an important role) 
a. authoritarianism 
(folk ways and means 
rule rigidly) 
b, external conformity 
(uncritical acceptance 
of decisions arrived 





(belief in science) 
liberalism (tradi­









(contacts e^ re 
secondary) 
Sight specific level occupational value orientations were delineated 
in a pilot study and used in Singh's analysis considered to be value 
orientations focusing on a specific situation "farming as an occupation". 
These eight occupational value orientations included on the hypothesized 
end of the continuum l) hard physical work, 2) familism, and 3) tradition­
alism; and on the hypothesized urban end of the continuum 1) freedom, 2) 
scienticism, 3) economic gain, 4) seeing farming favorably in terms of the 
security, and 5) value toward leisure (Singh, 1$6?:43-50)* 
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In the case of each value orientation the relationship hypothesized 
was that between a value orientation and adoption behavior. Adoption 
behavior vas operationalized by utilizing a concept measuring the 
adoption of recommended farm practices* In each case the value orienta­
tions whether general or specific considered to be related to higher farm 
practice adoption wore those classified on the urban end of the folk-
urban continuum. 
A slight change in orientation from Kluckhohn's analysis has occurred 
in Singh's typological framework. Pour of the universal common human 
problems orientations have been retained at a general level but the 
variations available for solution for each problem have been redefined 
and eswh set of solutions has been inferred to be a polar position of a 
Xîontinuum. In addition specific level value orientations have been added 
related to farming as an occupation. These additional value orientations 
are not seen to be solutions to what Kluckhohn considers the common human 
problems. 
The shift in focus from the theoretical orientation of Kluckhohn to 
that of Singh is a shift from a variations in value orientations approach 
to a configuration of value orientations approach. For purposes of analysis 
values hypothesized to be on the folk end of the- folk-urban continuum are 
considered to "hunt together". This according to Kluckhohn is still 
hypothesis. Singh also assumes that specific level value orientations may 
not necessarily be derivatives of more basic value orientations for 
purposes of his analysis but may be occupationally related. The focus, 
therefore, of Singh is not how various levels of value orientations are 
I 
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related but in how general and specific level value orientations are 
related to adoption behavior. 
Hobbs, using Weber's concept of expedient rationality, Simon's 
concept of bounded rationality, and the ideal polar type "economic man", 
assumed that the Geraeinscheift-like and Gesellschaft-lika characteristics 
defined by the classical polar typalogists could be used to define a non-
rational and a rational value orientation configuration. 
A characteristic of rational will following the classical typologists 
includes the utilization of social relationships to achieve rational goals. 
Economically rational action defined by Hobbs is considered to be of the 
same general nature as that of Gesellschaft-like relationships and the 
economically rationsJ. individual was expected to exhibit the characteristic 
values, beliefs, and modes of action identified with the Gesellochaft 
defined in economic terms. These relationships as delineated and 
presented by Hobbs (1964:78) follow in Figure 2. 
Function 
1. Goal orientation 
2. Cognitive or 
evaluative aspect 








Belief in physical work 









Primary emphasis on 
management functions, 
mental process 
Figure 2. Hobbs' paradigm of functional value relations to farm 
management process (Hobbs, 1964:78) 
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Function Non-rational Rational 
(Gemeinschaft-like) (CçsellsehsSt-lil») 
4. Social reference Normative, responsible, Independent, individ­
aspect affective ualistic, affectually 
neutral 
5. Action and Risk aversion Risk preference 
reponsibility 
Figure 2. con't. 
The orientation used by Hobbs (I964) comes primarily out of the 
economic concept of rationality and hypothesize that there is predictable 
group of values which are interrelated and "which together comprise a 
value ^ stem which is oriented primarily toward economically rational 
behavior (Hobbs, 1964:77^ 1 He follows 'Williams and says: 
even most simple choice situations involve not single values but 
complexes of values or value systems. Those most generally into 
relatively congruent and intordepondent systems from the point of 
view of the individual or the social system of which the individual 
is a part. 
Rationality is seen by Hobbs as an intervening variable between the values, 
belief, and attitude systems of the individual and an act or acts of 
behavior. Hobbs considered action most economiceilly rational when 
individual was primarily oriented toward values emphasizing: l) a 
primary goal of maximization of profits, 2) the use of scientific evalua­
tion, 3) the primary emphasis on the management functions-mental processes 
in farming, 4) emphasis on independence in relation to others, and 5) a 
preference for taking risk. For Hobbs' analysis risk preference was 
obtained by reversing the direction of items scored on a scale measuring 
risk aversion. Assuming that rational value orientation was one general 
value orientation dimension, Hobbs weighted and combined all measures 
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into one for analysis. 
A second use of the concept of rational value orientation iras ly Lee 
(1969) • Following Hohbs' rationale that there is a gystem of values 
•rtiich is oriented primarily toward economic ends, she utilized the five 
dimension delineated l?y Eobbs as a rational value orientation. She, 
however, separated out a motivational orientation dimension indicating 3 
specific instance of a value orientation related to economic goal orien­
tation. She indicated that a preference for economic goals could be 
further subdivided into various categories of the amount to which profit 
vas emphasized. For example, profit could be sought at a satisfying level 
or enough profit to enable satisfaction.of certain other goals. The classic 
ideal type construct, however, specifies a particular orientation toward 
profit which indicates that profit should be maximized regardless of all 
other motivational orientations. For this reason, profit maximization 
was used by Lee as a specialized type of rational, economic goal 
orientation with very specific motivational orientations for those who 
agreed with it. Motivational orientation then as operaticnalized by profit 
maximization became a more specific instance of value orientation than the 
general concept of economic motivation as used tqr Hobbs. 
Based on the assumption that rational value orientation could be 
considered to be a general value orientation, Lee randomly selected items 
from a Hobbs pool of items to be included in her concept of rational 
orientation including economic motivation, use of scientific evaluation of 
means, emphasis on mental processes in management, emphasis of independence, 
and a preference for taking risk. All items regardless of dimension and 
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all dimensions regardless of number of items selected from that dimension 
vera pooled into a rational value orientation score. Thio rational value 
orientation scale and the motivational orientation scale became two of 
the variables used to predict the role performance of managers of farm 
coopsratives in Iowa. 
Since Leo's dissertation did not deal with farmers but with farm 
cooperative managers it may be useful to mention t^ ro reasons for its 
inclusion in this analysis. First, the sane pool of value items and 
the same original dimensions were considered to be relevant to the analysis 
of farm cooperative managers role performance and to individual farm 
operator measures of economic success (fiobbs, I964; Lee, 1969)* In each 
case the variable predicted was a measure of economic returns to the firm 
whether it be the farm firm or the cooperative firm. 
In second place, in each case the concept of "rational value orien­
tation" was used as the general value orientation concept. Lee, however, 
separated from a general economic motivation dimension a specific dimension 
of motivational orientation of primary goal, which was operationalized as 
orientation toward profit maximization. 
In the case of each of operationalizations described above a model of 
the Gemsinschaft and Gesellschaft system characteristics has been used to 
define rational orientation by first describing them and then by distin­
guishing values associated with each type. Both Hobbs and Lee hypothesized 
that certain value orientations "hunt together", so much so that one 
general value orientation dimension made up of sub-dimensions of components 
of rational value orientations have been used. Hobbs and Lee also assume 
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value orientation configurations can be identified from among societal 
subsystems by identifying the classic characteristics of those sub-
s^terns and their value orientations. 
The final review of value orientations delineated takes neither 
a completely rural—urban view nor a rational—non—rational view as its 
major focus to delineate value orientations» It also takes neither a 
general or specific level value orientations view. Warland takes the 
view that assessing values both from a descriptive view of what authors 
have felt to be associated with a distinctly traditional rural homogeneous 
subculture and from a descriptive view of what authors feel to be associ­
ated with a contemporsiry or central core of value orientations of the 
society as a large one can delineate configurations of value orientations. 
Proceeding froa a-set of gjac "tjasgretical coatiana-¥ariend ueed 
cluster analysis to determine homogeneous measures of value orientations. 
Theoretical dimensions (each Scales (separate dimensions) 
on a continuum) 
-Independent action 
-Indi vi dual ism 
Collective action 
Mastery over any situation 
Fatalism 
Scientific orientation Belief in science 
Traditionali sm Traditionalism 
Figure 3« Theoretical dimensions and scales used by tfarland (I966) 
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Theoretical dimensions (each — 
on a continuum) 
Farming as a way of life - non-— 
economic (non—rational, emotional) 
returns 
Farming as a "business - economic — 
ends (economic rationality) 
Risk preference 
Risk aversion 
Government plays virtually no 
role 
-Scales (separate dimensions) 
-Farming as a way of life 
•Maximization of income 
Government dominance (government 
places restrictions on efficiency, 
earning possibilities, and 




Government plays a major role Commutative justice (guarantee a 
fair return) 
Distributive justice (equalize 
opportunity, income, security, 
and common welfare) 
Figure 3. con't. 
¥(trland hypothesized that fatalism, traditionalism, debt avoidance, 
risk aversion, farming as a way of life, and individualism would form an 
interrelated value-orientation configuration which has been called 
traditionally niral (called traditional perhaps based on a focus on classic 
Gemeinschaft-like societal characteristics). He further hypothesized that 
scientific orientation, maximization of income, and risk orientation would 
form a value orientation which could be called a contemporary value 
orientation (called contemporary based on focus on classic Gesellschaft-
like societal characteristics). These are theorized but not analyzed by 
Ifarland as conflicting value orientations "within the rural area". 
Weir land further delineated a set of values and beliefs specifically 
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associated, with farm policy positions and actions. These are specific 
level value orientations dimensions. Warland has delineated an independ­
ent action value orientation consisting of independent action, individ-
nalisà, and the restrictiveness of government dominance. Warland also 
hypothesizes that collective action, commutative justice, and distributive 
justice form a value configuration called collective action. 
In Figure 4 a summary of the traditional sad contemporary rural 


















Maximization of income 
Figure 4. Traditional rural and contemporary rural value orientation 
configurations 
The two additional clusters of values and beliefs specifically 
associated with policy positions in agriculture focus primarily on 
changes in the role of government in agriculture (see Figure 5)* 
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(government insure a fair return) 
Government dominance 
(govornmùnt is restrictive) 
Distributive justice 
(government equalize opportunity) 
Figure 5* Independent action and collective action value orientation 
Warland notes that "these two orientations are clearly in conflict with 
one another (1966:62)." They are not analyzed to test the assumption 
Warland as Singh, Hobbs, and Lee follows Williams in saying that even the 
most simple choice situation involves not single values but complexes of 
values and value configurations. Harland goes on to note that a number of 
values may influence any response an actor may give to aiqr given stimuli 
and beliefs relevant to behavior (often multiple beliefs) are often 
organized into independent systems known as value orientations. Following 
Williams he states, "vadues are not simply distributed at random, but are 
instead independent, arranged in a pattern, and subject to reciprocal or 
nmtual variation (Warland, 1966:36; Williams, 1970:332). Gemeinschaft-
liiœ values take on a locality specific nature. A social system (rural) 
which has traditionally been defined as Gemeinschaft-like is descriptively 
analyzed into Gemeinschaft-like and Gesellschaft-like value orientations. 
Value orientations in a homogeneous Gemeinschaft-like social gystem are, 
configurations 
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following Sorokin, Taylor, Bernard, and Tonnies, defined as characterized 
ty independence, conservativenese, and traditionalism. On this base of 
the Gemeinschaft-like and Gesellschaft-like social system characteristics, 
Gesellschaft-like value orientations are dependence, liberalism, and 
innovativeness. Varland says, however, that changes in rural society make 
the use of rural-urban continuum and Gemeinschaft and Gesellschaft no 
longer meaningful distinctions in American society (see also Martindale, 
1962 and HcKinney, I966). The contemporary value orientations currently 
developing parallel a decline in the value orientations associated with 
the Protestant ethic. The current value systems emerging emphasize "ways 
of maintaining and enhancing personal development under the conditions of 
modem life". A new belief in the group is emerging which stresses; l) 
the group as a source of creativity, 2) belongingness is the ultimate need 
of the individual, and 3) faith in the application of science to achieve 
this belongingness. These new value orientations "are based on the 
premise that modern man is an active participant in the manipulation of 
his environment and finds meaning and strength through constant association 
with others"» These social values replacing traditional values include 
scientific orientation, risk orientation, and income maximization. These 
values according to War land are not all of contemporary values and beliefs 
but only those with counterparts in the traditional orientation. 
Warland again hypothesizes that certain value orientations "hunt 
together" but maintains independent value orientation dimensions to test 
this hypothesis. Again, although generaJ. level and specific level value 
orientations are discussed, the focus is on the relationship between value 
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orientations and farm policy positions, not on the relationship between 
various levels of value orientations. 
Since the analysis in this dissertation focused on the dimension 
of value orientations reported in Beeil et al» (1968) and Warland (1966) 
each of these dimensions will he discussed in the next section. 
Specific Value Orientation Dimensions 
Traditionalism, debt avoidance, farming as a way of life, fatalism, 
and risk aversion and individualism have been hypothesized to constitute 
a traditional rural value orientation configuration. The theoretical 
components of each of these dimensions havs been discussed by Hobbs (I964) 
War land (I966) and Beal et al. (I968). In this dissertation each will be 
discussed separately building on the earlier more general discussion of 
alternative typologies of value orientations. 
Traditionalism according to Beal et al» (1968:162) can be-defined as 
a value advocating that "past tested" methods rather than relatively 
new untried methods should serve as guides for decision-making in 
farming. 
This particular value orientation was seen to be rested in rural isolation, 
the conservatism of the farmer, and his pragmatism. Those solutions which 
had worked in the past were seen as tested and true. The polar extreme 
of this orientation has been described by Weber (1947) in his typology of 
bases of authority and in his modes of individual social action. The 
basis of authority for the traditional leader is the historical precedent 
for the position. In farming the basis of authority for the traditional 
farmer in farming is the historical precedent of methods which have been 
tried and were perceived to work. 
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In some typologies traditionalism encompasses a great range of 
less general value orientations including systematic avoidance of debt, 
risk, or any change. Traditionalism implies a time orientation toward the 
past rather than the present or future (Kluckhohn, I963). At a general 
level traditionalism as a value orientation can be used as a general 
concept indicating a whole configuration of value orientations, as in 
Warland's Traditional rural value orientation configuration, Gemeinschaft 
values (Loomis, I96O) or rural values; or it can be specified at a lower 
level of abstraction to mean that only past tested methods should be used 
in farming. For purposes of definition the less general sense will be 
stipulated to be the one under study in this dissertation. 
Although in a general way debt avoidance can be seen as an aspect of 
traditionalism it can also be specified at a lower level of abstraction 
to mean: 
a value advocating that capital should be accumulated rather than 
borrowed before purchasing any goods, services, and property for 
either maintenance or expansion purposes (Beal et al., 1968:162). 
This value orientation is related also to risk aversion and the assumption 
that to borrow may be risky, particulaurly in light of the uncertainty of 
events of nature in farming. The notion of thrift in life also affects 
this value orientation. Saving in the present and for the future is seen 
as right emd proper. Thrift and hard work, it is assumed, will be justly 
rewarded. These notions have been seen as characteristics of the 
Protestant ethic (Bertrand, I967). 
Debt avoidance cam be seen as either a highly rational or highly 
non-rational approach to farming. In a credit economy it would be judged 
very traditional but even in a credit economy some weighting of means and 
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ends is implied in which individuals judge their purchasing capability 
before borrowing any money. A polar position of debt avoidance has 
become the ideal type of debt avoidance described in this value orienta­
tion. No decision-making is implied in the definition other than the 
decision not to borrow. 
Farming as a way of life can be seen as either one of the most 
general or most specific of the value orientation dimensions. It ceua be 
defined as; 
a belief that farming is the most "natural" and desirable way to 
live suid is an end in and of itself. It emphasizes the returns of 
farming other than economic (Seal et al., 1968:162). 
Viewing farming as a way of life has been contrasted with either viewing 
farming as an occupation or as a business. A positive orientation toward 
. farming as a way of life has been widespread throughout Western history 
and during the developmental period of the United States. Authors from 
Cicero to Jefferson have exalted agriculture as profitable, delightful, 
a source of human virtues and traits which give a proper foundation for 
democratic government, significant, a good life, an inspiration to poets, 
a better world, the best place to raise children, a way of life (Baishor, 
1968:19-24). Aspects of these conceptions are idealized to the 
present day among not only farmers but within the population of the 
United States as a whole. 
The second perspective toward farming as a way of life emphasizes 
the idea that most individuals through time gain an orientation toward 
the occupation in which they construct a set of beliefs, rationalizations, 
and explcinations which lead them to view that occupation as beneficial, 
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important and desirable, and as making a necessary contribution to 
society in general. Occupations are seen to provide direct benefits to 
those who engage in them. These beliefs tend to help increase feelings 
of personal worth and satisfaction. Eeedep et al. (1967) believes 'that this 
socialization process toward one's occupation happens in all occupations 
but it is especially evident in relation to farming (Bashor, 1968:19-24)» 
It is relatively difficult to distinguish the occupational benefits 
perceived by the farmer as noted by authors like Taylor (1968) and Bertrand 
(1967) in his occupation from the factors extrinsic to occupational 
belief, like the fresh air, open spaces, links to the soil, benefits for 
family, and raising children. Farming as a way of life, therefore, 
usually includes aspects of each of these orientations. At a less general 
level farming as a way of life cbuld focus on either of the orientations 
that is, as occupation for the farmer or as a way of life for the farmer 
and his family. The more general definition which includes both 
dimensions will be stipulated as the definition for this dissertation. 
The discussion of the value orientation of farming as a business will be 
presented under "maximization of income". 
Fatalism has been defined as: 
a belief or personal philosophy maintaining that events and man's 
destiny are determined by external forces in advance so that man 
has no control over what happens to him (Beal et al., 1968:162). 
This value orientation can see the external forces as supernatural (God 
or some super power) in origin or natural (weather, natural disaster, 
or economic conditions) in origin. A major distinction used to define 
fatalism as a polar type says it is a belief of man's subjugation to 
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nature rather than mastery over nature. A fatalism value orientation 
dimension at a general level could include both of these foci. A less 
general dimension could he constructed focusing on either the supernatural 
or natural dimensions. The assumption by which this value orientation 
dimension is included is that, realistically, farming is an occupation 
where events of nature can impinge heavily on the ongoing seasonal 
production of agricultural commodities. The general definition will be 
stipulated for use in this dissertation. 
Risk aversion has been associated with traditionalism, fatalism, and 
especially debt avoidance as a part of a rural value orientation. Risk 
aversion can be defined as; 
a value advocating that a farmer should use assured and predictable 
practices in his farming operation to reduce risk as much as possible 
(Seal ot al«, 1968:162). 
Risks are seen as actions which involve elements beyond the individ­
ual's control to attsân a goal. But, risks are future outcomes about 
which a decision-maker has enough information to establish a probability 
distribution- for an alternative course of action. Uncertainty implies 
that the decision-makers knowledge is not sufficient to allow any 
probability distribution for the results of use of an alternative. By 
comparing definitions of the value orientations dimensions in the 
traditional configuration risk aversion can be seen to be highly related 
to traditionalism. Areas which could be considered to involve risk could 
include anytMng from practices in management of the farm to new or improved 
technological means of producing agricultxirail outputs. The major focus 
includes that the farmer should be assured himself of the predictability 
of the practice so that, to him, it contains as little risk or as much 
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certainty as possible. This value orientation impies at its polar 
extreme an absolute maintenance of the status quo in a particular farming 
operation. This value orientation is also seen to be highly related to 
fatalism and debt avoidance. As noted earlier farming is uncertain in 
terras of factors the farmer can realistically control. Since farming is 
uncertain, debt avoidance could be seen as a sub-dimension of risk aversion 
as risk aversion could be seen as a sub-dimension of fatalism. The more 
general definition of risk aversion will be accepted in this dissertation. 
Individualism is one of the most widely studied concepts extant in 
sociology and one which has been highly associated with farming. 
Historically, the farmer has been seen at the ideal level as a rugged 
individual depending on no one. Individualism can be defined as: 
the belief that am individual should be self-sufficient and responsi­
ble for solving his own problems and making his own decisions 
(•ffarlsind, 1966:46). 
Individualism has been highly associated with the concept of freedom. The 
development of individual initiative and the maintenance of some measure 
of control over one's own life are integral components of individualism. 
The concept of personal power is also a part of individualism. Personal 
power as the ability to control one's own life rests on an assumption that 
the individual has access to at least some of the scarce resources a 
society has available. Consequently, the values of thrift and economic 
productivily as themes in the Protestant ethic also contribute to a belief 
in individuali sm. 
Historically farmers and farm faunilies during the developmental period 
of the United States were physically and socially isolated and had to make 
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decisions ty themselves in many areas directly and indirectly related to 
farming. This responsibility for decision-making in many areas also 
implied that broad-ranged skills were necessary to deal with the exigen­
cies of early American farming. Individualism, historically, has also 
implied an authoritarian orientation on the part of the farmer in which 
his areas of responsibilities for making decisions concerning the farm and 
family were relatively cleaurly defined. The more isolated the farmer 
physically and socially the broader his responsibilities and, yet, the 
more clear-cut in terms of survival. 
The assumption that individualism is associated with the traditional 
rural value orientation opposes directly the notion that individualism is 
a GeseBschaft-like value orientation. The individualism defined by 
Warland is based primarily on the necessity of individual action in 
relative isolation and the idea of personal power. According to Brewster 
(1961:118-119) several senses of the teirm freedom contribute to the idea 
of individualism (and as will be noted later also independent action and 
collective action). The first is the idea in the democratic creed that 
all men are of equal worth and dignity and that no one should have 
dictatorial power over another. In other words "all deserve an equal 
voice in shaping the rules which are deemed necessary for the sake of the 
general welfare". But a negative sense of freedom is also implied which 
indicates that individuals should be free to make decisions without inter­
ference from anyone. This sense of freedom comes from the enterprise 
creed and the conflict between these creeds makes hypothesizing individual­
ism into either a traditional or contemporary value orientation dimension 
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relatively difficult unless the specific focus of the dimension is known. 
Scientific orientation, maximization of income, and risk orientation 
have been hypothesized to form a contemporary rural value orientation 
configuration. Each of these dimensions will "be discussed below building 
on the earlier discussion of more general value orientation typologies. 
Scientific orientation has been seen as theoretically opposed to 
traditionalism. Scientific orientation can be defined as: 
a value advocating that scientific findings should be applied to all 
aspects of our everyday life and that scientific findings and the 
scientific method should servo as the criteria for the selection 
among alternative courses of action (Beal et al., 1968:162). 
There are at least two major interpretations for this value orientation 
dimension. PollovrLng Varland (1966), Singh (I967), and Hobbs (1964) 
scientific orientation implies that new and improved ideas and technological 
practices offer alternatives to the farmer to select among means to reach 
their goals in farming. Decision-making is also assumed to follow the 
logico-rational scientific sequence of problem solving. Man is considered 
to be able to manipulate and master nature thus putting scientific 
orientation in opposition to fatalism. The research, teaching, and 
extension functions of the land-grant universities have encouraged farmers 
to assume a scientific orientation toward farming so that they: 
consider new as well as proven alternatives, evaluate means as well 
as ends, and employ science as the criteria for choices among alter­
natives (Warland, 1966:50-51). 
A second interpretation does not necessarily imply that scientific 
orientation opposes the values in the traditional rural value orientation 
configuration. The definition of scientific orientation does not specify 
necessarily that the scientific findings need be new and untried. In 
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fact the assumptions of the scientific method is that, in general, the 
findings disseminated have.some truth claims. Thus scientific orientation 
may not be inimical to traditionalism except in each of their polar 
extremes. Scientific orientation in its definition does not specify the 
end or goal which the alternative means will lesid toward. The implication 
and findings support the contention that the goal will be some level of 
profit (Hobbs, 19^ 4? Lee, 19^ 9) but other goals would be possible. So 
except in their polar extremes and when scientific orientation focuses on 
economic ends and farming as a way of life focuses on non-economic ends 
these value orientations may not be directly opposing. In terms of 
fatalism, it is assumed that it might be possible to have a high scientific 
orientation and yet very realistically realizes that man has little control 
of certain events of nature. Risk aversion could be seen to be compatible 
with scientific orientation if the scientific practices can be said to have 
aiçr truth claims and some level of debt avoidance might be a most scientific 
orientation in a particular farming operations. 
In summary, although scientific orientation is seen as an opposing 
value orientation to those dimensions in the traditional rural value 
orientation configuration the definitions must be taken in their polar 
extremes in order to support this presupposition. 
Maximization of income can be defined as: 
a value advocating that farming should be considered primarily as a 
business operation and a means to economic ends, such as yield and 
profit (Seal et al., 1968:162). 
- The maximization of income value orientation implies the ideal type 
"economic man" in which it is assumed that each individual pursues his own 
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self-interest and employs his reason to increase his wealth. This view 
assumes that economic motivation is only as special aspect of a univer­
sal human nature (Martindale, 1960a). The idea of maximization of income 
implies a relatively fixed end. in farming. Farming is considered, a 
business and follows a belief of the Protestant ethic which encourages: 
the pursuit of profits, backed by a belief that the taking of profits 
is both ethical and. accounts for national economic growth and 
expansion (Bertrand., 1967:359). 
Farming has been moving toward an orientation of business for at least a 
century aind. a half in the United States. This change has been encouraged 
by the technological advances in all aspects of society including 
agriculture. As society continued the process of urbanization a shift 
from farming as a way of life focusing on non-economic gains occurred» 
In urbanized societies it ap^ ars acceptable to adjust and readjust 
one's behavior, following the trends, if not the bandwagon, of social 
configurations. Consequently it is not surprizing noi; to discover 
a "modem" definition of the family farm concept. It is now a 
commercial enterprize. ; it is a mechanized operation involving 
a large capital investment and a minimum human energy output. 
Typically, one family still runs the farm, makes the managerial 
decisions, and provides most of the labor. These sire rationalistic 
operations in which business entrepreneurs are market-oriented. 
Such farm operators and their families would disdain the thought of 
a subsistence operation (Taylor, 1968:235)« 
Again this value orientation may not be inimical with the traditional 
value orientations if the occupation, farming as a business, is maintained 
coterminously with a non-occupational orientation regarding the non­
occupational (family and environmental) advantages of country life. 
Risk orientation can be defined as: 
a value placing emphasis upon methods perceived as involving elements 
beyond the individual's control for purposes of gaining certain 
predetermined ends (Beal et al.. 1968:162). 
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The definition does not specify the ends "but theoretically and empirically 
risk orientation has been found to be related to scientific orientation 
and maximization of income so economic ends and the use of scientific 
method and findings are implied. The individual who is willing to take 
risks is seen as not being traditionally oriented. This individual is 
also assumed not to go to the extreme of risk taking but to use judgment 
about the levels of risk in terras of goals and possible returns for the 
risks. Theoretically it has been assumed that farmers who were oriented 
toward risks would be the innovators in adopting new technology and 
usually would receive the largest share of marginal profits for their 
risk. 
The collective action value orientation configuration contains the 
dimensions collective action, commutative justice, and distributive 
justice. In this section the theoretical components of each dimension 
will be discussed separately. 
Collective action can be defined as: 
a value advocating that problems should be solved and business 
decisions should be made through cooperation with others (Beal 
et al., 1968:162). 
In order to discuss what this particular value orientation concerns it 
may be worthwhile to examine the various kinds of cooperation which have 
been delineated. Cooperation is one of the "universal interactional 
social processes which occur in all societies" (Bertrand, 1967:208). 
Bertrand (1967:209) has defined cooperation as "any form of social inter­
action involving two or more persons or groups working together to accom­
plish a common end or ends". Bertrand has described three major -types 
of cooperation* 
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The definition does not specify the ends but theoretically and empirically 
risk orientation has been found to be related to scientific orientation 
and maximization of income so economic ends and the use of scientific 
method and findings are implied. The individual who is willing to take 
risks is seen as not being traditionally oriented. This individual is 
also assumed not to go to the extreme of risk taking but to use judgment 
about the levels of risk in terms of goals and possible returns for the 
risks. Theoretically it has been assumed that farmers who were oriented 
toward risks would be the innovators in adopting new technology and 
usually would receive the largest share of marginal profits for their 
risk. 
The collective action value orientation configuration contains the 
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justice. In this section the theoretical components of each dimension 
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Collective action can be defined as: 
a value advocating that problems should be solved and business 
decisions should be made through cooperation with others (Beal 
et al., 1968:162). 
In order to discuss what this particular value orientation concerns it 
may be worthwhile to examine the various kinds of cooperation which have 
been delineated. Cooperation is one of the "universal interactional 
social processes which occur in all societies" (Bertrand, 1967:208). 
Bertrand (1967:209) has defined cooperation as "any form of social inter­
action involving two or more persons or groups working together to swîcom-
plish a common end or ends". Bertrand has described three major "types 
of cooperation. 
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A discussion of these types of cooperation is important in order to 
examine the type of cooperation vhich is under consideration when one 
indicates that someone favors "collective action". Bertrand (1967:209) 
indicates that formal cooperation is deliberate and contractual cooperation 
in which reciprocal rights and obligations of cooperators are delineated. 
He indicates that formal cooperation usually "takes place within the 
context of a formal organizational structure, that is, a secondary or 
Gesellschaft type of group (Bertrand, 1967:209)". A common goal is sought 
in formal cooperation. Examples of formal cooperative activity expressed 
through formal bodies include governmental agencies, religious organizations, 
and cooperatives. 
Informal cooperation is the second type of cooperation delineated 
by Bertrand who states "such cooperation has a conscious nature, although 
it is not as deliberate as formal cooperatior?'. It is generally spontaneous 
and does not carry contractual obligations (Bertrand:21l). Informal 
cooperation is found usually in primary or Gemeinschaft groups. Bertrand 
notes that informal cooperation was "more or less the order of life" in 
pioneer days in the United States. 
Informal cooperation of this nature made it possible to accomplish 
tasks that would not have been done alone, and to enjoy a degreo of 
social life as well. ... It is worthy of note that informal coop­
eration pervades every aspect of one's day-to-day life. ... Studies 
indicate that informal cooperation is more prevalent in traditional 
societies and that the trend toward modern social organization is 
accompanied by increasing formality in cooperative endeavors (Bertrand; 
211). 
The third type of cooperation noted by Bertrand is symbiotic coop­
eration in which there is mutual interdependence between parties. According 
to Bertrand (1967:211) "symbiotic relationships" among humans are not 
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planned or deliberately established. In contrast to both formal and infor­
mal cooperation, there is tery little consciousness of cooperation in the 
acts that are committed. In symbiotic cooperation self-interests are 
fulfilled, but there is no mutual goal or objective. 
Prom his discussion, the collective action referred to in Varland 
(1966) is probably primarily formal cooperation. Warland discusses the 
use of the cooperative movement and collective purchaising as background 
for this orientation. He also discusses the interest in collective 
marketing, quota systems, and collective withholding of farm products as 
instances of collective action. Finally, the assumption is made that the 
government may be "an appropriate agency through which collective action 
could be achieved" (Warland, 1966:60). 
Commutative justice can be defined as: 
a value advocating that the government should guarantee everyone a 
fair return for his contribution to society (Seal et al., 1968:162). 
According to Cochrane (1963) commutative justice comes out of a belief in 
American society that the individual owes himself and society an attempt 
to earn a good reputation by excelling in productivity and that society 
has reciprocal obligations that the individual will receive a fair 
return for his attempt to excel. This value orientation dimension implies 
a reciprocal relationship between the state and the individual which is 
considered beneficial to both. The parameters of a fair return in this 
value orientation are not delineated. 
Distributive justice can be defined as: 
a value advocating that the government should equalize opportunity 
and income so everyone has the necessary means to develop his full 
potential (Beal et al., 1968:162). 
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According to Cochrajie (1963:52) in the reciprocal obligations between 
the state and the individual distributive justice includes: 
the belief that society owes to each a) access to the means necessary 
for developing his potential as fully as possible and also b) 
opportunity for a productive role in keeping with his abilities. 
The value orientation as defined by Beal et al. (1968) includes the first 
component but not the second. The distributive justice dimension defined 
discusses means (facilities) and ends (productive role). That defined by 
Beal et al. discusses only means. The parameters of potential, productive 
role, and abilities are not described. 
Independent action, individualism, and government dominance are 
hypothesized to form an independent action value orientation configuration. 
Individualism was discussed in sin earlier section. In this section inde­
pendent action and government dominance will be discussed. 
Independent action can be defined as; 
a value stressing that everyone should make his own decisions and run 
his business unimpaired by any external force (Beal et al., 1968:362). 
This concept of freedom can be called entrepreneural freedom. Specifically, 
in this dimension entrepreneural freedom is the negation or absence of 
collective restraints on individual actions (Cochrane, 1963:53). Independ­
ent action is highly rel'ated to individualism but individualism has taken 
on moral overtones which independent action has not (Warland, I966). 
Independent action is seen as being opposed to collective action. Since 
at least the 1930*s in the United States, independent action has not been 
the prerogative of most farmers since the government has been involved in 
many decisions concerning farmers. 
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Government dominance can be defined as: 
a belief that the, government is placing too many restrictions and 
controls on farmers' efficiency, earning possibilities, and freedom 
to manage their farming operations (Seal et al., 1968:162). 
According to War land (1966:59): 
this belief is at a different conceptual level than the beliefs 
discussed above. Whereas the beliefs discussed before can be 
included in the category of cognitive standards, government domin­
ance is an appreciative standard. It is basically a perceptual 
concept which is focused on the result of a given action. 
This value orientation dimension is seen as being in opposition to the 
collective value orientation configuration and implies a current judgment 
of current state and individual reciprocal obligations. This value orien­
tation epitomizes the negative concept of freedom discussed by Brewster and 
as such is seen as highly positively related to the independent action 
value orientation. 
Summary 
In this chapter value orientations and related concepts have been 
discussed, several typologies of value orientations have been reviewed, and 
the specific value orientation dimensions being examined in this disser­
tation have been described. Value orientations have been designated 
the independent variables in this dissertation. In the next chapter farm 
policy positions will be discussed. 
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CHAPEES THREE: REVIEff OP LITERATURE-FARM POLICY POSITIONS 
Introduction 
In the last chapter the general concepts of attitudes, values, and 
value orientations were discussed and typologies were described of value 
orientations that have been seen to be related to certain kinds of individ­
ual decision-making. 
In this chapter the farm policy positions which have been designated 
as the dependent variables in the analysis will be described. The 
discussion will first focus on farm policy in general, second, on 
historical and eztant farm prograuns, and finally, on the particular 
operationalization of farm policy positions defined by Kaldor and used ty 
Seal, Bohlen and War land (1^ 68) and War land (1S66) in the I964 study of 
farmers value orientations and their farm policy positions and actions. 
Warland (1966:11) defines policy as: 
an integrated program of actions which an actor (or group of actors) 
is accustomed to or intends to undertake in response to a given 
problem or situation with which he is confronted. A series of 
policies represent various behavior alternatives. 
Policy in this definition can have both an action and intention com­
ponent. That is, policy can refer to accustomed behavior (action) and 
hypothetical behavior (intention). The intention component of policy 
Warlauid has stipulated will be called policy positions (Warlsind, 1966:11) 
Policy positions are defined as; 
. . .  t h e  a c t o r ' s  v e r b a l  e x p r e s s i o n  o f  h o w  h e  w o u l d  b e h a v e  w i t h  r e s p e c t  
to a given set of proposed policy alternatives (Warland, 1966:12). 
As such policy positions can be seen as attitudes or opinions regarding 
certain alternatives. Policy position»: are-seen by WarlancL aa-isets of 
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hypothetical operational!zations of government farm policy in the form of 
farm programs, each indicating a different goal of national government 
policy concerning agricultiire. Each hypothetical set of policies is 
operationalized in the form of a group of statements regarding possible 
farm programs. 
There are numerous discussions available of the goals of agricultural. 
policy. Warland (1966:13) says: 
The goals of agricultural policy are fairly straightforward: to 
produce enough food and fiber for domestic needs and for exchange 
or aid abroad; to furnish an aidequate level of income for farm 
people and provide for its equitable distribution among producers 
and -workers; and to achieve these production, trade, and income 
objectives for a minimum budgetary cash while allowing a maximum 
of individual freedom of choice. 
Williams notes however that the goals of agricultural and rural life 
policy may be complex and contradictory. Goals could include preservation 
of the status quo in agriculture, criteria of humanitarian equality on 
the basis of need, politico-military security by a dispersion of the 
population, considerations of aesthetic-expressive value or physical and 
mental health, values of character or personality development, production 
needed to meet international commitments, some kind of economic 
efficiency; or might be guided by political expediency and pressure-
group effectiveness (Heady et al., 1965:16^ 172). 
Historically and currently, farm programs have been operational-
izations of several of these goals. The major question concerning farm 
programs revolves euround the definition of the farm problem. Shepherd 
(1964:4) says: 
Opinion is divided concerning ^ Aat to do about the farm problem This 
is confusing enough; but the : situation is doubly confusing - opinion 
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is even divided about what the farm problem is in the first place. 
Many farm programs have been designed and implemented since the 1920's 
when the farm problem was defined as one of price instability. At that 
time the prices received by farmers varied more than the prices paid by 
farmers so the farm programs were designed to make the farm prices more 
stable. Through time definition of the'Yarm problem" changed so that the 
problem came to be that the prices were too low. As a result of this 
redefinition the price support programs began to replace the price stabil­
ization programs. 
In trying to define what the farm problem is, many definitions and 
solutions have been offered. 
The farm problem is really several farm problems. There is the 
instability of farm prices and incomes. There is the problem of 
rural poverty; m?ny farms are too small to provide a docent living. 
There are any number of special commodity problems: those of wheat 
farcers, cotton farmers, dairy farmers, and so on - some related to 
others, and some unr-elatea (Shepherd, 1964:4)» 
As a result of the different definitions of the "farm problem" many 
different types of solutions have been offered. If one defines the problem 
as being one of low prices, the solutions offered may include compulsory 
reduction of production in order to raise prices. Others defining the 
problem as one of low income to farmers, either to all farmers or only to 
those with low farm income relative to all other farmers, may advocate 
some mechanism to raise farm income either for all farmers or only for 
those with low income. Another definition of the farm problem says that 
the problem is overcapacity in agriculture resulting from new technology 
which when adopted adds to the problem of overproduction. A solution 
offered to solve this maladjustment can include abolishing all programs 
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and i*eturn to an open market. 
Through time, farmers were usually given some opportunity to indicate 
their preference among some types of programs to deal with the farm 
problems. Many programs have offered volunteer compliance. A review of 
some of the major historical and extant types of farm programs will 
indicate the complexities of operationalizing farm policy with so many 
definitions of the farm problem available. 
Historical and Extant Farm Programs 
Historical and extant farm programs have been divided Shepherd 
into two categories: those which benefit the general public and those 
which are concerned with stabilizing farm income. Even these categories 
would be unacceptable to those who do not see this conceptual distinction 
between public benefit and the benefits of citizens in agriculture. 
These programs seen to benefit the general public by Shepherd include 
food distribution programs, programs with foreign relations aspects, 
programs with defense aspects, loan programs subject to repayment, and 
long-ra.ige programs to improve agricultural resources (Shepherd, 1964:12). 
Many of these programs have been seen as solutions to the "farm problem". 
Some of the historical and extant programs have attempted to increase 
the domestic euid foreign demand for farm products. To increase domestic 
demand, changing consumption of food has been advocated not in terms of 
increasing quantity but by substituting high value foods which require more 
agricultural resources to produce. Specific prograuns to increase domestic 
food consumption include the food distribution through school lunch and 
school milk prograuns, programs to assist institutions by purchasing 
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surplus commodities and food stamp programs for those with low incomes 
(Shepherd, 1964:178—I80). Other solutions to increase domestic consump­
tion include increased advertising of products, "but after consideration 
of present advertising and criteria for effective advertising Shepherd 
concludes that increased food advertising and unprocessed commodities 
advertising will probably not have a great deal of effect on total 
demand for food (Shepherd, 1964:186-187). The likelihood that new uses 
for farm products will increase domestic consumption will probably depend 
mostly on costs of those new products (like corn alcohol) and availa­
bility of present resources for those uses (for example, gasoline, 
synthetic alcohol - ethelyne) (Shepherd, 1964:188-190). 
To increase foreign demand for farm products, trade acts and export 
agreements have been made. Trading, selling, and giving away excess 
commodities have been tried. The problems of trside and tariff affecting 
world and national market and of transportation and distribution of 
products indicate that although foreign markets both in industrialized 
and pre-industrial countries can use some surpluses there is probably a 
limit on how much surplus can be used at present (Shepherd, 1964:192-209). 
Long range programs to improve agricultural resources have included 
operations in the areas of research, meat inspection, disease and pest 
control, market development and services, protection of water and soil 
resources and forest and public land management (Shepherd, 1964:12). 
Organizations and agencies such as the Forest Service, Agricultural 
Research Service, Soil Conservation Service, Extension Service, Co-operative 
State Experiment Station Service, Agricultural Marketing Service, Farmers 
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Home Administration, Rural Electrification Administration and Federal 
Crop Insurance Corporation also have numerous programs for long-range 
aigricultural resource improvement. Some of these programs may have 
increased production by making agricultural inputs and outputs more 
efficient# Others may have decreased inputs and outputs "by means such 
as setting aside agricultural laind for recreational purposes. 
In general, programs that benefit the general public have not had 
a significant enough effect on agriculture to say that these programs 
can solve the farm problem. In fact, as noted earlier, some would ssy 
they don't even deal with the farm problem. There continues to be a 
debate about which benefits the general public. To deal specifically 
with the farm price problems programs were devised to stabilize feirm 
income. 
Historical and extant programs designed to stabilise farm income 
include two general categories; price support programs and supply 
control programs. 
Price support programs by storing commodities were begun in 1929 
under the Farm Board. This program was not successful and closed in 
1933. At that time the Commodity Credit Corporation (CCC) was developed 
which stored commodities itself and used nonrecource commodity loans. 
Originally the programs were designed to stabilize prices against 
variations in production between consecutive years. By 1938, however, 
these programs had become price support programs so that instead of 
stabilizing prices they were helping to raise prices. Surpluses continued 
to increase through time but were used during two major war efforts. 
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After 1951 prices declined steadily in spite of these support programs 
(shepherd: 17-33)• 
Shepherd (1964:35) says: 
Storage programs are suitable and useable programs for smoothing out 
variations in prices caused t?y variations in production that result 
from variations in weather. 
They vere originally set up to smooth out prices at about their long-run 
free market levels. But storage programs were used to: l) raise long-run 
levelof or 2) keop Icag-rua levels from declining, or 3) retard long-run 
decline. The storage programs, however, do not deal well with the decline 
in prices because they posit no solution for the cause of the decline; 
that is, they don't deal vzith the overproduction of agricultural products 
(shepherd, 1964:35). 
Supply control programs were of two major types sometimes used con­
jointly. These were production control programs to control agricultural 
input and marketing quota programs to control agricultural outputs. The 
input control programs primarily used land reduction as a raschsnism 
because reducing other inputs such as labor, machinery, fertilizer and 
insecticide either would have been difficult to administer, difficult to 
gain support of the interested parties, or politically inadvisable. These 
programs were to affect output indirectly by affecting inputs. The 
acreaige control programs used for input control programs included acreage 
allotment programs, the Soil Bank program, Conservation Reserve programs 
and Pood Grains programs. Acreage allotment programs were: 
designed to restrict indirectly by restricting inputs. This method 
placed a quota not on the product but on one or more of the factors 
of production. It may be referred to as control of inputs - that is 
factor inputs. This method was applied chiefly to the one factor 
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land. Under the Conservation Resejrve, however, the method could 
be extended to whole farms, thus taking out all three factors -
land, capital, and labor - together (Shepherd;36). 
Marketing quota programs as supply progrsims were: 
designed to restrict output directly by the use of marketing quotas. 
These marketing quotas controlled the marketings of the product hj 
placing a sales or marketing quota on each individual grower, 
restricting to that quota the quantity of the product that he could 
market. This quantity was usually expressed as a percentage of the 
quantity the grower marketed in some earlier base period (Sheoherd, 
1964:36). 
These programs were usually tied to acreage allotment, for example, 
production control programs directly supervised by the government (wheat) 
or were marketing agreements operated by handlers with the government as 
a referee (for example, milk) (Shepherd, 1964:143). 
While attempting to reduce inputs in agriculture with the acreage 
allotment programs, and outputs by marketing quota progrsuns, there were 
also programs extant under the Bureau of Reclamation increasing inputs 
by irrigation projects and other land reclamation projects. The 
Agricultural Conservation Program also increased inputs by subsidizing 
conservation projects such as tiling. By thus increasing sigricultural 
inputs, long-run agricultural production was encouraged rather than 
discouraged. 
In summarizing the problems of the major historical solutions for 
"the farm problem" Shepherd indicates that as the price control programs 
do not deal with supply or demand itself but only with the effects of 
supply or demand so the production control programs even if used conjointly 
do not deal well with the problem because they deal only with production. 
The more production is controlled and prices raised the more farmers must 
be paid not to produce since production is then becoming more profitable. 
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But Shepherd (1964:71) contends: 
There is a still more fundamental point. Production control programs 
deal only with the production of farm products. Evidence is 
accumulating that this is really not the basic problem. It is 
becoming clear that the chief problem is not an excessive supply of 
farm products; it is an excessive supply of the factors of production, 
principsdly farm labor and management. 
One of the variables used to analyze the effects of historical and 
extant farm programs has been total United States farm income. In spite 
of the limitations of the programs described, indications are that farm 
programs have had a positive function in terras of net farm income. 
The effect of the programs on total United States net farm income for 
1952-1959 is indicated by an estimate that the income would have boen 
34 percent lower than it actually was if the programs had not been in 
effect (shepherd, 1964:33). 
USDA made similar estimates for I96O-I965 (Shepherd, 19&4:33). In other 
words, farm programs were able to retard the decline of farm prices. 
It cannot be inferred that positive effects of farm programs on 
total United States net farm income have been realized by every individ­
ual Iowa farmer, but the dissemination of these types of estimates may 
affect farmers positions regarding desirable future farm programs. 
Hypothetical Alternative Farm Programs 
The preceding review of farm policies and programs indicates two of 
the major considerations that are used when operationalizing farm programs. 
The first is the distinction between public benefit and agricultural 
stabilization programs. Implied in this distinction are price support, 
supply control, agricultural adjustment, and even societal adjustment 
programs each designated to deal with the farm problem in a slightly 
different manner. 
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The second distinction regards the compliance of farmers with the 
programs available. The polar positions in compliance are seen as 
mandatory (compulsoiy) programs and no programs (free market). These 
ideas are not really polar positions in terms of compliance for the free 
market alternative implies that there would he no programs for farmers 
to comply with. Most of the farm programs in the past have been voluntary 
programs in terms of compliance. The three alternatives seen hy most 
authors as the three major options available can be divided into two 
types; l) farm programs available with either a) mandatory compliance, 
or b) voluntary compliance; and 2) no farm programs available (free 
market). This particular classification, however, does not rule out the 
possibility of agricultural adjustment programs because the free market 
•alternative in general deals only with price and production of commodities 
(price stabilization). Conceivably, many programs seem as benefitting 
the general public could continue. They might be seen as "quality of 
life" programs or "rural development programs" or "adjustment programs". 
Mayer (1969), Heady et al.- (1965")» and Shepherd {I964) have 
proposed and analyzed the projected effects of various hypothetical 
alternative farm programs utilizing as polar positions compulsory programs 
and free market programs. The farm problem of the future that these 
alternatives were designed to help include; l) "to provide a more 
equitable return to farm people for their labor" (Heady et al.. 1965:186) 
2) "to solve problems of the production of farm commodities in excess of 
effective demand which keeps gross national farm income low" (Mayer, I969: 
3; Shepherd, 1964:89), and 3) to deal with the excessive supply of farmers 
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which keeps income per farmer low. 
The alternative hypothetical progrsuns analyzed, by Mayer (1969:3-8) 
include: l) flexible farm prices and removal of controls on production, 
2) anrrual land retirement, 3) long-term land retirement. He discusses 
each of these programs with a mandatory compliance provision and with only 
voluntary compliance. It is his contention that of the programs 
analyzed mandatory acreage quotas would give the farmer the greatest 
bargaining power in the market. 
Heady et al. (1965:186-193) analyzed projected results over a five year 
period of program of: l) unrestricted production, 2) a food grain program 
with acreage allotment program, 3) a 55 million acre conservation reserve 
program, and 4) a mandatory 10 percent reduction of food grain and wheat 
program. 
In terms of net farmer income with the unrestricted program net farm 
income was projected to drop 40 percent over five years and then would 
stabilize, with the food grain program prices and net farm income would 
rise, with the conservation reserve program farm income would rise some, 
with the mandatory program prices would be maintained but net farm income 
drop. In terms of government costs projections were that the highest 
cost would be for voluntary programs and the lowest costs for the méindatory 
programs with unrestricted market program second lowest. 
Shepherd discusses several alternative proposals for the farm problem. 
These include: l) a return to the open market, 2) mandatory production 
control, 3) marketing quotas and agreements, 4) direct payments to farmers, 
5) increasing domestic demand, 6) increasing foreign demand, and 7) a 
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farmer adjustment program. 
Shepherd sees some type of farmer adjustment prograun which gives 
individuals the skills and resources to leave farming or enter farming 
as the most efficacious long-term policy. 
The types of programs delineated for use in the I964 study and 
reflected in the 1970 study of value orientations and farm policy 
positions included six categories of programs designed to provide a 
range of alternatives for farmers of possible farm programs. These 
government farm program categories with a definition of each follows 
Warland's (1966:14-15) description, l) Compulsory (mandatoiy) price 
supply management and control programs - these include government 
programs which control supply and price through the use of: a) market 
quotas to each producer, "b) acreage allotments to each farmer, and c) 
compulsory purchasing of land. 2) Voluntary price supply management and 
control programs - these programs are designed to control supply and 
prices hy restricting production primarily through acreage allotments and 
market quotas. These programs sure binding only upon those who choose to 
enter them. 3) Free market programs - a program which would essentially 
abolish all government controls and leave the determination of supply and 
price to the market mechanisms. 4) Auxiliary adjustment programs - these 
include government programs which encouraige the process of agricultural 
adjustment by providing education, information, retraining, and direct 
financial aid to farm people in order that they might find employment in 
non-farm jobs. 5) Agricultural restraint programs - government programs 
designed to slow down the process of agricultural adjustment. These 
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consist of programs designed to discourage, large scale production and 
agricultural research. 6) Income transfer programs - these include 
programs which consist of subsidies in the form of direct cash payments 
and/or special compensations to certain interest groups (e.g. small 
farmers). These six categories of farm programs are not seen as mutually 
exclusive categories. In fact, as the earlier discussion indicated, they 
may tap combinations of different dimensions of farm policy within one 
category. The first set includes specific stabilization programs, quotas, 
acreage, and conservation were used each with a compulsory compliance 
clause. The second category delineates voluntary compliance. Again 
specific stabilization programs, quota, acreage, and conservation were 
used. In this case each program had a voluntary compliance clause. The 
third category, the free market program specified price and supply 
dimensions but no conservation dimension. The other three categories 
were programs dealing with other goals of farm policy. 
Auxiliary adjustment programs included specific areas to deal not 
with production directly but with reducing the oversupply of farmers and 
potential fsurmers. Conceivably it would be possible for farmers to 
support one of the stabilization programs (compulsory, voluntary, free 
market) and also support auxiliary adjustment programs. 
Agricultural restraint programs primarily focus on maintaining the 
status quo in terms of technological developments by limiting research 
and ty taxing those who use improved technological inputs in feirming. 
These programs can be considered regressive in terms of economic develop­
ment but could be supported by fatrmers in conjunction with production 
control programs and adjustment programs. 
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Income transfer programs dealt with several kinds of stabilization 
programs and adjustment programs including price supports for small 
farmers only, price supports with no production controls, and no price 
supports but cash payments to all farmers to raise farm income. This 
set of programs incorporates not only price stabilization programs but 
also taps general benefit programs by discussing agricultural adjustment. 
A farmer could support some of these programs while also supporting 
adjustment programs, restraint programs and some type of compulsory or 
voluntary stabilization or support programs. 
The actual items used in each of the six sets of farm programs are 
listed below following Seal et al» (1968:165-166). 
Set I. 
1. A compulsoiy bushel allotment program in which the government 
would set bushel allotments for each farm in an attempt to 
control surplus and raise farm prices. 
2. A compulsory program in which the government would set acreage 
allotments for each farm. 
3. A program in which the government would select farms that should 
be withdrawn from production. (These farms would be purchased by 
the government at a fair price.) 
Set II. 
4« A voluntary program in which the farmer agrees to cut back the 
number of his crop acres. 
5» A program in which the government would set acreage allotments 
for each farm. Only those who sign up will receive price 
supports. 
6. A voluntary program in which the government would pay farmers 
for retiring their whole farms from production on a year to 
year basis. 
7. A voluntary program in which farmers could sell their cropland 
to the government for additions to national recreational areas. 
8. A voluntary bushel allotment program in which the farmers who 
sign up would receive price supports for only those bushels 
within his allotment. 
9» A voluntary program in which the government would pay farmers 




10. The government would abolish all farm-support programs. There 
would be no production controls and no price support. 
Set IT. 
11. A government program to improve education opportunities in 
rural areas. 
12. A government program which would provide information to young 
farm people about urban job opportunities. 
13* A govornmsnt program to retrain farm people who wish to leave 
agriculture for non-farm employment. 
14. A governmsnt program to provide education which would help 
young farm paople to adjust to urban life. 
15. A program in which the government would make payments to farm 
families to encourage them to relocate in urban jobs. 
Set V. 
16. A government program to control the production of agricultural 
products by taxing the use of fertilizer and large equipment. 
17. A government program to cut back support for Experiment Station 
research and Agricultural Extension in order to slow dotm the 
rapid development and acceptance of new ideas and practices in 
agriculture. 
Set 71. 
18. A government program in which price supports would apply only 
to farmers who operate small farms. 
19. A program in which the government would support prices at parity 
levels with no production controls. 
20. A government program in which there are no price supports or 
production controls, but each farmer would receive a cash 
payment to raise farm income. 
The major categories of hypothetical farm policy positions as sets 
can be seen as constructed types because they do in fact accentuate 
certain characteristics of phenomena while blurring the differentia of 
the farm policies. That these categories are not mutually exclusive and 
exhaustive can be seen from an attempt to diagram the major dimensions of 
farm policy and an examination of the items in each fsirm pi-ogram set. 
This diagram uses type of compliance and effects on farmers income as 
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major axes* 
Type of programs 
Compliance vith programs Direct Indirect (auxiliary) 
Compulsory Set 1 1 Set 5 (compulsory nature 
Set 3 I inferred) 
« ^  ^  (combination compiilsory and 
^ TOÎoEtîif SféïrîdT 
Voluntary Set 2 Set 4 
A second operationalization of farm policy positions in the I964 
study designed to validate the first set of measures consisted of four 
statements of programs which were designed to present realistic combin­
ations of particular programs that might be available to farmers. These 
represent primarily direct adjustment programs with an auxiliary adjust­
ment components in only one alternative. A temporal dimension is added 
to two of the alternatives by stipulating a five year adjustment period. 
For this set of alternatives farmers were asked to rank the programs in 
order of preference. Some compulsory or voluntary components were includ­
ed in these- sets of program alternatives. The choices- as given in Seal 
et al. (1968:167) are: Alternative program l) A gradual transition (over 
a five year period) from present price support and production control 
programs to a set of policies involving a) price supports at levels equal 
to market prices during the preceding five years and b) an ever-normal 
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growing program implemented "by commodity loans and purchase agreements. 
Alternative program 2) A set of policies including: a) price supports at 
present" levels, b) mandatory controls on the amounts of the fairm 
products produced and marketed by individual farmers based on past 
production and marketing and c) additional restrictions on entering 
farming. Alternative program 3) A set of policies involving a) price 
supports at present levels, b) a voluntary land-retirement program made 
attractive to farmers by government rental payment and, c) continuation 
of commodity loans and purchase agreements. Alternative program 4) 
A return to free markets for farm products within five years and elimin­
ation of all production-control aind price-support programs thereafter. 
This set of alternatives includes an alternative which combines 
several direct adjustment policies to examine farmers preferences for 
more strict controls in the second program which contains a msindatory 
compliance and an agricultural restraint clause. The third prograun 
described is a voluntary compliance direct adjustment program much like 
an extant farm program in I964. The first alternative program is a 
modification of an extant farm program in I964 involving an inferred 
voluntary compliance clause and a gradual transition, to a flexible price 
system. This particular alternative does not mention land retirement 
either as a short or long range alternative. 
Summary 
In this chapter a brief review has been given of farm policy as it 
relates to the definition of what the farm problem is. Many groups and 
individuals including governmental agencies, Congress, farmers, consumers. 
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urban residents, sind businessmen have had a vested interest in agricul­
tural policy in the United States. Many types of farm programs have 
been offered to farmers. Agricultural policy has been dynamic in nature. 
At the same time some agricultural policies and programs have tended to 
remain in effect well after any positive effect could be seen. Contra­
dictory agricultural goals have also resulted in coterminous contradictory 
progTcuns some which might encourage production and others discourage it. 
A 1964 study defined and examined farmers preferences for alter­
native types of farm programs focusing primarily on the axes of compulsory 
or voluntary compliance and direct and indirect effect on farmers income. 
Sets of programs were combined to indicate these major dimensions and a 
second set of measures was used to examine the validity of the first set 
of measures. 
In the next chapter the theoretical framework and the hypotheses 
about the relationships between value orientations and farm policy 
positions will be delineated. 
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CHA-PTSa FOUR: THEORETICAL PRAJEWORK AM) STATEMENT OF HYPOTHESES 
Introduction 
In the previous two chapters literature was reviewed concerning 
selected theoretical and conceptual dimensions of value orientations 
and farm policy positions. In this chapter the sociological framework 
for analysis will be delineated and the hypotheses for examination will 
be stated. Relevant literature will be incorporated throughout the 
chapter whenever it is germaine to the development of the framework. 
Assumptions About Human Behavior 
Assumptions about the nature of man and human behavior have been 
the foci of major controversies among social scientists and have 
structured the research in which they engage» Kluckhohn (I962) whose 
variation in value orientations scheme was described earlier defined 
"what is the perceived nature of man" as one oi' her major dimensions of 
necessary decision-making or a "bommon human probleirfi Inkeles (1964) has 
discussed two major vsiriations in models of the nature of man and his 
actions. A popular humanistic view of man stresses his unique, diverse 
nature and sees him as subject to congtant changes of mood-, making 
uniformities in behavior almost impossible to describe and predict. 
Freud's psychoanalytic view sees man as dominated by irrational instinc­
tual drives which are repressed to the detriment of man. The other 
major orientation sees man as basically rational in terms of the situation 
he is in, eind the goals and values he has. 
A second controversy noted by Kluckhohn surrounds whether man is evil 
or good. The Hobbesian view of man as treacberoa»: contraste^ with the view 
of Sorokin who regards man as willing to sacrifice his own ends for a 
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larger goal (Sjofaerg and Nett, 1968:62). A third controversy surrounds 
Kluckhohn's concept of the mutability or immutability of human nature. 
Tho question concerns whether human nature is fixed or can be changed. 
Of sociologists Inkeles (1964:50) says: 
In opposition to the picture of instinctual and irrational man, 
sociologists put their view of social man, a creature whose animal 
instincts are tamed and transformed by the process of socialization. 
... Sociologists seldom deny the irrational component of man's 
makeup ... by and large, however, sociologists do not feel that 
man's irrationality is quite the obstacle to social life that 
many suppose it to be. 
Inkeles (1964:50) summarizes a major sociological conception of man by 
including the following areas: 
1. man's original nature seen largely in neutral terms, with 
potential for development, flexible, and dependent on the 
time and the particular society; 
2. man is seen as going through a process of socialization which 
leads to the internalization of a society's values and goals 
which by and large tends to encoursige a significant amount of 
conformity with that society's normative expectations; and 
3. in his external life man is primarily seen as a social being, 
dependent upon others, and basically cooperative. 
Parsons in his social action theory is oriented toward both subject­
ive behavior relations to explain the social (Wallace, 1969) and a volunta-
ristic theory of action (Parsons and Shils, 1961:323%, The theory of action 
which delineates Parsons' assumptions about human behavior is a conceptual 
scheme for the analysis of the behavior of living organisms (Parsons, 1962: 
54)« Williams 0.961593) summarizes the major components of Parsons' general 
empirically supported assumptions about social action as follows: 
1. A large amount of human social action is goal directed. 
2. Social action is sufficiently patterned to allow for analysis 
in terms of systems. 
3. As the only symbol-using animal, man is able to generalize from 
experience and to stabilize a pattern of behavior through time. 
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Simple stimulus-response interpretations are inadeouate-to account 
for these facts. 
4« Action is, in part, directed by orientation to value standards. 
5» Action-systems represent "compromizes" among organismic cultural, 
personality, sind social systems, as motivated actors content with 
the exigencies of survival in an environment. 
Based on these assumptions the smallest meaningful unit of action is the 
unit act. According to Bohlen and Beal (196I) the unit act includes these 
components: l) the receipt of stimulus, 2) the interpretation of the 
stimulus and of circumstances in which it was received, and 3) a response 
or action. The interpretation component of the unit act necessarily 
involves defining the situation using according to Bohlen and Beal (196I) 
symbolic skills, past experience, beliefs, present goal, value system, 
attitudes, and normative expectations. 
It is the assumption of this dissertation that as noted by Parsons, 
¥illieunst and Bohlen and Beal that values and value orientation have a 
directive effect upon behavior. Behavior can be seen as either objective 
or subjective in orientation. That is, behavior can be analyzed by 
examining any or all of the components described as orienting the interpre­
tation of a stimulus. Analysis of value orientations can be done by paper 
pencil response in the form of statements about certain human activities 
ideas, thoughts, norms, beliefs and values. Analysis of any one or two of 
the necessary interpretive components will of necessity imply a partial 
explaoiation of behavior and, therefore, in the case of this dissertation 
will imply examination of conceptual components or typologies or relational 




According to Bengston (1972:195)J 
In the search for more scientifically useful analysis of social problems 
the course of events usually goes from the review of past work on the 
issue to the creation of typologies that allow for the identification 
of ideal types, and thence to the gathering of data suggesting the 
utility of these constructs. 
In general the social sciences are in the categorical system phase of 
developzent. Various social sciences have incomplete knowledge of the 
"laws and principles" of the behavior they are concerned with but have an 
idea or approximation about the general patterns of behavior. According 
to McKinney (1966:38) this stage of development "results in a delineation 
of structural categories that are not merely hoc, but are bound 
together in a state of interdependence that roughly fits the interdepen­
dence of the subject matter" which can be called constructed types. This 
particular description of constructed types approximates closely 
Zetterberg's (19^5) description of "taxononqy" and Merton's (I967) 
description of "analysis of sociological concepts". 
From a theoretical point of view the framework of this dissertation 
can be summairized following Zetterberg's (196$:29) classification of types 
of activities engaged in by sociologists as follows: 
Unit Definition Proposition 
Interrelated units Taxonony Theory 
Application of unit Diagnosis Explanation 
to new subject matter 
Research summarized by Descriptive Study Verificational 
or inspired by unit Study 
In the two preceding chapters several assumptions, definitions and 
typologies of value orientations and fetrm policy positions have been 
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examined. In this dissertation the empirical relationships hypothesized 
among classes or dimensions of a taxonomy or typology will be examined. 
A useful concept for use in the analysis of types is McKinney's 
"constructive typology". The constructed type is: 
a purposive, planned, selection, abstraction, combination, and 
(sometimes) accentuation of a set of criteria with empirical refer­
ents that serves as a basic for comparison of empirical cases 
(MoKinney, 1966:3). 
McKinney (1966:12) further states that the constructed type is: 
. . .  a  d e v i s e d  s y s t e m  o f  a t t i t u d e s  ( c r i t e r i a ,  t r a i t s ,  e l e m e n t s ,  
aspects, etc.) not experienced directly in this form, but useful as 
a basis for comparing and understanding the empirical world. It is 
a construct made up of abstracted elements and formed into a unified 
conceptual pattern wherein there may bo an intensification of one or 
more aspects of concrete experience. The elements of the type have 
discernable empirical referents, or at least can be legitimately 
inferred from existant evidence. The constructed type is a pragmatic 
-^ expedient and does not purport to be empirically valid in the sense 
of retaining all the unique aspects of the empirical world. The 
main purpose it serves is to furnish a means by which concrete 
occurances can be compared, potentially measured and comprehended 
within a system of general categories that may be developed to 
compare the types. 
At a'theoretical or conceptual level propadeutic idealizations, the ideal 
and/or polar types described earlier, help provide the parameters for 
typologies of value orientations. According to McKinney (1966:3) construc­
tive typology is also an aspect of scientific methodology. Methodology in 
this case refers to the logic and normative rules of procedure used in the 
scientific search for uniformities that can be described, explained, and 
predicted. 
All types are constructed around certain persistent variables or axes 
which when seen as continua are the main dimensions of types. According 
to McKinney (1966:21) these are: l) the relation of types to perceptual 
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experience (ideal-extracted), 2) the degree of abstraction involved in the 
types (general-specific), 3) the purpose of the type (scientific-
historical), 4) the temporal scope of the type (timeless-time-bound), 5) 
the spatial scope of the type (universal-local), 6) the function 
required of the type (generalization-individualization). 
Two major axes will be of importance in the subsequent discussion 
of findings in this dissertation. They are the axes of ideal-to-extracted 
and general-to-specific. The universal-to-local and timeless-to-time-
bound, will also be used to exarain certain of the value orientations 
dimensions. As noted in the review of value orientations literature, 
certain ideal, types were used to construct extracted types of value 
orientations by Kluckhohn, Singh, Hobbs, Lee, and Warland. The extracted 
types of particular focus in the replicative section of this dissertation 
are Warland's types of rural and contemporary value orientations and 
collective versus individual action. The focus of the factor analytic 
examination in this dissertation concerns the extracted types based on 
combinations of all possible homogeneous empirical items available for the 
theoretically defined dimensions used throughout several studies at Iowa 
State University. "Warland's theoretical dimensions were described in the 
last chapter. The factor smalysis and factor analytic dimensions will be 
described in Chapter 7. 
Statement of the Hypotheses 
As the objectives of the dissertation were divided so the hypotheses 
for this dissertation will be divided into several kinds of replicative 
or partially replicative information. To review, it should be noted that 
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there are various parts of research which can be replicated. Definitions 
and theoretical orientations can be replicated, the same hypotheses can 
be tested, or the operationalization and measurement of concepts can be 
replicated. The distinctions used in this dissertation will be replicative 
by: 1) theoretical orientation, 2) definition of concepts, 3) measurement 
of concepts, or, 4) testing of hypotheses. The first set of hypotheses 
follows Warland and replicates numbers one, two, three, and four above. 
For the sake of parsimony these relational hypotheses at the empirical 
level will be given in table form. In each case the table specifies the 
direction of the relationship expected in the empirical hypotheses. In 
each case, general form of the hypotheses will be stated and the form of 
the empirical hypotheses would follow the format; for example, there will 
be a positive relationship between an individual's traditionalism scale 
score and his debt avoidance scale score. The null hypothesis under test 
would state: there will be no positive relationship between an individual's 
traditionalism scale score amd his debt avoidance scale score. 
The first general hypothesis is: 
General Hypothesis 1: Certain values and beliefs will form value 
configurations or value orientation configurations (Warland, 1966:36). 
The empirical hypotheses are: 
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Table 1. Expected associations among value orientations scales^  
T DA ¥L P RA I SO MI RO CA CJ DJ lA GD 
Traditionalism 
Debt avoidance 













Government dominance + 
S^ource: Warlauid, 1966, 
Traditional value orientation configuration. 
C^ontemporary value orientation configuration. 
Collective action value orientation configuration. 
I^ndependent action value orientation configuration. 
In the case of each configuration, the hypothesized relationships 
reflect the view of the literature used by Warland in his theoretical 
orientation. Although theoretically the traditional and contemporary 
value orientation clusters were considered to be opposing orientations, 
no hypotheses were specifically tested by Harland about these expected 
negative relationships. 
Also, in the case of the collective action versus the independent 
action configurations, theoretically, they were conceived of as opposites. 
However, aigadn no hypotheses were tested about the assumed negative 
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relationships. 
The second set of hypotheses replicates the: l) theoretical frame­
work, 2) definition of concepts, and 3) testing of hypotheses of ffarland. 
The specific measurement of concepts, however, is slightly different. The 
second set of hypotheses examine the relationships "between value orienta­
tions and farm policy positions. These empirical hypotheses are 
summarized in Table 2. The general hypotheses is: 
General Hypotheses 2. There will be a predictable relationship 
between [farm] policy positions of individuals and their values or 
beliefs [value orientations] (Warland, 1966:35). 
The theoretical rationale for these hypothesized relationships follows the 
rationale of Shepherd, Heady, and Mayer reviewed in Chapter Two and had 
been well summarized by Hathaway (1966:3-4) as follows: 
In order to understand fully the nature of public policies it is 
necessary to understand the ends that are sought via such actions 
or the aspirations that underlie them. This is particularly true 
in agricultural policy, for . . . these aspirations relate to 
fundamental issues regarding how society should be organized, and 
the desireable relationships between men. ... The underlying drive 
for our farm policies arise from a complex set of "beliefc" end 
"values" that exist regarding our society and the role of agriculture 
in it. These must be our starting point. ... This discussion of 
American agricultural policy assumes values exist, that they are 
important, and that, to a limited extent at least they can be 
recognized, studied, and developed for use in policy pronouncements 
and in talking actions. In fact, starting the discussion of policy 
with a discussion of mlues and beliefs implies that one can neither 
understand the demands for policy action nor the goals and policies 
that are involved, without an understanding of these deep-rooted and 
pervasive concepts. 
The specific theoretical relationships expected between the value 
orientations (discussed in Chapter Two) and farm policy positions 
(discussed in Chapter Three) have been clearly delineated by Ifarland 
(1966:53-56) using the sets of farm programs and the alternative farm 
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program meeisureraents. The empirical relationships hypothesized follow 
in Table 2. 
Table 2, Expected associations between value orientation scales and farm 
policy positions 
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Source: Beal et al., I968. 
As noted by War land (1966) and Beal et al» not all of the value orien-
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tations scales were theoretically hypothesized to have some predictable 
relationship with farm policy positions. These delineated in Table 2 are 
the hypotheses tested by War land (1966) and Seal et al. (1968). 
The third general hypotheses concerns the theoretical possibility of 
delineating a set of sepairate homogeneous value orientations which can be 
used in predicting farm policy positions. The major objective of this 
hypothesis is to focus attention on the attempt to preliminarily examine 
a data matrix which includes several groups of extant value orientation 
scales with their several theoretical orientations and to begin a classi­
fication both conceptually and empirically of the major dimensions of the 
general value orientation components. The preliminary analysis focuses on 
the theoretical dimensions delineated by Warland and follows: 
General Hypotheses There' will be a set of separate theoretically 
definable and empirically homogeneous value orientation dimensions 
which can be delineated and which together comprise a general value 
orientation configuration. 
This third hypotheses is stated as a descriptive proposition in 
general form. No statistical test of this hypotheses is anticipated but 
a theoretical and empirical factor analytic approach will be used to 
examine the hypothesis. 
It is assumed that it will be theoretically and empirically possible 
to delineate homogeneous scales of the following value orientation 
dimensions: l) traditionalism, 2) debt avoidance, 3) farming as a way of 
life, 4) fatalism, 5) risk aversion, 6) individualism, 7) scientific 
orientation, 8) maximization of income, 9) risk orientation, 10) collective 
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action, 11) commutative justice, 12) distributive justice, 13) indepen­
dent action, and 14) government dominance. 
As noted in Chapter Two in the description of the separate value 
orientation dimensions this particular hypothesis may not be a viable one. 
Kluckhohn, Hobbs, Singh, Lee, and Beal have all delineated value orien­
tations sets containing fewer theoretical dimensions. However, since 
farm policy positions are the dependent variables under study it is 
assumed for the preliminary examination that Warland*s theoretical 
typology should be empirically examined. The description and discussion 
of this procedure will be contained in Chapter 7» 
The final set of hypotheses tested consist of additional hypotheses 
of General Hypothesis Two concerning the relationship between value 
orientations and farm policy positions. These are the multiple variable 
hypotheses. In general, the hypotheses delineated follow Warland (I966; 
199-221). Theoretically, the hypotheses differ from Warland in that a 
complete general value orientations dimensions set is used to relate to 
various type of farm policy positions rather than traditional aind contem-
poreiry or collective and independent value orientations configurations. 
The multiple variable hypotheses follow: 
General Hypotheses 4» There will be a relationship between a 
a weighted combination of farmers adherence to value orientation 
dimensions and their farm policy positions. 
This general hypothesis can be examined by delineating ten sub-general 
hypotheses as indicated in Table 3» The comparative hypotheses in Warland 
(1966) are indicated by page. 
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Table 3» Multiple variable hypotheses 










4B I t  f t  Auxiliary adjust­
ment programs 
199, 
4C t |  f f  Income transfer 
programs 
204 
4D f t  f t  Compulsory programs 206 
42 f t  f f  Voluntary programs 206 
4F f ?  f f  Free Market 
programs 
206 
4G f f  rr Alternative 
farm program 1 
(voluntary) 
206 
4H f t  f f  Alternative 
farm program 2 
(compulsory) 
206 
41 f t  f f  Alternative 
farm program 3 
(voluntary) 
206 
4J t t  t t  Alternative 
farm program 4 
(free market) 
206 
The hypotheses delineated in Table 3 will be examined in Chapter 8 




The theoretical framework of this dissertation has been summarized 
in this chapter and the general and empirical hypotheses delineated. In 
the next chapter the methods and procedures for the analysis will he 
presented. 
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CHâPTEH FIVE: METHODS AKD PROCEDURES 
Introduction 
Tha first objective of this chapter is to describe selected charac­
teristics of the 284 respondents in the 1970 adoption study. The second 
objective is to describe the procedures used to operational!ze and 
empirically measure the value orientations and farm policy positions 
discussed in the previous chapters» 
Sample Selection and Field Procedures 
The subjects of this study were Iowa farm operators who operate 40 
acres or more of land smd who made the major management decisions for the 
farming operation on that land. The definitions and operations used in 
classifying individuals as farmers and land as farms have varied consider­
ably both over time and between different defining groups (Taylor and 
Jones, 1964:75-77). Consideration of certain replicative and compar­
ative aspects of the study undertaken and certain possible selective 
factors operating when other criteria were used led to the use of the 
criteria stated above. 
The respondents included in this sample were selected using a 
stratified proportionate sampling technique. The sample for this study was 
drawn by the Iowa State University Statistical Laboratory. A census class­
ification of state economic areas was used for classification and sampling 
units were selected randomly proportionate to the number of farms in Iowa 
within each area. 
The interviewing of respondents was conducted during June, July, and 
August of 1970. The data collection instruments consisted of a questionnaire 
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of 209 value-belief-attitude statements. The instructions and procedures 
for responding to the questionnaire were explained by the interviewer at 
the time of initial contact and the questionnaire was then left with the 
respondent to be completed at his own convenience. The interviewers were 
instructed to make an appointment with the respondent to pick up the 
completed questionnaire and administer the schedule. The schedule 
contained questions relating to the adoption of agricultural practices and 
products, governmental policy positions and actions, information sources 
used in the adoption of practices, and certain situational and personal 
characteristics of the respondents. There were 284 farmers who completed 
both the interview and schedule. These 284 farmers will be used for the 
analysis completed in this dissertation. 
Characteristics of the Sample 
A summary in Table 4 presents selected characteristics of the 284 
farmers in the sample in the 1970 adoption study. Unless specifically 
noted all characteristics of the sample are for the year 1970* A compar­
ison of several of the characteristics is given for the farmers in the 
sample with the State of Iowa census characteristics for the population of 
farmers in Iowa. 
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Table 4. Selected characteristics of the sample and population 






Farm size (acres operated) 40-1800 308.4 194.9 
Number of acres owned 
Porcont of acres owned 
Number of acres rented 











Age of farm operator 19-77 47.1 11.4 48.5^  
12.1^ * Education of farm operator 4-21 10.8 2.5 
S^ource: Iowa Annual Farm Census, 1970. 
S^ource: United States Bureau of the Census, 1969. 
P^arms vith sales of 82,500 and over. 
o^r the total Iowa population in agriculture. 
For the purposes of the Iowa Annual Farm Census (1970:1) the definition 
of a farm is: 
Any tract of land consisting of three acres or more used for agri­
cultural purposes and operated by one individual with or without 
the assistance of family and hired labor. Individual includes 
partnerships, corporations, and institutions. 
The U. S» Bureau of Census uses still other criteria for classifying farms. 
Neither of the censuses use the same criteria as used in this sample. 
Differences noted between sample and census characteristics may, therefore, 
be due to differences in the definitions and meaernremeat of f&rm.ng. The 
sampling procedure is described in Appendix A,  It was- assumed by tMs 
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procedure that the sample of farmers would be representative of Iowa 
farmers both in terras of type of farming operation but also in terms of 
size of farm. 
Within the limitations stated, the average farm size of the farmers 
in the sample is slightly larger than the average farm size for Iowa as a 
whole. This may be the result of selecting only those farmers who 
operated forty acres even though the effects of four farms over 1000 
acres were combined to avoid inflation the sample farm size average with 
extreme outliers. Of the farmers surveyed, 11 (3.9 percent) operated less 
than eighty acres and 42 (15*5 percent) operated more than 400 acres. In 
terms of farm tenancy the farmers in the sample, in general, own slightly 
less and rent slightly more than the population of farmers in Iowa. In 
the sample approximately 21 percent of the farmers worked off the farm for 
100 days or more in I969. This compares vith approximately 17 percent of 
all farmers in Iowa in I969 (United States Bureau of the Census, 19^ 9)• 
The average age of the farmers in the sample is 47.1 years compared 
with 48.5 for the population of Iowa farmers. The average number of years 
of education of the farmers in the sample is 10.8 years. Almost 62 percent 
(249 farmers) of the sample had completed 12 years or more of formal 
education while 38 percent (84 farmers) had completed eight years or less. 
For purposes of analysis it is assumed that in spite of the several 
differences in the sample and census characteristics the present sample 
is representative of Iowa farmers who farm 40 acres or more. 
The 1964 farm policy study sample consisted of I86 Iowa farm operators 
who farmed 100 acres or more and made major management decisions. This 
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sampling procedure for the I964 study and characteristics of the sample 
are discussed in Warland (1966). 
Measurement Techniques 
In this section a description will be presented of the methods used 
to construct the indices of value orientation dimensions and farm policy 
positions. Literature relevant to the construction of the indices will be 
integrated in the appropriate sections. 
Value Orientations 
The operationalization of value orientations for the replicative parts 
of this dissertation follows Harlaad'(I966) and Seal et al. (1968). Pour-
teen separate scales were constructed using cluster analysis following 
Edwards (1957), Hobbs (1964), and Wolins and MacKinney (1965). The Wolins 
certainty method of scoring responses was followed. An extensive discussion 
of the scoring for each of the 126 value orientation items, discussion of 
the process of development of each of these scales and administration of 
the questionnaire is presented by Warland (1966). For the replicative 
hypotheses, each of these scales was reconstructed with the 1970 sample. 
In this section the criteria presented by Warland for additivity, unidimen-
sionality, and reliability will be presented in order to re-examine the 
original I4 scales. These criteria as given by Warland (1966:83-84) are; 
1. The relationships among the responses to different stimuli (items) 
must be linear. 
2. The variance of the responses to different stimuli must be homo­
geneous and independent of the means. 
3. The intercorrelations among the stimuli must be positive and 
homogeneous. 
The empirical, primarily descriptive criteria used to evaluate additivity 
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are: 
1. a comparison between the minimum acceptable item total correlation 
coefficient (r^ )^ and the sample r^ s^ of each scale, 
2. the magnitude of the coefficient of reliability 
3. the magnitude of the average intercorrelation coefficient (r 
4« the magnitude of a majority of the intercorrelations among the 
items in each scale. 
The rationale for esich of these criteria and for the second and third 
criteria given by Warland (1966:84-87) are: 
the minimum item total correlation is defined as r.,=1 where n is 
the number of items in the given dimension. The minimam item-total 
correlation coefficient (r\^ ) may serve as a quasi significance test 
of linearity. This coefficient defines the amount cf independence 
variance of the total score contributed by each item if there wers 
no experimental relationship, i.e., the amount of v^ rirnce which is 
contributed only by chance. The coefficient of reliability is 
defined as r. .= n(r) . Where n = the number of items and r is the 
average intercorrelation among the items. 
The magnitude of xhe intercorrelation coefficient (criterion 4) will 
be evaluated on the basis of the following arbitrary categories: 
1» if approximately 60 percent of the intercorrelation coeffic­
ients have values of .19 and below, they will be declared as 
having a "very lovr magnitude" ; 
2. if approximately 60 percent of the intercorrelation coeffic­
ients have values of .29 and below, they will be declared as 
having a "low magnitude" ; 
3. if approximately 60 percent of the intercorrelation coeffic­
ients have values of .30 and above, they will be declared as 
having a "moderate magnitude" ; 
4. if approximately 60 percent of the intercorrelation coeffic­
ients have values of .50 and above, they will be declared as 
having a "moderately hi^  magnitude". 
The second condition will be evaluated on the basis of am inspection 
of 1) the pattern of relationships between the item means and item 
standard deviations and 2) the range of the item standard deviations. 
If the means and the standard deviations appear to be unrelated, the 
means and standard deviations will be declared as "relatively inde­
pendent". If there appeals to be some pattern of relationship between 
the means and standard deviations, it will bs noted. 
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It should be pointed out that the data concerning the relationship 
between the item means and item stsindard deviations can not be very 
meaningfully evaluated when the number of items of the scale is small. 
With only a few items, there is net enough data to determine 
accurately the nature of the relationship between the item means and 
item standard deviations. Since most of the scales discussed here 
have less than ten items, the evaluation of the relationship between 
the item means and the item standard deviations should be considered 
to be rather tenuous. 
The third condition will be evaluated on the basis of an examination 
of the intercorrelations among the items. This criterion will be 
evaluated on the basis of the following arbitraiy categories; 
1. If approximately 60 percent of the intercorrelation coeffic­
ients are contracted within a range of two adjacent 
categories (e.g., .10 to .19 and .20 to .29), these 
coefficients will be declared as being concentrated in a 
'telatively narrow range". 
2. If approximately 60 percent of the intercorrelation 
coefficients are concentrated within a jrangs of three 
adjacent categories, those coefficients will be declared as 
being concentrated in a "moderately narrow range". 
3. If approximately 60 percent of the intercorrelation 
coefficients aro concentrated within a range of four adjacent 
categories, these coefficients will be declared as being 
concentrated in a "moderate range". 
The extent to which each of the fourteen scales meet these criteria 
will be reported in the replicative findings chapter (Chapter 6). A 
comparison will then be given of the characteristics of each scale with 
these found by Garland (I966) and Beai et al. (I968). The discussion of the 
extent to which each of the factor analytic scales meet the criteria will 
be discussed in Chapter 7. 
Farm Policy Positions 
The instructions to farmers for responding to the items indicating 
farm policy positions (Sets 1-6) were: 
Following is a list of programs and practices. For each of this list 
of programs and practices pleasa indicate how you would VOTE if you 
had the chance to vote today. Please respond by answering yes if you 
would vote for the program and no if you would not vote for the 
program. (CIRCLE 2 IN COLUMIT IP RESPONDENT SAYS YES; CIRCLE 1, IF 
HE3P0NDENT SAYS NO; CIRCLE 0, IF RESPONDENT DOES NOT KNOW E0¥ HE WOULD 
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VOTE.) 
The responses were scored so that for each yes vote a respondent 
received a score of 1 and for a n£ vote a score of 0. The responses for 
each respondent for each set of farm program categories were then added to 
obtain an index of favorability toward types of farm programs. This coding 
does not replicate Warland (I966) who used the Wolins certainty scoring 
method in constructing farm policy positions scales. It was assumed for 
this analysis that the primaiy interest was in examining the policy 
positions of farmers who expressed their willingness to register a yes 
vote on positions toward compulsory, voluntary, free mairket, direct, and 
indirect programs. It was also assumed that farmers would note by a yes 
vote programs developed to capture these major dimensions. In other words, 
as has been noted in the discussion of the programs in Chapter Three each 
set of programs had a primary general focus, for example, each of the 
programs listed might have a compulsoiy compliance clause. The effects of 
this major orientation of each compulsory compliance program could be 
confounded, however, by the fact that the programs described might be 
price-support or production control programs. They might involve short or 
long-range acreage retirement or purchasing. The differences in the 
programs might be the part of the items to which farmers respond as well as 
the major compulsory compliance clause. Therefore, it was assumed for 
analysis that the more compulsory programs a farmer "voted" for the more 
highly he was oriented toward compulsory programs. This also allowed 
farmers who were uncertain about programs to be deleted from the analysis 
thus leaving only farmers who were willing to make a choice of a program 
at the time of the interviewing. Deleting respondents who made no 
response reduced the sample to 272. This type of summary of positive 
responses has ramifications for both the expected magnitude of the correl­
ations among farm programs and the comparability of the results between 
this study and the 19^ 4 study. 
The programs summed for each category follow: 
Compulsory price supply management programs; 
Program 1. A compulsory bushel allotment program in which the 
government would set bushel allotments for each farm in an 
attempt to control surplus and raise farm prices. 
Program 2. A compulsory program in which the government would 
set acreage allotments for each farm. 
Program 3. A program in which the government would select 
farms that should be withdrawn from production. (These farms 
would be purchased by the government at a fair price.) 
In the sample 51.5 percent (I40 farmers) voted for none, 37«9 percent (103 
farmers) voted for one, 9.6 percent (26 farmers) voted for two, and 1.1 
percent (3 farmers) voted for all three of the compulsory compliance 
programs. Thus, in the testing of hypotheses 48.4 percent (132) farmers 
compulsory compliance farm policy positions will be examined in relation 
to value orientations. 
Voluntary price supply management programs: 
Program 4. A voluntary program in which the farmer agrees to cut 
back the number of his crop acres. 
Prograun 5. A voluntary program in which the government would pay 
farmers for retiring their whole farms from production on a year 
to year basis. 
Program 6. A voluntary program in which farmers could sell their 
cropland to the government for additions to national recreational 
areas. 
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Program 7» A voluntary bushel allotment in which the farmers 
who sign up would receive price supports for only those bushels 
within his allotment. 
Program 8. A voluntary program in which the government would 
pay farmers to permanently retire part of or all of their farm 
land from production. 
Originally, as noted in Chapter Three, there were six voluntary compliance 
programs described and used by Warland. Due to the deletion of the 
voluntary compliance clause of one of these programs in the 1970 study it 
was judged that this program should not be included in a set of programs 
whose primary focus was voluntary compliance programs. In the sample 
5*1 percent (14 farmers) voted for none of the voluntary compliance 
programs, 14*3 percent (39 farmers) voted for one, 21.0 percent (57 
farmers) voted for two, 26.5 percent (72 fairmers) voted for three, 20.2 
percent (55 farmers) voted for four, and 12.9 percent (35 fairmers) voted 
for all five voluntary compliance programs. Thus in the testing of 
hypotheses 94*9 percent (258 farmers) voluntary compliance farm policy 
positions will be examined in relation to value orientations. 
Free market program: 
Program 9» The government would abolish all farm-support 
programs. There would be no production and no price support. 
One free market program has been described. In the sample 23.5 percent 
(64 farmers) voted for the free market program. Thus in the testing of 
hypotheses 23.5 percent (64 farmers) free market farm policy positions will 
be examined in relation to value orientations. 
Auxiliary adjustment programs: 
Program 10. A government program to improve education opportun­
ities in rural areas. 
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Program 11. A governmental program which would provide infor­
mation to young farm people about urban job opportunities. 
Program 12. A government program to retrain farm people who wish 
to leave agriculture for non-farm employment. 
Program 13» A government program to provide education which 
would help young farm people to adjust to urban life. 
Program I4. A program in which the government would make payments 
to farm families to encourage them to relocate in urban jobs. 
There are five auxiliary adjustment programs described. In the sample 
11.8 percent (32 farmers) voted for none, 19»5 percent (53 farmers) voted 
for one, 22.1 percent (60 farmers), 17.6 percent (48 farmers) voted for 
three, 22.4 percent (61 farmers) voted for four, and 6.6 percent (I8 
farmers) voted for all five of the auxiliary adjustment programs. Thus, 
in testing the hypotheses 88.2 percent (240 farmers) auxiliary adjustment 
farm policy positions will be examined in relation to value orientations. 
Agricultural restraint programs: 
Program I5. A government program to control the production of 
agricultural products by taxing the use of fertilizer and large 
equipment. 
Program 16. A government program to cut back support for 
Experiment Station research and Agricultural Extension in order 
to slow down the rapid development and acceptance of new ideas 
and practices. 
Two agricultural restraint programs were described. In the sample 8.1 
percent (22 farmers) voted for none, 83.8 percent (228 farmers) voted for 
one, cind 8.1 percent (22 farmers) voted for both of the agricultural 
restraint programs. Thus in the testing of the hypotheses 91*9 percent 
(250 farmers) agricultural restraint farm policy positions will be examined 
in relation to value orientations. 
Income transfer programs: 
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Program 17. A government program in which price supports would 
apply only to farmers who operate small farms. 
Program 13. A program in which the government would support 
prices at parity levels with no production controls. 
Program I9. A government program in which there are no price 
supports or production controls, "but each farmer would receive 
a cash payment to raise faxm income. 
These income transfer programs have been described. In the sample 54.4 
percent (I4S farmers) voted for none, 33.1 percent (90 farmers) voted for 
one, 9.2 percent (25 farmers) voted for two, and 3.3 percent (9 farmers) 
voted for all three income transfer programs. Thus in the testing of 
hypotheses 45.6 percent (124 farmers) income transfer farm policy 
positions will be examined in relation to value orientations. 
For the second set of farm policy positions which -here used 
primarily as validating measures for the sets described earlier each 
respondent was instructed as follows: 
The following is a list of proposed government farm programs. Would 
you please indicate which you would favor most (PUT A 1 IN THE 
BLADK), which you favor the least (PUT A 4 IN TES BLAIJK), which you 
favor as a second alternative if the first were not available (PUT 
A 2 IN THE BLANK AND PLACE A 3 IN TEE REMAINING BL^ NK). 
The alternative programs for ranking were; 
Alternative program 1. A gradual transition (over a 5-year period) 
from present price-support and production-control programs to a set 
of policies involving a) price supports at levels equal to market 
prices during the preceding 5 years, b) an ever-normal-grainary program 
implemented by commodity loans and purchase agreements. 
Alternative program 2. A set of policies involving a) price supports 
at present levels, b) mandatory controls on the amount of farm 
products produced and marketed by individual farmers based on past 
production and marketing, c) restrictions on entering farming. 
Alternative program 3. A set of policies involving a) price supports 
at present levels, b) a voluntary land-retirement program made attrac­
tive to farmers by government rental payments, c) continuation of 
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commodity loans and purchase agreements. 
Alternative program 4. A return to free markets for farm products 
within 5 years and elimination of all production-control and price-
support progrsuns thereafter. 
The program the respondent liked "best was given a score of 1, the program 
he liked second best a score of 2, and program he liked least a score of 
4» and the remaining program was given a score of three. These scores 
were then transposed so that the program ranked first had a score of 4; 
second, a score of 3; third, a score of 2; and last, a score of 1. 
Thirty of the respondents gave incomplete or no responses on these 
alternative farm programs. These respondents were deleted from the 
analysis for the testing of the multiple variable hypotheses. The sample 
size for the analysis of ranked alternative farm programs is 256 
respondents. 
Summary 
In this chapter selected sample characteristics have been described 
and the measurement techniques described. In the next chapter the des­
criptive and analytic findings relative to General Hypotheses 1 and 2 will 
be presented. 
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CHAPTER SIX: REPLICATIVE FINDINGS 
Introduction 
In this chapter findings will be presented concerning General 
I(ypotheses 1 and 2. These will be the findings which compare the value 
orientations and farm policy positions findings for the I964 farm policy 
study and the 1970 adoption study. There will be two major sections in 
this chapter. In the first, the comparative findings on value orientations 
will be presented; in the second, the comparative findings on farm policy 
positions, and the two variable relationships between farm policy positions 
sets and value orientations dimensions will be presented. 
Value Orientations 
Fourteen separate scales were delineated in the I964 farm policy 
study. Each of these dimensions was discussed in Chapter 2. The criteria 
for additivity used to analyze these scales were delineated in Chapter 5» 
Data in Table 5 summarizes descriptive characteristics of each of these 
scales in the 1964 study. The scales have been ordered following the order 
of their original presentation in Chapter 2. Since, as noted earlier, it 
is not the purpose of this dissertation to provide longitudinal attitude 
analysis with these particular scales at this time, the data will be 
presented descriptively. 
Data in Table 6 summarizes the descriptive characteristics of each 
of the fourteen scales for the 1970 adoption study. 















Traditionalism 6 0.740 0.322 somewhat b pos. 3.18 to 5.23 0.20 to 0.39 moderate 
Debt avoidance 6 0.806 0.322 somewhat b pos. 3.09 to 4.42 0.30 to 0.49 moderate 
Way of life 6 0.520 0.153 rel. ind. c 4.06 to 4.72 0,00 to 0.19 very low 
Fatalism 5 0.805 0.451 rel. ind. c 4.43 to 5.25 0.40 to 0.49 moderate 
Risk aversion 7 0.689 0.241 somewhat d neg. 2.90 to 4.14 0.10 bo 0.29 low 
Individualism 17 0.817 0.207 rel, ind. 0 3.54 to 5.20 0.10 to 0.29 low 
Scientific orientation 15 0.835 0.252 somewhat neg.^  2.65 to 4.42 0.10 to 0.39 low 
Maximization of income 3 0.575 0.311 rel. ind. c 4.12 to 4.40 0.20 to 0.29 low 
Risk orientation 6 0.423 0.109 somewhat neg,^  3.06 to 4*26 0.00 to 0,19 very low 
Collective action 9 0.700 0.201 somewhat pos.^  3.30 to 7.67 0.00 to 0,29 low 
Commutative justice 9 0.870 0.423 rel. ind. c 4.26 to 5.01 0.30 to 0.49 moderate 
Distributive Justice 8 0.804 0.340 rel. ind. c 4.21 to 5.01 0.30 to 0.55 moderate 
Independent action 7 0.653 0.212 somewhat 3.82 to 5.09 0.20 to 0.39 low 
Government dominance 3 0.896 0.687 rel. ind. c 4.70 to 5.12 0.70 to 0,79 moderately 
high 




Table 6. Summary of the scale data related to the criteria of additivity - 1970 study® 
Concentra- Relative 
Number tion of magnitude 
of - Relationship intoroorrel- of inter-
items t^t ij of X and S Range of S ations correlations 
Traditionalism 6 0.661 0.245 somewhat pos.^  3.32 to 5.03 0.21 to 0.30 low 
Debt avoidance 6 0.822 0.435 somewhat pos.^  2.93 to 4.39 0.38 to 0.50 moderate 
Way of life 6 0.502 0.144 rel. ind.° 4.08 to 4.81 0.09 to 0.16 very low 
Fatalism 5 0.804 0.451 rel. ind.° 4.40 to 4.76 0.38 to 0.47 moderate 
Risk aversion 7 0.683 0.235 somewhat neg.^  3.15 to 4.16 0.16 to 0.33 low 
Individualism 17 0.779 0.172 rel. ind.° 3.52 to 5.04 0.10 to 0.24 low 
Scientific orientation 15 0.804 0.215 somewhat neg.^  2.81 to 5.06 0.10 to 0.30 low 
Maximization of income 3 0.585 0.320 somewhat pos.^  4.31 to 4.82 0.20 to 0.47 moderate 
Risk orientation 6 0.504 0.145 somewhat neg,*^  3.05 to 4.42 0.03 to 0.22 very low 
Collective action 9 0.645 0.168 rel. ind.° 3.77 to 4.62 0.07 to 0.31 low 
Commutative justice 9 0.822 0.339 rel. ind.° 4.37 to 5.24 0.23 to 0.42 moderate 
Distributive justice 8 0.693 0.220 rel. ind.° 4.10 to 4.62 0.16 to 0.27 low 
Independent action 7 0.486 0.119 somewhat neg.*^  3.71 to 4.84 0.03 to 0.09 very low 
Government dominance 3 0.748 0.497 rel. ind.° 4.26 to 4.68 0.46 to 0.57 moderately 
high 





As in the I964 study each item in the 1970 study met the minimum item-
total correlation requirement. As can be seen in Table 6, in the 1970 study 
the magnitude of the coefficients of reliability for most of the scales was 
lower than in the 1964 study. Most of these differences were small and the 
pattern of coefficients followed very closely the pattern found in the I964 
study, that is, if the coefficient of reliability in the I964 study was .87, 
the coefficient if reliability in the 1970 study might be .82. Those 
slightly lower coefficients of reliability indicate differences in the 
studies in the level of the inter-item correlations since in each study the 
number of items in a specific scale is the same. 
The average inter-item correlations in each scale are lower, in general, 
in the 1970 study. Only in the case of the debt avoidance scale and risk 
orientation scale are the average inter-item correlations higher and these 
are very close to those in the I964 study. 
A comparison of the ranges of the standard deviations, relationship of 
the means and standard deviations, concentration of intercorrelations, and 
relative magnitude of intercorrelations will show that, in general, the 
scales in the 1970 study with a few exceptions replicate the findings of the 
1964 study as they were outlined by War land. The magnitude of the inter­
correlations is in general slightly lower than the 1970 study. The rela­
tionships of the means and standard deviations for items on each scale is 
the same except in the case of the maximization of income scale where in 
the 1970 study they were somewhat positive rather than relatively indepen­
dent as in the I964 study. 
Data in Table 7 indicate the comparison of responses in the two studies 
of the actual range of respondents on the scale (actual range), the means 
Table 7» Comparison of 19^ 4 farm policy and 1970 adoption study sample statistios 
1964^  ^ 1970° 
Actual Standard Actual Standard 
Scale range Mean deviation range Mean deviation t' 
Traditionalism 0- 96 35.55 16.384 0- 80 36. 919 15. 046 -.9164 
Debt avoidance 0- 88 30.02 16.522 0- 80 23. 260 16. 168 4.3804* 
Way of life 19- 96 51.85 14.202 5- 96 47. 789 14. 909 2.9736® 
Fatalism 0- 75 28.95 17.471 0- 80 29. 572 16. 983 -.3791 
Risk aversion 30-112 73.70 14.425 17-112 74. 80 15. 087 -.7938 
Individualism 24-272 146.08 38.115 46-251 141. 382 34. 551 1.3571 
Scientific orientation 32-224 146.84 30.546 66-218 142. 147 28. 953 1.6636 
Maximization of income 0-. 48 26.98 9.391 0-. 48 25. 172 10. 383 1.9620 
Risk orientation 20-• 87 55.45 11.307 0-. 96 58. 881 12. 237 1.2995 
Golleotive action 3-144 85.75 22.885 17-•127 80. 999 19. 081 2.3639 
Commutative justice 0-•144 70.73 29.480 0-•144 67. 821 27. 401 1.0772 
Distributive justice 0-•117 53.72 23.813 0-113 46. 737 19. 908 3.3190* 
Independent action 14-.112 72.28 17.945 39-112 75. ,698 14. 572 -2.1684 
Government dominance 0-' 48 22.34 13.254 0-• 48 21. ,684 11. 041 .4815 
Source: Warland, 1966# 
Jn - 186. 
°N =, 284. 
t' .01, two-tailed test; t a 3,2905. 
®t' =» ^  ,05, two-tailed test; t = 2.7536. 
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of each scale for each study (mean), and the standard deviations of the 
scales for each study. For descriptive purposes a test statistic was cal­
culated to compare the difference between the means on each value orienta­
tion scale for the I964 study and the 1970 study following Snedecor and 
Cochran (1967:114-117)» In this case t' was the test statistic used because 
the variances have been examined and s^  / s^ , and 
f . @1 - ^2' 
2 /  2 ,  
and the significance level where n^  / n^  is 
V^l + *2^ 2) 
(% + W ) 
2 2 
where = s^ /n^ , and and t^  = t for n^  ^- 1 and 
tg = t^ 22 for ng - 1. 
In the case of only three scales were the means significantly different 
when comparing the I964 farm policy study with the 1970 adoption study 
results. These scales were the way of life scale, the debt avoidance scale, 
and the distributive justice scale. In general, there has been little 
change in the value orientations of Iowa farmers from 19^ 4 to 1970. 
The first general hypotheses stated that certain values and beliefs 
will form value configui-ations or value orientation configurations. The 
expected relationships were delineated in Table 1. 
In Table 8 the findings relative to General Hypotheses 1 are reported. 
In Table 8 above the diagonal of the matrix the findings from the I964 farm 
policy study aire reported. Below the diagonal of the matrix the findings 
from the 1970 adoption study are reported. Tvrenty-four empirical hypotheses 
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are formally exaimined. Most of the remaining relationships reported are 
implicit in the theoretical framework of Warland. The findings from the 
tests of the twenty-four hypotheses replicate almost completely the 
findings from the 19^ 4 farm policy study. Twenty-two of the null hypoth­
eses were refuted using a directional test at the .005 level of probability. 
Two null hypotheses were not refuted. The first replicated a I964 study 
finding concerned the relationship between the scientific orientation 
scale scores and the maximization of income scale scores. The second non-
refuted null hypothesis concerned the relationship between the maximization 
of income scale scores and the risk orientation scale scores. In this test 
the calculated correlation coefficient approached significance at the .OO5 
level of probability but was not statistically significant. The remaining 
findings are reported for comparative purposes of the implicit hypotheses 
in Warland (1966) as they have implications for the subsequent factor 
analysis. Since twenty-two of the twenty-four empirical hypotheses used to 
test General Hypotheses 1 were supported at the designated significance 
level it is concluded that the 1970 adoption study data support the 
hypothesized relationships about value orientation configurations. The two 
hypotheses not supported were both in the three dimension collective action 
value orientation configuration, therefore, it is concluded that these data 
tend not to support this value orientation configuration as strongly as 
hypothesized. 
Farm Poli::y Positions and Value Orientations 
General Hypotheses 2 stated that there will be a predictable relation­
ship between fairm policy positions of individuals and their value orien­
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tations. The expected relationships were delineated in Table 2. The 
comparative descriptive data of Set 1 farm policy positions for the 19^ 4 
farm policy study and the 1970 adoption study are given in Table 9« A Chi-
square test for difference of proportions between the I964 and 1970 pos­
itive responses was computed for descriptive purposes following Snedecor 
and CochraJi (1967:24-0). The calculation of Chi-square for this test 
follows the formula = ( p^ a^^  ^- pA/pq), where p^  = a^ /^n^ , and A = total 
yes responses, q = proportion of total ^  responses, W = total responses, 
n^  = total responses for each sample, and the degrees of freedom = 
(r - l)(c - 1). 
In four of the nineteen farm programs the proportions of the I964 
and 1970 respondents giving positive responses were significantly different. 
These included two auxiliary adjustment programs, one agricultural 
restraint program and one income transfer program. For all other programs 
the proportion of respondents voting for a program differed very little 
in the I964 and 1970 studies. 
Data in Table 10 summarizes the I964 and 1970 responses to Set 2 of 
the alternative farm programs. In general, in the 1970 study slightly more 
farmers favored as their first choice the compulsory program and slightly 
less favored the extant alternative program as their first choice. In Table 
11 the findings relative to General Hypothesis 2 are reported for the 
1970 study. For programs in Set 1 the summed scores for each respondent 
were used. Seventy-two empirical hypotheses were tested to examine 
General Hypothesis 2 following Seal et al. (1968) and Warland (I966). 
Table 8. Produot moment correlation among and between hypothesized 
value orientation configurations 
T DA VL p HA I 
Traditionaliem 
Debt avoidance .3998® 
. 424* 
iJay of life .5150^  .4253° — . 240° . 370; • 35? 
Fatalien .4958° .2081° .3957° — . 203 . 2or 
Rick aversion .2979° .1976° .4150° .3335* • 
Individualists .4335 .3305° .4139 .2452° .2899° .2452° 
Scientific orientation -.4015 .2217 -.2410 -.1537 . 0166 -.1283 
Ifesinisation of income .2277 .1352 .1159 .2633 .2024 .1605 
Risk orientation .0627 .1829 -.0018 .0627 .0037 .1640 
Collective action .0908 —#3040 .2035 .2238 .2297 . -.0571 
Gocautative justice -.0035 -.0875 .0619 .1312 .1228 . -.1185 
Distributive justice .2105 .1518 .2328 .3160 .1157 .0571 
Indepondcnt action .2057 .1227 .1612 .0325 .3316 .3316 
Govemcent dominance .2691 .2766 .2622 .1550 .0754 .0754 
T DA VL P E4 I 
1970 adoption study 
S^ource: Seal et al., I968; Warland, I966. 
S^ignificant at the .OOp level of probability (Warland, I966). 
Significant at the .005 level of probability, one-tailed test, 
.^005 ' '^ 7^' 
nD indicates no information on these relationships was reported in 
Warland (I966) or Seal et al. (1968). 
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so MI RO 
1964 farm policy study® 
CA CJ DJ lA GD 
—• 446 . 119 . 025 050 . 061 . 183 . 041 108 
—* 106 . 195 085 . 074 . 186 . 328 —• Oil 125 
—* 268 . 107 —• 006 . 031 . 082 . 179 • 110 144 
152 . 364 . 118 . 133 . 267 . 265 015 —• 054 
. 017 . 223 —« 018 . 158 . 054 . 146 . 118^  
HD KD ND HD ND KD • 591 • 369 
— 
. 070 
. 20SI . 288 . 050 . 082 •• 005 • 009 
.0870 — . 252^  . 139 . 301 . 259 122 063 
.2007^  .1720 — . 131 . Ill . 162 • 046 . 117 
.2772 .0475 .0410 —— . 364^  . 321^  —# 345 —• 218 
.1056 .1031 -.1882 .2986° — . 73? 468 —• 581 
.0061 .0664 -.0039 .4028® .5974° —— 401 342 
-.0530 .0747 .1653 —.1664 -.3106 -.2403 #  565^  
-.2023 .1014 .1180 -.1297 -.5107 -.1207 .3155 — 
SO HI RO CA CJ DJ lA GD 
Table 9» Summary of farmers' preferences for farm programs of Set 1 
(in percentage) 
1964 farm policy study® 
t c 
In favor Hot in favor Total 
Compulsory program 1 20.9 79.1 100.0 
Compulsory program 2 18.8 81.2 100.0 
Compulsory program 3 22.6 77.4 100.0 
Group average 20.8 79.2 100.0 
Voluntary program 4 82.5 17.2 100.0 
Voluntary program 5 53.2 46.8 100.0 
Voluntary program 6 65.7 34.3 100.0 
Voluntary program 7 61.8 38.2 100.0 
Voluntary program 8 36.5 63.5 100.0 
Group avorago 62.9 37.1 100.0 
Free market program 9 23.1 76.9 100.0 
Auxiliaiy adjustment program 10 75.2 24.8 100.0 
Auxiliary adjustcsnt program 11 82.8 17.2 100.0 
Auxiliary adjustment program 12 59.2 40.8 100.0 
Auziliary adjustment program 13 56.0 44.0 100.0 
Auxiliary adjustment program I4. 14.0 86.0 100.0 
Group average 57.4 42.6 100.0 
Agricultural restraint program 15 22.1 77.9 100.0 
Agricultural restraint program 16 15.0 85.0 100.0 
Group average 18.5 81.5 100.0 
Income transfer program 17 31.7 68.3 100.0 
Income transfer program I8 31.7 68.3 100.0 
Income transfer program 19 12.4 87.1 93.5 
Group average 25.3 74.7 100.0 
S^ource: Beal et al., I968. 
R^esponses scored 16, 13, 11, and 9 in the certainty method. 
Responses scored 7» 5» 3, and 0 in the certainty method. 
d 2 2 
Calculated X — X = 3.84 with one degree of freedom. 
e 2 2 
Calculated X ^  X = 6.63 with one degree of freedom. 
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1970 adoption study 
In favor Hot in favor No opinion Total zZ 
27.5 69.4 3.2 100.1 3.735 
15.5 83.5 1.1 100.1 .983 
12.0 87.0 1.1 100.1 3.039 
18.3 79.9 1.8 100.0 1.955 
76.4 22.5 1.1 100.0 .931 
50.7 47.5 1.8 100.0 .239 
56.3 37.7 6.0 100.0 .280 
59.2 34.5 6.3 100.0 .154 
39.8 58.8 1.4 100.0 .224 
56.5 40.2 3.3 100.0 .959 
22.5 76.1 1.4 100.0 .114 
69.4 28.5 2.1 100.0 1.253* 
61.3 37.3 1.4 100.0 22.852* 
52.5 45.7 1.8 100.0 2.768 
44.0 54.6 1.4 100.0 1.345 
12.0 86.6 1.4 100.0 .187, 
47.8 50.6 1.6 100.0 3.866* 
11.3 86.3 2.5 100.1 8.558* 
17.3 79.6 3.2 100.1 .808 
14.3 82.9 2.8 100.0 1.450 
28.9 69.4 1.8 100.1 .367. 
19.7 75.0 5.3 100.0 6.972* 
13.0 83.1 3.9 100.0 .450 
20.5 75.8 3.7 100.0 .359 
Table 10* Summary of the ranking of farmei'a proforonoos for four altomativo form prograrea, Set 2 
1964 otudy® 1970 otudy 
Pana program 
lot 2nd 3rd 4th lot 2nd 3rd 4th 
No. % No. % No. % Ho. % No. % No. % No. % No. % 
Alternative program 1 
(compulsory) 
22 11.8 91 48.9 60 32.3 13 7.0 52 18.3 98 34.5 82 28.9 28 9.9 
Alternative program 2 
(voluntary) 
15 8.1 26 14.0 53 28.5 92 49.2 25 8.8 45 15.8 77 27.1 112 39.4 
Alternative program 3 
(voluntary) 
106 57.0 50 26.9 27 14.5 3 1.6 129 45.4 79 27.8 42 14. 10 3.5 
Alternative program 4 
(free market) 
43 23.1 19 10.9 46 24.7 78 42.0 65 22.9 33 11.6 55 19.4 115 40.5 
No data 13 4.6 29 10.2 28 9.9 19 6.7 
Total 186 100.0 186 100.0 186 100.0 186 100.0 284 100.0 284 100.0 284 100.0 284 100.0 
S^ource; Seal et al., I968. 
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Forty of the seventy-two null hypotheses vere rejected when examined. 
Forty hypothesized relationships vere significant at at least the .02$ 
level. Those hypotheses generally not supported included five of the six 
hypothesized negative relationships between the independent action value 
orientation configuration and compulsory programs and five of the nine 
hypothesized negative relationships botveen the independent action value 
orientation configuration and voluntary programs. Five of the five 
hypothesized relationships between the traditional value orientations 
configuration and auxiliary adjnstsent programs were not supported. The 
majority of the hypothesized relationships between the traditional value 
orientation configuration and farm policy positions were supported. The 
relationships hypothesized between the contemporary value orientation 
configuration and farm policy positions, in general, were not supported 
with tho 1970 study. 
Power relationships were supported in the 1970 study than in the 
1964 study where 48 of the hypothesized relationships were supported. In 
general, the magnitude of the 1970 correlation matrix was lower but most 
relationships tended to be in the same direction as in the I964 study. 
Only five relationships supported in the 1970 study were not supported in 
the 1964 study, all concerning relationships between the collective or 
independent value orientations configurations and farm policy pooitions. 
Since 40 of the 72 hypotheses were supported at a statistically 
significant level it can be assumed that there is partial support for 
General Hypothesis 2. The hypotheses not supported tend to cluster 
around certain value orientations configurations and certain types of farm 
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progress as noted earlier in the findings and in Table 11. 
Summary 
In this chapter the descriptive and, analytical replicative findings 
of this dissertation have been reported. The findings concerning General 
Bypotheses 1 and 2 have been presented. In general, it has been found 
that with a few exceptions the value orientations and farm policy 
findings from the 1970 adoption study replicate rather closely 
the findings from the I964 farm policy study. General Ifypotheses 1 was 
supported in this analysis and General Hypotheses 2 was partially 
supported. The level of support of these hypotheses almost directly 
replicates the level of support found in the 1964 study with the exceptions 
already noted. 
In the next chapter a preliminary factor analytic approach to the 
value orientations dimensions will be described. It is the purpose of 
this analysis to examine the configurational versus the independent 
dimensions approach to value orientations. 
Table 11. Summary of the product moment correlations between farmers' 
1970 value orientations scale scores and the farm poliqr 
position scores 
Value orientation Compulsory Voluntary Free market Auriliaiy adjust-
scales programs programs programs ment programs 
Traditionalism 1174 
Dobt avoidance -.O524 
¥ay of life -.0430 
Fatalism .0160 
Risk aversion .O4I4 
Individualism -.0366 
Scientific orientation .2660^ ® 
KaxLmization of income .0139^  
Hisk orientation .0012^  
Collective action .1404C .1159° -.1355^  ^ .1581^  
CoEsatativo justice .3462, .1468 -.3460, .2153^  
Distributive justice .3754° -.1322®° -.2262°° .3053 
Independent action -.0894 -.1017 .0916, 
Govomnont dominance -.0275 -.0924 . 2272 
Individualism .1314 -.I3I0 .0592 
h^ypothesized relationship supported at .025 level of probability, 
one-tMled test, r = .127. 
Hypothesized relationship supported at .005 level of probability, 
one-tailed test, r = .172. 
H^ypothesized relationship supported in the I964 farm policy study. 
IIY 
Agricultural Income Alternative Alternative Alternative Alternative 
reotraint transfer progrca 1 prograa 2 program 3 program 4 
pro/?ran3 pro^ euas (volTmtary) (conpnlsory) (voluntary) (free carket) 









.1676^  .1387®" .1164? -.1833° -.1862?® 
-.0068 .0874 -33025® .1518^ -.4520^® 
.1983 .0275 .3038°® .0124 -.2840^® 
-.0559_ -.1257° -.0350® .1750°® 
-.1573J -.0544 -.2575 .3462*® 
-.1568^ .0766 -.0817 .1079 
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CHAPTER SEVEN: PSELIMINAET FACTOR AMLYSIS 
Introduction 
The major objective of this chapter is to exaadne General Qypotheis 
3 rhloh stated that it would be possible to delineate separate 
hosogoncoua value orientation dicsnsions in a data zsatriz using the 
theoretical diœsnoions described in the I964 farm policy study and 
discussed'in Chapter Two of this dissertation. The technique for ezao-
inins this hypothesis will be Eultiple group factor analysis# In the 
first section of the chapter the procedure used for theoretically and 
empirically defining the factors -ciH be describod. In the second section 
the factors delineated vith this analysis will be exanined. 
Defining Pewtors 
According to Kerlinger (1973:659); 
Factor analysis is a cethod for dotorcâning the number and nature 
of the underlying variables anong Icrgor nunbors of coasoros. More 
succinctly, it is a oothod for deternining k underlying vcriablos 
(factors) fron n sets of ccasuros, k being loss than n. 
A factor is a constnict assumed to underlie eoasures of all kinds. Factor 
analysis has boon described as everything from a theory building device 
to an ezanplo of the rawest operationisa. When factor analysis is used 
to test hypotheses about empirical relationships between indicators of 
concepts in typologies it can be seen as a methodological tool for 
constructing extracted types. 
Multiple group factor analysis is a technique for "extracting a 
nomber of cosaon factors (from a data matrix) in one operation (Earczn, 
1967:234)". According to Eunzal (1970:337-338) the major characteristics 
of the multiple group technique are as follows: 
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1. The technique is a method for classifying variables into groups 
or testing for the existence of specified group factors in a 
domain* 
2. On the basis of their correlations» the variables must be clus­
tered into linearly independent sets* This requirement makes 
the technique most useful vhen there is prior knowledge or theozy 
as to vhat these groups should be. 
3» The number of factors depends on the rank of the correlation 
mtriz, i.e., the number of linearly independent groups of 
variables. 
4* Each variable tends torrard a complexity of one, i.e., a loading 
on only one factor. 
5. The factor conplorLty is in terras of bipolar group factors, with 
a tondcncy toward these factors being nonovorlapping. 
6. The variance contributions are approsicotoly level. 
7. The procedure is sensitive to the grouping of the variables, 
since an unrotatod solution may be altered tsy changing the prior 
grouping of variables. 
8. Because of the possible combinations of variables and the inter-
pinatcneos inherent in the controid itself, the multiple group 
solution is not unique for a correlation matrix. 
9. The computational labor is less than that for tha centroid 
technique for large catrices. 
10. The technique extracts all factors at once. 
11. The factors be mutually oblique. 
12. The factors aro a linear fit to each of the linearly independent 
sots of variables. 
A multiple group solution, then, can be used to test a priori Igrpoth-
@888 about factors underlying a set of variables. In this case the 
solution can either be used as a final form or as a preliminaiy step to 
further analysis. According to Nunnally (1967:342): 
The multiple group method offers the best overall approach to testing 
hypotheses about the existence of factors. In the limiting case, it 
can be used to test for the presence of a general factor. ... At 
the other extreme, it can teat for the presence of any number of 
hypothesized factors. 
With the multiple group method, when used to test hypotheses, Nunnally 
(1967:333) suggests that the researcher "go directly to the desired 
solution, and rotation is not required". If the hypotheses are poorly 
supported then a different set of criterion variables can be hypothesized 
to tnaVft up the centroid or a stepwise factor method can be used. 
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The conputation of the multiple group method, involves defining and 
placing a centroid amon^  all or some of the variables (depending on 
whether one is looking for a general factor or group factors), then the 
correlations of all variables irith this centroid are obtained and are 
the factor loadings on the first factor. The correlations of all 
variables with the second centroid become the factor loadings on the 
Eocond factor, srA so on. 
In this analysis the hypothesized factors are group factors and 
V.id.pone-at, nternally hosogeneons group factors are hypothesized to be 
available in the 209 by 209 data matrix of the 1970 adoption study. One 
of the purposes of the factor analysis was to reduce tho niiober of 
variables required to provide conceptually clear factors or dimensions 
of value orientations previously hypothesized in the typologies developed 
in sociology at Iowa State University. To allow the comparative 
reduction and analysis of these typologies extent, non-duplicatod items 
fron the measures used in the earlier typologies were included in the 
study yielding the 209 value orientation items. 
One limitation of the data used in this analysis should be mentioned 
before the description of the analysis. Kerlinger suggests that two 
important criteria for assuring the reliability of results in factor 
analysis are replication of the analysis and the use of large eeoples. 
Since this factor analysis is a first step in the use of this technique 
to test l^ otheaes about value orientations in this study it is assumed 
that replication with other samples vould be possible in other analysis. 
The sample si23 versus the nunbor of variables creates a eoccrhat different 
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problem. Kerlinger suggests as a crude rale of thumb that there should 
be about ten times as maqy respondents as variables in order to avoid 
spurious interiten correlations. For this study there are 284 respon­
dents and 209 variables. 
Defining the Criterion Variables 
Tvo methods of analysis vere utilized in order to define the 
criterion variables for each hypothasized factor. The first step of 
this procedure involved reconstructing each of the scales and exaiaining 
the interitem correlation matrix of each of the scales used as indicators 
of theoretical dimensions in the I964 fara policy study and then 
constructing and exaoining each scale or partial scale vhich had been 
theoretically defined using the saas concept by Hobbs (1964)» Himes (1967), 
Sibley (I966), and Singh (1967) for highly intercorrelated itens. Since 
only those items vere included in the schedule vhich had been used as 
indicators in scales previously tested it was assuteed that this examin­
ation should exhaust the set of theoretical dimensions which could be 
hypothesized for this particular set of items. 
Â second method of analysis used involved recording every inter item 
correlation coefficient on the 209 ty 209 variable matrix with a value 
equal to or greater than plus or minus .2$. This particular correlation 
value was selected as an arbitrary lower limit in this particular examin­
ation to determine the interitem correlations and clusters of correlations 
which might indicate meaningful clusters of items to hypothesize as 
factors. 
The items delineated ty this procedure were then combined into 
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matrices of clustered items and ezaminsd. This particular examination 
yielded tusnty-one clusters of items in vhich there were at least some 
correlation, coefficients of - ,25 or greater. 
An ozanination of those trTonty-one clusters indicated several 
patterns of interrelationship. Soma clusters consisted of couplets of 
itocs tJith vhich no other itens correlated at .2$ or greater* Other 
clusters votq delineated in which there vere several itecs, each 
correlated at least .25 or greater with most of the other items in the 
cluster and not correlated at .25 or greater with items in other clusters. 
A third pattern of interiten correlations consisted of thoso clustoro in 
vhich sose of the correlation coefficients trore .23 or greater while 
others wore loss than .25» 
The clustoro of items delineated in this eraoixxation of the inter-
item correlation, matrix vore combined into various groupings and the 
analysis of each of the tuenty-one clusters end the grouped clusters 
wore then saved to compare with the clusters on the hssis of the czaain— 
ation of the scales from the theoretical dimensions delineated by TTcrland 
(1966). This particular procedure was utilized to check for clusters of 
items which might not originally have been hypothesized theoretically slb 
factors but which empirically were interrelated and formed meeningfal 
clusters. It was also used to compare with groups of criterion variables 
constructod for each of the theoretical dimensions hypothesized. 
The second step in this procedure consisted of determining a set of 
criterion variables for each of the dimensions hypothesized by Farland 
and constructing a correlation natrii to examine the relationship bstveen 
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the interitem correlations for each set of criterion variables and all 
other sets of criterion variables. In this step each of the interitem 
correlation matrices of the ¥arland scales were examined for items inter-
corrolated at .30 or greater. ïïhea items vere found thoy wore tisod to 
form the nucleus of a set of items which might be used to define a 
theorotical cluster. For each cluster of items selected as potential 
criterion variables the cluster of interiten correlation coefficients 
between that set of variables and the set of criterion variables for each 
of the other clusters was examined. 
This preliminary cluster analysis of items is one portion of the 
test of the hypothesis which stated that the fourteen dinansions util­
ized in tho farm policy study could be delineated as a set of group 
factors. It was found at this stage of tho analysis that for soveral of 
tho theoretical dimensions no cluster of items could be detortained with 
interiten correlation coefficients of .30 or greater which could be 
used to define the factor. In these cases no factor could be defined 
for the subsequent analysis. It was also discovered that several of the 
dimensions could not be defined separately but could be considered 
together as a group factor. Two findings in the cluster analysis indi­
cated this combination of theoretical dimensions. The examination 
indicated that in souse cases the criterion variables of hypothesized 
diEsnsions were internally correlated at .30 or greater but were also 
correlated at almost the same level with the criterion variables from 
another theoretical dimension. In this case the clusters were combined if 
a content analysis of the items wai-ranted the assumption that both the 
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clusters coiilcL be considered to be, perhaps, an indicator of a more general 
level concept (e.g., independent action and individualism, risk orienta­
tion and scientific orientation). In one case two different clusters 
vore delineated from a hypothesized dimension (scientific orientation). 
These clusters although originally conceptual zed as a part of one dimen­
sion wore not related in the correlation matrix» In thin case each was 
hypothesized as a factor (scientific orientation and need for education). 
Tho sccond finding in the cluster analysis indicated that thoro were 
sevrral diiasn .ions i.i vhich an exo.ainatioii of the items in the scales 
indicated that although a cluster of items could he used as criterion 
variables for the cluster these items woro so highly intercorrelatod with 
most other sots of criterion variables that no separate conson factor 
oould bo delineated. These clusters wore also not defined for tho factor 
analysis. Each of the conditions centioned above will be discussed by 
dic3nsion when examining the final scales delineated from the cniltiple 
group factor analysis. Data from the last throe steps of determining 
criterion variables for dimensions aro given in Tables 12, 13, end I4. 
Those tables are labelled by theoretical dimension. 
The examination of the theoixitical dimensions, clustering of inter-
correlated items from these dimensions, and examination of the intercor-
relations between clusters of items resulted in 10 clusters containing 35 
criterion variables which were submitted for factor analysis. Items which 
had originally been included in a scale to measure a dimension but which 
in the present analysis related to several of the clusters wore not assigned 
to any cluster but were submitted in the analysis to see if they would 
load relatively uniquely on any one of the factors. 
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-08 -08 -12 -10 -03 -04 -14 -17 -15 00 -02 02 
-02 01 
-05 -01 03 02 -05 -03 -12 -11 -05 -10 
-08 
-07 -07 -11 00 00 -02 -14 -11 04 04 03 
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-05 -01 -07 -08 -02 -02 -as -11 -12 -05 02 -04 
—04 07 -07 -03 -02 05 —04 -13 -01 -23 -16 -14 
00 
-03 -02 -03 -04 -03 00 -01 -02 -18 -10 -13 
-09 03 -07 —04 -15 -11 -13 -13 -18 -15 -16 -13 
01 
—04 -06 -08 -06 -05 -05 -02 03 -12 02 01 
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Table 13. Correlation matrix of potential criterion variables - Step 2 
129 140 149 176 72 62 
-9 -29 -40 -103 131 147 168 171 
129 46 46 -26 -17 -19 07 04 06 -01 10 05 10 15 
140 — 57 -18 -03 -07 00 —06 -02 -07 04 08 03 07 
149 — -24 -10 -12 03 07 -04 -08 12 11 17 06 
176 38 27 -06 -13 -11 -13 00 03 -13 -04 
72 46 -13 -11 -08 -10 03 -02 05 03 
62 — -16 -10 -13 -11 01 -09 01 01 
-9 37 37 38 00 01 OS -02 
-29 — 32 37 -06 00 -03 -14 
-40 ' ' ' 43 -07 02 04 05 
-103 — -20 -11 -16 -12 
131 — 43 48 49 
147 — 43 42 


























48 137 165 
00 08 03 
06 15 11 
03 12 11 
04 OS 02 
14 03 -01 
13 01 07 
-10 -13 -21 
-15 -10 -17 
-27 -22 -28 
-33 -30 -35 
26 43 36 
22 32 17 
20 27 19 
20 25 18 
— 47 46 
— 53 
3 23 80 
17 13 20 
10 13 18 
26 08 14 
-16 -19 -23 
-10 -11 -12 
-12 -19 -13 
00 07 -03 
05 -02 -02 
-02 08 01 
-11 07 -02 
11 10 08 
09 13 15 
10 03 -01 
07 09 10 
20 07 03 
17 07 06 
24 10 19 
41 43 
— 53 
15 35 59 
09 18 19 
-01 10 05 
00 10 12 
01 -06 -05 
08 -09 -05 
-02 -14 -15 
01 -01 08 
10 13 15 
04 07 10 
07 07 17 
04 11 12 
03 16 05 
10 04 02 
13 OS 03 
-12 -02 -17 
-09 10 -02 
-08 04 02 
01 08 07 
14 12 16 
08 21 14 
41 39 
47 
69 89 104 
06 15 07 
01 15 12 
03 13 18 
-11 -24 -26 
-10 -14 -11 
-22 -12 -23 
13 04 13 
22 01 10 
22 16 19 
29 11 17 
01 6^ -04 
11 -08 02 
04 GO 02 
-06 -03 -11 
-15 -17 -10 
-05 -16 -OS 
-12 -14 -12 
09 -02 14 
22 09 18 
19 18 27 
19 21 17 
19 16 16 
26 09 15 
28 40 
53 
44 64 84 
-10 -09 -12 
—32 —24 —21 
-27 -19 -20 
02 -01 02 
-01 -01 04 
-OS -15 06 
04 15 -01 
03 13 00 
14 15 04 
07 19 0^  
-03 -09 -02 
-02 03 01 
-10 -07 -05 
-17 -04 -01 
-23 -13 -05 
—18 —13 —03 
—25 —18 —12 
-OS -06 -OS 
01 15 07 
00 09 05 
14 19 15 
06 20 14 
19 22 09 
21 32 14 
10 12 04 




Table 13. con't. 
127 24 19 32 179 7 47 50 
-28 
-14 : 08 01 03 -14 -10 -12 
-35 -19 02 02 07 -09 -01 -09 Government Dominance 
-34 -17 ; 00 -05 02 -03 00 -02 
02 -11 -02 08 03 14 16 13 
01 00 00 03 01 03 07 06 Individuali so-Indepondance 
-06 00 :-02 06 -07 01 15 07 
01 -03 i 13 01 07 01 -05 05 
03 09 i 06 05 10 02 -20 -01 
10 05 -09 08 05 -07 -21 -08 
08 07 08 03 06 -09 -31 -15 
-05 -04 -03 00 05 
.i 00 10 00 Conservâtiem > Riek aversion 
-02 07 1 04 02 16 i -07 -02 -07 (re-oica)—Scientific Orientation-
-08 
-07 j 03 10 08 j 03 17 05 Risk Orientation 
-07 -03 06 04 08 -05 01 -03 ! 
-17 -04 -16 -15 -15 1 03 19 05 
-10 
-13 -13 -14 -04 07 19 00 
-14 -01 '-10 —06 -07 -01 19 -01 \ 
-13 00 00 -05 001 -05 00 -05 
-03 12 03 -07 00 î 5 -19 -15 -16 1 Debt Avoidance 
—04 10 -01 -14 -02 ? -15 -10 -11 ! 
15 14 -05 -04 10 -20 -20 -20 
3 i 
-01 11 00 -11 06 -18 -22 -28 Fatalism 
18 15 05 -03 12 -26 -25 -29 f 
18 21 





04 03 -04 -08 05 05 -06 11 Way of Life 
13 •08 c? -oQ 10 -01 -08 -03 l 
52 34 00 -09 10 -04 -11 -09 
49 -06 -22 % 1. -15 -16 -13 Conssutative Justice-
40 31 -08 -22 -03 -11 -05 -10 Distributive Justice 1 1 31 01 -04 06 -06 -10 —11 
— 
00 -06 09 -23 -16 -14 
56 51 01 -08 -01 
43 06 -01 03 Need for Education 
02 -08 00 
1 34 55 
47 Economic Motivation 
Table I4. Correlation matrix of criterion variables - Step 3 
40 131 147 168 171  ^129 140 149 176 72 62 9 29 
- 46 46 -26 -17 -19 07 04 06 10 05 10 15 00 
— 57 -18 -03 -07 00 -06 -02 04 08 03 07 06 
-24 -10 -12 03 07 -04 12 11 17 06 03 
38 27 -06 -13 -11 00 03 -13 -04 04 
46 -13 -11 -08 03 -02 06 03 14 
-16 -10 -13 01 -09 01 01 13 
37 37 00 01 01 -02 -18 
32 -06 00 -03 -14 -15 
-07 02 04 06 -27 



























Table 14« con't. 
137 3 23 80 15 35 59 69 89 104 44 64 84 127 24 
08 17 13 20 09 18 19 06 15 07 -10 -09 -12 -28 -14 
15 10 13 18 -01 10 05 01 15 12 -32 -24 -21 -35 -19 
12 26 08 14 00 10 12 03 13 18 -27 -19 -20 -34 -17 
08 -16 
-19 -23 01 -06 -05 -11 -24 -26 02 -01 02 02 -11 
03 -10 -11 -12 08 -09 -05 -10 -14 -11 -01 -01 04 01 00 
01 -12 
-19 -13 -02 -14 -15 -22 -12 -23 -08 -15 06 -06 00 
-13 00 07 -03 01 -01 08 13 04 13 04 15 -01 01 -03 
-10 05 -02 -02 10 13 15 22 01 10 03 13 00 03 09 
-22 -02 08 01 04 07 10 22 16 19 14 15 04 10 05 
43 11 10 08 04 11 12 01 -06 -04 -08 -09 -02 -05 —04 
32 09 13 15 03 16 05 11 -08 02 -02 03 01 -02 07 
27 10 03 -01 10 04 02 04 00 02 -10 -07 -05 -03 -07 
25 07 09 10 13 08 08 -06 -03 -11 -17 -04 -01 -07 -03 
47 20 07 03 -12 -02 -17 -15 -17 -10 -23 -13 -05 -17 -04 
— 17 07 06 -09 10 -02 -05 -16 -03 -18 -13 -03 -10 -13 
41 43 01 08 07 09 -02 14 -08 -06 —08 -13 00 
53 14 12 16 22 09 18 01 15 07 -03 12 
08 21 14 19 18 27 00 09 05 -04 10 
__ ,1 41 39 19 21 17 14 19 15 15 14 
— 47 19 16 16 06 20 14 -01 11 
•P—'" 26 09 15 19 22 0? 18 15 
— 28 40 21 32 14 18 21 
53 10 12 04 04 0? 
• 20 24 14 13 OP-
53 43 52 3/1 
— 43 49 39 
— 40 31 
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Table I4. con't. 
19 32 179 7 47 •50 
! 08 01 03 —14 -10 -12 
02 02 07 -09 -01 -09 Goveraaent Dominance 
00 
-05 02 -03 00 -02 
-02 08 03 14 16 13 
CO 03 01 03 07 06 IndividoaliBts-Indopsndencd 
-02 06 -07 01 15 07 
13 01 07 01 -05 05 
06 05 10 02 -20 -01 Coaserratisa - Risk aversion 
-09 08 05 -07 -21 -08 
-03 00 05 00 10 00 
04 02 16 -07 -02 -07 
03 10 08 1 03 17 05 Scientific Orientation-
06 04 08 -05 01 -03 Risk Orientation 
-16 
-15 -15 03 19 05 
-13 -14 -04 07 19 00 
00 
-05 00 -05 00 -05 
03 -07 00 -19 -15 -16 Debt Avoidanco 
-01 
-14 -02 -15 -10 -11 
-05 -04 10 -20 -20 -20 
00 -11 06 -18 -22 -28 , FataliS3 
05 -03 12 -26 -25 -29 
-05 -11 13 -04 -13 -03 
-04 -08 05 ! 05 -06 11 Kay of Life 
07 -08 10 1 -01 -08 -03 
! 00 -09 10 1 -04 -11 -09 












-11 Distributive Justice 
00 -06 09 -23 -16 -14 
56 51 01 -08 -01 
—m 43 06 -01 03 Heed for Education. 
02 -08 00 
, 1 • 34 55 
— 47 Ecoscaic Kotivation 
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This procedure follows Nnnnally (1967:346) "srho states: 
When the multiple group is employed it is not necessary for all 
variables to be assigned to one of the groups. In. some analyses, 
there are firm hypotheses about the factorial composition of sons 
of the variables, but othor variables are included in the analysis 
purely in the hope that interesting relations vill be discovered. 
Although each of the original items had been hypothesized into a 
particular value orientation dimension some had changed from dimension 
to dimension as different definitions vers offered in subsequent analyses 
and S0C3 items correlated relatively highly vith items from several 
clusters. 
In review, in the cases of multiple group factor solutions which have 
boon defined according to some particular set of hypothecos about the 
nature of the relationships among the variables the theoretical orienta­
tion which has been utilized will determine the nature of tho factor 
solution. In the case of this particular factor analysis one of the 
objectives was to examine existing sets of scales to determine separate 
homogeneous, meaningful and more reliable scales of values and beliefs 
utilizing fewer items. For this analysis the theoretical orientation 
cissumsd was that although a general value orientation typology can be 
hypothesized the recent research has, in general, combined several 
dimensions considered to be separate conceptually either into clusters of 
related value orientation scales (Warland, 19^ 6; Singh, 1967; Eobbs, 1964) 
or has selected from a pool of items of separate scales and noasbers of 
items to be combined into a composite measure (Lee, I969; Duncan, 1971). 
Since several different general level typologies have been utilized to 
determine those scales most likely to be interrelated the same dimensions 
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may not al-ways appear in the same hypothesized relationship to each other. 
These different typological orientations were discussed in Chapter Two 
describing the related but not identical use of the -^ rpologies Qemeinschaft 
and Gesellschaft to determine interrelated general value orientation 
diEsnsions, as compared to the use of the concept of the economically 
rational can, or to the use of the ideas of rural and urban differences 
in contomporarj' American society and the use of independent and collective 
action or occupational orientation to define specific level value 
orientation dimensions. 
Although the words "separate dimensions" have been used to discuss 
the factors defined this hypothesis of separate dimensions becomes rela­
tively tenuous when one is utilizing the multiple group factor technique. 
Earlier value orientations research nay have found significantly corre­
lated dimensions which were considered to be conceptually distinct but 
related for purposes of analysis. When clustering items for the multiple 
group solution the attempt was made to define clusters of items which 
are highly interrelated internally but not related to items in other 
clusters. This may tend to have the effect of minimizing the differences 
between conceptual level variables which may be hypothesized to be 
interrelated. It also, however, tends to lead to clusters which may have 
had to be combined in order to be able to define any cluster at all which 
meets the criteria that the criterion variables should be intercorrelated 
each with evory other but not correlated with the criterion variables from 
other clusters. An ezaoination of the 209 by 209 residual matrix indicated 
that there were several couplets of items with partial covariance after 
the effects of all the factors were removed. There were also several 
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clusters of more than two items vhicix shared partial covariance* In 
each case an examination of the original correlation oatriz and the factor 
leadings indicated that no cluster of items could he isolated in vhich 
none of the items hsui factor loadings vith the defined factors of less 
then .30. In the case of items with factor loadings of more than .30 
on a factor, in each case the item had already teen evaluated for possible 
inclusion in that factor and rejected as not loading uniquely enough on 
the factor to justify inclusion. No cluster of items in ths residual 
natrix enabled a definition of theoretical dimensions which ve-o criminally 
left undefined for the analysis. 
The absolute correlations and absolute residual variances are 
indicated in Table I5. This table conteûns the absolute correlation for 
all of the variables clustered for the definition of the factors as veil 
as those itens which were included to examine their relationchip to the 
hypothesized factors. Nunnally (1967:347) suggests the average absolr.te 
value of those residuals should be low in proportion to the average 
absolute correlation in the original matrix and that a significant propor­
tion of the common variance in the matrix should be explained ly the 
defined factors. The average absolute correlation in the matrix Tas .095 
and the average absolute residual is «042. Approximately 63 percent of 
the co=on variance in the matrix wag explained by defining the 10 
factors. It should be noted that the comparison of the value of the 
average absolute correlations and the average absolute residuals will 
not be meaningful for the final scales if not all of the 209 items are 
used in the scales. It, however, sorvod as a useful criterion to help 
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Table 15. Distribution of absolute values of iateriten correlation matrix 
and final residual coefficient matrix 
Frequency 
Intercorrelation Absolute Absolute 
Coafficient Intercorrelation fiooidoal 
YaloB Coefficient Coefficients 
.76 - .80 1 0 
.71 - .75 0 0 
» 66 — .70 1 0 
•61 — .65 0 0 
.56 - .60 7 0 
.51 - .55 23 0 
.46 - .50 27 0 
.41 - *45 56 0 
« 36 — .40 93 0 
.31 - .35 208 2 
.26 - .30 507 11 
.21 - .25 1,148 41 
.16 - .20 2,217 233 
.11 - .15 3,759 1,284 
.06 — .10 5,532 5,016 
.01 - .05 6,713 12,011 
.00 1,4M 
21,736 21,736 
determine that for this preliminary analysis the factors defined were 
msaningful in reducing the variance in the matrix. 
As a result of the successive clustering and analyzing of the correl­
ation matrix using both the typological orientation of the I964 farm 
policy study and all other complete or partial scales included from 
earlier studies, and an examination of twenty-one clusters of items from 
the data matrix, it is concluded that General Hypothesis 3 cannot be 
confirmed in this study. It is not possible iri-th the data in this study 
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to construct separate, homogeneous scales for each of the fourteen 
dimensions hypothesized in the I964 farm policy study typology of value 
orientations. An examination of the data indicated that individualism 
end independent action had to he coohined to meet the criteria for the 
multiple group technique. Other scales combined to meot the criteria 
included scientific orientation and risk orientation, commutative justice 
and distributive justice, and traditionalism and farming as a vay of life. 
For the I964 collective action dimension it was not possible to cluster 
a group of items which would meet tho criteria for the factor analysis. 
One additional cluster of items was developed from the scientific 
orientation dimension which met the criteria for the factor analysis. It 
was labelled need for education. 
Factor Scales Defined 
In order to examine the usefulness of the factors delineated in the 
procedure previously described, the second part of the analysis consisted 
of defining scales for each of the ten hypothesized value orientation 
factors. Several criteria were used to determine whether an iten should 
be judged into a scale. The first of these was a judgment of each item 
for a correlation with the centroid of a factor of at least - .30 or if 
possible - .40. An arbitrary lower limit was determined since as 
Kerliuger (1973:662) suggests there are no generally accepted standards 
for standard error of factor loadings. A crude rule could be to use the 
significance level of r for the sample size of the stud^ , however, some 
factor analysts do not bother with factor loadings of less than .30 or .40. 
These limits (.30 and .40) were accepted for this analysis as adequate 
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factor loadings . For this auialysis a factor loading of «60 or greater 
was considered to te a high factor loading. 
Each item in the correlation matrix vas examined for factor loadings 
with any factor of ,30 or greater. Each item with a factor loading of 
.30 was then judged according to a criterion of uniqueness. An item vas 
considered to be loading uniquely if its highest factor loeuiing with a 
factor was at least .20 greater than its factor loading on any other 
factor, and was considered to be loading relatively uniquely if its highest 
factor loading with a factor was at least .10 greater than its factor 
loading with any other factor. 
A third criterion used in judging items into scales concerned the 
aeaningfulness of content of the item. For some factors veiy few items 
met the criterion of uniqueness. In these cases an item was judged on 
the basis of the content of that item compared to the content of the 
items already judged into that scale. 
Using these criteria 6? of the 209 items were tentatively judged 
into scales for further analysis. Data in Table l6 summarizes the 
factors numbered and labelled as submitted for analysis and analyzed by 
the number of criterion variables and other variables judged into each 
factor scale. 
Data in Table 17 sumraatrizes the extent to which each of the 67 items 
meet the criteria for inclusion in a factor scale. Data in these tables 
have been reordered but the factor numbers kept to facilitate the presen­
tation of findings following the order of the -typological orientation of 
the 1964 farm policy study. 
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No. of No. of 
criterion criterion 
variables variables 





scale judged scale variables 
Factor 7 - (Trad­
itionalism - way 
of live) 3 9 3 0 6 
Factor 6 -
(Patalisn) 3 4 12 3 
Factor 5 - (Debt 
avoidance) 3 2 3 0 5 
Factor 3 - (Risk 
aversion) 3 6 3 0 3 
Factor 2 - (l. A. — 
ind. ) 3 4 ' 2 1 2 
Factor 4 - (Sc. or. 
Risk or. progress-
ivism) 6 15 5 1 10 
Factor 9 -
(Education) 3 3 3 0 0 
Factor 10 -
(Econonic 
motivation) 38 3 0 5 
Factor 1 - (Govern-
ir.ont-negative) 3 5 3 0 2 
Factor S — (Govern­
ment-positive) 5 5 05 5 
T&ble 17. Criteria for inclusion of items in factor scales 
Factor 
Original loading on 
criterion respective 







69 X .47 unique loadinj 
89 z .63 high unique loading 
104 z .85 high uniouo loading 
67 .39 unique leading 
88 .46 uniquo Iccding 
111 .44 uniquo Iccdirg 
124 .40 uniquo loading 
184 .53 uniquo leading 
189 .41 uniquo loading 
35 X .54 unique loading 
55 .74 high uniquo leading 
74 .52 rcl. uniquo loading®'^  
59 X .47 marg. but meaningful 
3 X .51 unique loading 
23 X .59 uniouo loading 
80 X .59 uniquo locdicg 
43 .53 uniquo leading 
63 .51 rol. uniquo loading® 
82 .60 high uniquo loading 
97 .63 high unique loading 
185 .44 rel. uniquo loading 
9 X .62 hig^  uniquo loading 
29 z .53 unique leading 
40 X .47 rol. uniquo leading® 
103 .56 unique leading 
136 .80 high unique loading 
207 .53 unique loading 
72 X .78 high unique loading 
62 X .49 rel. unique loading ^  
33 .37 marg. tut meaningful^  
132 .36 marg. but meaningful 
131 X .71 high uniquo loading 
147 X .62 high unique loading 
168 X .65 high unique loading 
171 X .63 high unique loading 
H^elatively unique loading. 
Marginal but meaningful. 
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Table 17. con't. 
Factor 
Original losuiing on 
criterion respective 





137 x .49 unique loading 
71 .43 unique loading 
76 .36 unique loading 
102 .38 unique loading 
115 .37 unique loading 
145 .56 unique loading 
154 .51 unique loading 
159 .43 unique loading 
163 .43 unique loading 
175 .54 unique loading 
209 .40 unique loading 
19 x .79 high unique loading 
32 x . 6 r  high unique loading 
179 x .62 high unique loading 
7 x .65 high unique loading 
47 z .54 unique loading 
50 x .87 high unique loading 
2 .38 unique loading 
10 .52 unique loading 
101 
.45 unique loading 
117 .41 unique loading 
153 .55 unique loading 
129 x .58 unique loading 
140 x .74 high unique loading 
149 x .74 high unique loading 
4 (reflected for scale) —.41 unique loading 
139 (reflected for scale) -.52 unique loading 
128 .37 unique loading 
115 .42 unique loading 
99 .42 unique loading 
98 .38 unique loading 
5 .38 unique loading 
For each set of items judged into a factor the scores on the items were 
added and then the tentative scales were judged according to the 
criteria described in Chapter 5. Presentation of the findings on the 
individual factor scales and comparative findings of all the factor 
scales follow. 
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Traditionaliam, debt avoidance, farming as a way of life, fatalism, 
risk aversion, and individualism vera the six traditional rural value 
orientations dimensions hypothesized in the I964 farm policy study. Five 
factor scales of this configuration were delineated in the I970 study. 
Traditionalism and farming as a way of life dimensions were combined 
for Factor 7» These dimensions were originally defined as stressing the 
use of past tested methods in farming and as stressing non-econooic 
aspects of farming. Nine items were judged into this scale. Those items 
include content about farming as a way of life, avoiding risk and 
uncertainty, and problems of decision-making in faroing with these risks. 
The computed minimun r. . for this scale is .333 and all the item r,.*s 
x w x v 
exceed this ranging from .470 to .764. The r^  ^of this scale is .749» 
The average intercorrelation coefficient is .249» %e intorcorrolationo 
arjong the nine items are concentrated in a relatively narrov range and 
are of low magnitude. The item means and item standard deviations appear 
to be relatively independent. The distribution of scores on Factor 7 on 
the basis of standard deviations is given in Table l8 vrith the actual range 
of scores, mean, and standard deviation. The scores are distributed over 
a wide range of the scale. 
Fatalism was defined as a philosophy that events and man's destiny 
are controlled external forces beyond the control of the individual. 
These forces could be either natural or supernatural. Four items were 
judged into this scale. The content of the iteas was very general and did 
not specify any dimension of fatalism beyond the belief that fate or forces 
beyond the individual's control determine events to a large extent. 
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Table l8. Distribution of sample scores on Factor 7 
Score category Nonber Percent 
37 - -59 
60 - 82 
83 - 105 
106 - 128 
129 and. above 
Total 












Range = 27-138 
X . 83.021 
S =. 22.116 
The computed minimum r^  ^for this scale is .5OO and all the item f^ '^s 
exceed this ranging from .755 to .870. The r^  ^of this scale is .802. 
The average intercorrelation coefficient is *503# The intercorrelations 
among the four items are concentrated in a relatively narrow range and are 
of moderate magnitude. The item means and the item standard deviations 
appear to be relatively independent. The distribution of scores on Factor 
6 on the basis of standard deviations is given in Table 19* The scores 
are distributed over a vide range of the scale. 
Debt avoidance was defined as a value advocating that capital should 
be accumulated rather than borrowed in running the farm operation. Eight 
items were judged into this scale. The content of the items in this scale 
each specifically stated that debt should be avoided in farming. The 
computed minimum r.. for this scale is .347 and all the item r.'s exceed 
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this ranging from .650 to .785. The of the scale is .863. The average 
X50 
Table 19» Distribution of sample scores on Factor 6 
Score category Number Percent 
7 and below 42 14.8 
8 - 2 2  99 34.9 
23 - 37 96 33.8 
38 - 52 42 14.8 
53 and above 1.8 
Total 284 100.1 
Range = 0 - 64 
f « 23.077 
S - 14.149 
iatercorrelation coefficient is .441» The intercorrelations among the 
four items are concentrated in a relatively narrow range and are of moderate 
magnitude. The item means and the item standard deviations appear to be 
relatively independent. The distribution of Scores on Factor 5 the 
bsisis of standard deviations is given in Table 20. The scores tend:to be 
skewed toward the negative end of the scale indicating a relatively low 
adherence to debt avoidance. 
Risk aversion vas defined as a value advocating that the farmer should 
use assured and predictable practice in his farming operation to reduce 
risk as much as possible. Six items irere judged into this.scale* The 
content of each of these items specified, the sane paMicul^  way to avoid , 
risk. This solution by each item was diversification rather than special­
ization. This makes this scale relatively content specific. 
The computed minimum r.. for this scale is .408 and all the item r.'s 
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Table 20. Distribution of sample scores on Factor $ 
Score category Number Percent 












1 - 3 2  
33 - 55 
56 - 78 
79 and above 
Total 
Range « 0 - I09 
X - 33.225 
S = 22.042 
exceed this ranging from .659 to .826. The of the scale is .815. The 
average intercorrelation?coefficient is «423. The intercorrolation among 
the six itcDs are concentrated in a relatively narrow range and aro of 
moderate magnitude. The item means and item standard deviations appear to 
bo relatively independent. The distribution of scores on Factor 3 on the 
basis of standard deviation is given in Table 21. The scores are dictri-
buted over a wide range of the scale. 
Independent action and individualism were combined for Factor 2. No 
separate factor could be defined for these two dimensions. Individualism 
vas defined as the belief that an individual should be self-sufficient and 
responsible for solving his own problems and making his own decisions and, 
similarly, independent action was defined as a value stressing that every­
one should make his own decisions and run his business unimpaired by any 
external force. Four items were judged into this scale. The content of 
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Table 21. Distribution of sample scores on Factor 3 
Score category Number Percent 











1 .1  
100.1 
32 - 47 
48 - 63 
64 - 79 
80 - 95 
96 and above 
Total 284 
Eanja =0-96 
X = 64.507 
S = 15.122 
the itcns stressed general independence and independence in decision— 
Eafcing. Three of the four items wore general and only one csntionod 
farning. 
The computed minimum r^  ^cf this scale is »500 and all the item r^ '^s 
exceed this rtinging from ,602 to .722. The r^  ^of this scale is .58O. 
The average intercorrelation coefficient is .257. The intercorrolations 
among the four items are concentrated in a relatively narrow range and are 
of low magnitude. The item means and the item standard deviations appear 
to be relatively independent. The distribution of scores on Factor 2 on 
the basis of steindard deviations is given in Table 22. The scores are 
distributed over a wide range of the scale. 
Scientific orientations, risk orientations, and maximization of income 
were the three contemporary rural value orientations hypothesized in the 
1964 farm pclicy study. Two factor scales of this configuration were 
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Table 22. Distribution of sample scores on Factor 2 
Score category Number Percent 
11 and below 5 1.8 
12 - 23 31 10.9 
24 - 35 105 37.0 
36 - 47 105 37.0 
48 - 59 34 12.0 
60 and above 
-J: 1.4 
Total 284 100.1 
Range = 5 - 6 4  
X « 35.542 
S = 11.076 
delineated in the 1970 adoption study. 
Scientific orientation and risk orientation dimensions were combined 
for Factor 4. These dimensions wore originally defined as stressing the 
use of scientific findings and the scientific method in every dey life and 
the calculation of probability distributions regarding possible future 
outcoESs when selecting methods to gain certain predetermined ends. Fifteen 
items were judged into this scale. The content of the items all vere 
specific to farming. Five items mentioned taking risks in farming 
positively. Eight items mentioned applying scientific findings or new 
methods of farming in order to be successful. Time spent learning about 
new farming methods and trying new farming methods were both stressed in 
the content of the items in this scale. 
The computed minimua r^  ^for this scstle is .258 and all the item r^ '^s 
exceed this ranging from .406 to .604. The r^  ^of the scale is «861. The 
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average intercorrelation coefficient is .293* The intercorrelations among 
the fifteen items are concentrated in a relatively narrow range and are of 
low magnitude. The item Eoaas and the item standard deviations appear to 
ta relatively independent. The distribution of scores on Factor 4 on the 
fcasio of standard deviations is given in Table 23. The distribution of 
scores is skc^ rod toirard the positive end of the scale vith the loeect 
score toing 82. 
Table 23. Distribution of sample scores on Factor 4 
Score category Number Percent 
95 and beloir 5 1«8 
95 - 126 32 11.3 
127 - 157 116 40.8 
158 - 138 78 27.5 
189 - 219 43 15.1 
220 and above 0^ 3» 5 
Total 284 100.0 
Range = 82 - 24O 
2 . 158.356 
S « 30.544 
A second factor was defined which was independent of but developed 
from the definition and items of the scientific orientation diicsnsios. The 
factor was labelled need for education. Three items were judged into this 
scale. All of the items in this scale mentioned the need for formal 
education in order to be a successful farmer at present» Two items 
mentioned the need for a college education and one specified "more than 
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high school". 
The computed minimum r for this scale is «57Ô and all the item r..'s 
IX it 
exceed this Tanging from .788 to .832. The of the sczde is .755. 
The average:intercorrclation coefficient is .507* The intercorrelations 
among the throe items are concentrated in a relatively narrow range and 
are of moderately high maignitudo. The item means and item standard 
deviations appear to be somewhat positively associated. The distribution 
of scores on Factor 9 on the basis of standard deviations is given in 
Table 24. The scores are distributed over a wide range of the scale but 
tend to be slightly skewed toward the negative end. 
Table 24» Distribution of sample scores on Factor 9 
Score category Number Percent 
3 and below 52 18.3 
4 - 14 86 30.3 
15 - 25 108 38,0 
26 - 36 30 10.6 
37 and above 2.8 
Total 284 100.0 
Range = 0-48 
I - 14.761 
S = 10.448 
Maximization of income vas defined as a value advocating that farming 
should be considered primarily a business and as a means to economic ends. 
This dimension has also been called economic motivation to avoid the ideal 
type model implied in maximization of income. Eight items vero judged into 
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into this scale. Seven of the items were specific in content with farming 
as the focus. Four of the items stressed making money or profit as the 
most important goal of farming while four items stressed that profit was 
an important consideration or goal in farming. 
The conputed minimum for this scale is .347 and all the item r^ '^s 
exceed this ranging from ,539 to .754* The r^  ^of this scale is .792. 
The average intercorrolation coefficient is .322. The intercorrelations 
among the eight items are concentrated in a relatively narrow range and 
are of low magnitude. The item means and the item standard deviations 
appear to ho relatively independent. The distribution of scores on Factor 
10 on the "basis of standard deviations is given in Table 25» The scores 
are distributed over a wide range of the scale. 
Table 25» Distribution of sample scores on Factor 10 
Score category Number Forcent 
25 and below 4 1.4 
26 - 48 
49 - 71 














118 and above 
Total 
Hango « 17 - 128 
f - 71.961 
S . 22.373 
Independent action, individualism, and government dominance were the 
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independent action value orientation dimensions hypothesized in the I964 
farm policy study. Independent action and individualism have already been 
discussod. A government dominance or governnent negativo factor rill be 
discussed in this section. Government dominance was defined as the boliof 
that the govcrnaont is placing too many restrictions on faroors» Five 
itens vorc judged into this scale. All of the items are negative toward 
govomnsnt. Pour of the items are specific to farmers and one is general. 
Throe of the items mention present farm programs, one mentions fair return 
for products, andone mentions many facets of our economy. 
The minimum computed r. . for this scale is .446 and all the item r..'s 
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exceed this ranging from .594 to .796. The r^  ^of this scale is .744* The 
average intercorrelation coefficient is .368. The intercorrelations among 
the five items are concentrated in a relatively nariow range and are of 
moderate magnitude. The item means and the item standard deviations appear 
to bo relatively independent. The distribution of scores on Factor 1 on 
the basis of standard deviations is given in Table 26. The scores aro 
distributed over a wide range of the scale. 
Collective action, commutative juotice, and distributive justice were 
the three collective action value orientation dimensions hypothesized in 
the 1964 farm policy study. No separate factor could be defined for 
collective action, as mentioned earlier, and the commutative distri­
butive justice dimensions had to be combined to form a centroid which met 
the criteria of the factor analysis. 
Commutative justice was defined as a value advocating that the govem-
mont should guarantee everyone a fair return for his contribution to 
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Tsible 26» Distribution of sample scores on Factor 1 
Score category Number Percent 
6 end below 7 2.5 
7 - 22 29 10.2 
23 - 38 114 40.1 
39 - 55 95 33.5 
56 - 72 30 10.6 
73 and above 
—2 3.2 
Total 284 100.1 
Ean^ o = 0 — 8o 
X = 38.782 
S . 16.012 
society. Distributive justice wais defined as a value advocating that the 
govemEsnt should equalize opportunity and income so that everyone can 
realize his full potential. The content of the items in this scale can be 
labelled govorncsnt-positivo. Five items were judgod into this scale. 
Only two of the items in this scale mention farming and these items are 
eraaples of agricultural restraint and auxiliajy adjustment stateaonts. 
The other items aro general statements about income stabilization and 
anxiliary adjustment. In general, these items almost directly parallel 
statements in the farm program sets. 
The computed minimum r^  ^for this scale is .446 and all the item r^ '^s 
exceed this ranging from .560 to .64O. The r^  ^of this scale is •572. 
The average intercorrelation coefficient is .211. The intercorrelations 
enong the five items are concentrated in a relatively narrow range, and are 
of low magnitude. The item means and item standard deviations appear to be 
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somewiiat positively related. The distribution of scores on Factor 8 on 
the basis of standard deviations is given in Table 27. The scores are 
distributed over a wide range of the scale but are skewed somewhat toward 
the negative end of the scale. 
Table 27. Distribution of sample scores on Feictor 8 
Score category Number Percent 
1 0 40 14.1 
15 - 29 88 31.0 
30-44 117 41.2 
45 - 59 35 12.3 
60 and above 1.4 
Total 284 100.0 
Eange = 0 - 69 
X . 29.782 
S » 13.811 
In summary, data in Table 28 present for comparison characteristics 
of the 1970 adoption study preliminary factor analysis scales already 
summarized. In terms of distribution of responses over the range of the 
scale, although several scales had somewhat skewed distributions only 
Factor 4 - Scientific and risk orientation shows a marked distribution 
skewed toward the positive end of the scale. Host of the item means and 
item standard deviations within scales were judged to be relatively inde­
pendent except in the cases of Factor 9 - Need for education and Factor 8 
Govemmsnt-po si t i ve . 
Table 28« Charaoteristios of the 1970 adoption study factor ooalos 
Items 
Absolute Actual 
range range Moan 
Relation- Range 
Standard ship of of 
deviation ^  and s s 
'^ tt '1,1 
Concontror- Magnitude 
tion of of 
intorcor- interoor-
relations relations 
Factor 7 9 0-144 27-138 83.021 22.116 rel. ind.* 3.39-4.73 .751 .251 .1^ .33 low 
Factor 6 4 0- 64 0- 64 23.077 14.149 rol. ind.* 4.40-4.54 .802 .503 .42-.5I moderate 
Factor 5 8 0-128 0-109 33.225 22.042 rel. ind.* 2.93-4.46 .863 .441 .39-.50 moderate 
Factor 3 6 0- 96 0- 96 64.507 15.122 rol. ind.* 3.19-3.58 .815 .423 .37-.51 moderate 
Factor 2 4 0- 64 5- 64 35.542 11.076 rel. ind,* 4*09-4.19 .580 .257 .20-.25 low 
Factor 4 15 0-240 82-240158.356 30.544 rol. ind.* 2.80-4.07 .861 .293 .21-.35 low 
Factor 9 3 0- 48 0- 48 14.761 10.448 some# p03.^ 3.8l-4.12 .755 .507 .44-.57 mod. high* 
Factor 10 8 0-128 17-128 71.961 23.373 rel. ind. 3.75-5.13 .751 .251 .25-.35 low 
Factor 1 5 0- 80 0-80 38.782 16.012 rel. ind. 4.26-4,73 .744 .368 .32-.47 moderate 





Each, of the items in each scale exceeded the computed minimum accep­
table interitem correlation coefficient (r..). Ei^ t of the scales 
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conformed relatively well to the criteria set for relatively hi^  coeffic­
ients of reliability and average intercorrelation coefficient. Two scales 
Factor 2 Independent action and Factor 8 - Government-positive conformed 
least veil to these criteria. Both had relatively low coefficients of 
reliability and average intercorrelation coefficients. The concentration 
of sixty percent of intercorrelations column shows quite a bit of variability 
anong scales in intercorrelations in spite of the initial attempt to 
construct homogeneous scales and the judgment based on factor loadings into 
scales. 
Data in Table 29 summarizes the correlations among the ten factor 
scales* Examination of this table can lend further data to the exaznination 
of General Hypothesis 3» In spite of the attempt to define independent 
factors the scales constructed from the factor analysis have yielded a 
matrix of primarily positive magnitude indicating oblique factors. These 
relationships will be discussed in Chapter Nine. 
Table 29. Aaoooiationo among the 1970 adoption otudy factor Bcalee 
Factor scale 
Factor 7 —— 
Factor 6 .4008^  — 
Factor 5 .3256^  .2935* —— 
Factor 3 .3016 a .1969* -.0105 
Factor 2 .2594* .1274 b .2008% .1512* ' 
Factor 4 -.0237 -.1416b -.2802% .1236'b -.0354 
Factor 9 -.0781 -.0729 .0445 -.0895 -.0727 .1282^  — 
Factor 10 .I983& .3308 a .1332^  .2070* .1415^  .1408% -.0422 • 
Paotor 1 .2335* .1699* .2900^  -.0332 .2171* -.1576% -.0807 .0924 — 
Factor 8 .1758^  .2123^  .1428^  .0292 -.0375 -.0862 .0955 .0437 -.1770 — 
•^Significant at ,01 level of probability, two-tailed test. 
S^ignificant at .05 level of probability, two-tailed test. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT: liULTIPLE VARIABLE HYPOTHESES FINDINGS 
Introduction 
In this chapter the findings concerning General Hypothesis 4 will be 
presented. General Hypothesis 4 stated that there would he a relationship 
"between a weighted combination of farmers adherence to value orientation 
dimensions and their farm policy positions. In testing the empirical 
hypotheses of General î^ pothesis 4 multiple regression and analysis of 
variance will be the statistical techniques used. This chapter will be 
divided into two major sections, the first, a description of the statistical 
techniques and, the second, a presentation of findings concerning the 
empirical hypotheses. 
Statistical Techniques 
According to Snedecor and Cochram (I967) multiple regression is a tech­
nique which may be used to discover which of a set of independent variables 
(X's) are related to a dependent variable (Y). The general equation for 
multiple regression is Y = + B^ X^  + + . . . + B^ X^  + e, where e » 
N(0,s), and 3^ is the intercept of the dependent variable and B^  - B^  are 
the sample partial regression coefficients for each X, called beta weights. 
For purposes of comparison the beta weights are standardized to provide an 
estimate of the explained variance of each of the independent variables in 
the equation. In order to test the empirical hypothesis that value Orien­
tations dimensions are related to farm policy positions (B^  = Bg = . . . = 
Bj, = 0) an F ration is examined of mean square due to regression over error 
mean square, with k ajid n - k - 1 degrees of freedom. This statistical test 
examines the same null hypothesis as the F test for the significance of the 
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multiple correlation used in the I964 farm policy study multiple variable 
hypotheses (Warland, i966). Â second examination for comparative purposes 
2 
of the explained variance consists of the examination of R or the fraction 
of the sum of square of deviations due to regression* 
The comparison of the standardized beta weights and t-tests will be 
used to test the null hypothesis that each  ^- 0. In this case t = 
bj^ s^  with n - k degrees of freedom. 
Examination of Hypotheses 
In this section- each of the empirical hypotheses follow the format of 
the 1964 fzo'm policy study and state that there will be a correlation 
between a weighted combination of ten value orientation scale scores and 
scores on a specific set of alternative farm programs. . The null 
hypothesis in each case states that there will bo no correlation between 
a weighted combination of ten value orientation scales and scores on a 
specific set of alternative farm prograss. For compaurative purposes 
tho findings of the analysis in the I964 farm poliqy study will be presented 
as the hypotheses are examined, 
4A - AyrriculturaJ. restraint set 
Warland (1966) related the nine traditional rural and contemporary 
rttral value orientations scales to agricultural restraint programs. He 
2 found an R of *3008 which was statistically significant. The traditional­
ism (+), farming as a way of life (+), and scientific orientation scales 
(-) contributed most of the explained variance in this equation. 
Data in Table 30 summarize the relevant information concerning this 
hypothesis. The calculated F value is 4*6574 which is statistically 
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Table 30. Stsindardized regression coefficients and t-v&lues of variables 
in the examination of hypothesis 4A 
Independent variable * b t-valuc 
Factor 2 - Ind. action - ind. —.0069 -.1153 
Factor 6 - Fatalism .0313 .4708 
Factor 4 - Sc. orient. - risk orient. -.1207 -1.9619® 
Factor 3 - Risk aversion -.0108 - .1778 
Factor 5 - Debt avoidance .0304 .4657 
Factor 7 — Trad» - way of life .1618 2.3853* 
• Factor 10 - Econ. motivation .0983 1.5966 
Factor 1 - Govornroent — negative .0848 1.3528 
Factor 8 — Government - positive .1659 2.7423* 
Factor 9 - Need for éducation -.1087 -1.8822 
^Significant at the .05 level of probability, one-tailed test. 
Significant at the .01 level of probability, one-tailed test, 
significant at the .01 level of probability with iO and 273 degrees of 
2 freodoa. The mill hypothesis is refuted. The R is .14-57 and the tradi­
tional - -sray of life (+), govornraenc-positive (+), and scientific 
orientation - risk orientation scales (-) contribute most of the explained 
variance in this equation. 
43 - Auxiliary adjustment set 
Warland (1966) related the nine traditional rural and contemporary 
rural value orientations scales and the three collective action value orien-
2 tations scales to auxiliary adjustment programs. He found R 's of .1613 
and .1944 respectively for these equations, each of which was statistically 
significant. In these equations the scientific orientation (+), marimi-
iôô 
zatioa of income (+), risk orientation (+), and distributive justice (+) 
scales contributed most of the explained variance. 
Data in. Table 31 suomarizes the relevant information concerning 
hypothesis 4B» The calculated P value is 5.664I which is statistically 
significant at the .01 lovel of probability with 10 and 273 degree0 of 
2 froodon. The null hypothesis is refuted. The R is .1718 and the govorn-
œent-positive (+), scientific orientation - risk orientation (+), and need 
for education (+) scales contribute most of the explained variance in this 
equation. 
Table 31. Standardized regression coefficients and t-values of variables 
in the ezamination of hypothesis 4B 
Independent variotlo b t—value 
Factor 2 - Ind. action - ind. —•0164 
- .2797 
Factor 6 - Fatalism .0258 .3916 
Factor 4 - Sc. orient. - risk orient. .1855 3.0614^  
Factor 3 - Risk aversion -.0039 - .0454 
Factor 5 - Debt avoidance -.0425 - .6596 
Factor 7 - Trad. - way of life .0085 .i?eo 
Factor 10 -- Econ. motivation -.0502 - .8?70 
Factor 1 - Government negative -.0194 - .3141 
Factor 8 - Government positive .3114 5.2275* 
Factor 9 - Need for education .1570 2.7618^  
S^ignificant at the .05 level of probability, two-tailed test. 
Significant at the .01 level of probability, two-tailed test. 
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4G - Income transfer set 
•Warland (19ô6) related th%2 six traditional rural value orientations 
2 
Ecaleg to inoonie tranafer programs. He found an R of .1621 which was 
statistically significant for this equation. The debt avoidance (+), 
fatalism (+), and traditionalism (+) scales contributed most of the 
explained varicjice. 
Data in Table 32 sunimarize the relevant information concerning bypoth-
"Aoj. 8 4C. The calculated P value is 6.079 which is statistically signifi­
cant at the .01 level of probability 10 and 273 degrees of freedom. The 
2 
null hypothesis is refuted. The R is .1821 and the govemzent-nogative 
(+)» govornmsnt positive (+), and traditionalism - way of life (+) scales 
contribute most of the explained variance. 
Table 32, Standardized regression coofficients and t-values of variables 
in the examination of hypothesis 4C 
« 
Independent variable b t-vsluo 
Factor 2 - Ind. action - ind. -.1010 -1.7275 
Factor 6 - Fatalism .1065 1.6375 
Factor 4 - Sc. orient, - risk orient. 
-.0974 -1.6176 
Factor 3 - Risk aversion —.0044 - .0744 
Factor 5 - Debt avoidance .0027 .0423 
Factor 7 - Trad, - way of life .1619 2.4399* 
Factor 10 — Scon, motivation .0069 .1138 
Factor 1 — Government-negative .2331 3.8008^  
Factor 8 - Government-positive .1804 3.0466^  
Factor 9 - Need for education .0032 
- .0577 
f'Sign.ificanx at the .05 level of probability, two-tailed test, 
o^ignific^ nt at the .01 level of probability, two-tailed test. 
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43) - Conrpulsory set 
Warland. (I966) related the six collective action and independent 
2 
action value orientations scales to compulsory programs. He found an B 
of .2643 vhich has statistically significant for this equation. The 
distributive justice (+), commutative justice (+), and independent action 
(-) scales contributed almost all of the explained variance in this equation. 
Data in Table 33 summarize the relevant information concerning hypo­
thesis 4D. The calculatod P value is 4*5840 which is statistically 
significant at the .01 level of probability with 10 and 273 degrees of 
2 freedom. The null hypothesis is refuted. The R is .1438 and the 
govomment-poeitive (+) and traditionalism - way of life (+) scales 
contribute most of the explained variance in this equation. 
4B * Volvmtar:.r eot 
Warland (i966) related the six collective action and independent 
2 
action value orientations scales to voluntary programs. He found an R 
of .1982 which was statistically significant for this equation. The 
govornccnt dominance (-) and collective action (+) scales contributed most 
of the explained variance. 
Data in Table 34 summarize the relevant information concerning 
Içfpothesis 4E. The calculated P value is 1.7624 which is not significant 
at the .05 level of probability with 10 and 273 degrees of freedom. The 
2 
•null hypothscis is not refuted. The H is .0606 and no scales contribute 
a statistically significant amount of explained variance in this equation. 
4P — Free market set 
Warland (i966) related the six collective action and independent 
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Table 33. Stsoidardized regression coefficients and t-valties of variables 
in the examination of hypothesis 43) 
Independent variable t—value 
Factor 2 - Ind. action — ind. -.0188 
- .3143 
Factor 6 - Fatalism .0368 
.5528 
Factor 4 - Sc. orient. - risk orient. .0432 
.7009 
Factor 3 - Eiek aversion 
-.0591 
— .9668 
Factor 5 - Debt avoidance .0106 
.1717 
Factor 7 - Trad. - way of life 
.1500 2.2093* 
Factor 10 — Econ. motivation .1060 1.7185 
Factor 1 - Government-negative 
-.0902 
-1.4379 
Factor 8 - Govommcnt—positive 
.2577 4.2553^  
Factor 9 ~ Need for education 
-.1076 
—1.8604 
^Significant at the .05 level of probability, two-tailed test. 
Significant at the .01 level of probability, two-tailed test. 
Table 34» Standardized regression coefficients and t-values. of variables 
in the examination of hypothesis 4D 
Independent vciriable b t-valu8 
Factor 2 — Ind. action - ind. 
-.0940 
-1.4999 
Factor 6 - Fatalism 
.0771 1.1053 
Factor 4 - Sc. orient. - risk orient. .0866 1.3423 
Factor 3 — Risk aversion 
—.0414 
— •6460 
Factor 5 — Debt avoidance 
-.0495 
- .7230 
Factor 7 — Trad. - way of life 
.0145 
.2034 
Factor 10 — Econ. motivation 
-.0540 
— .8360 
Factor 1 — Government—negative 
-.0596 
- .9072 
Factor 8 - Government-positive 
.0925 1.4573 
Factor 9 - Need f or education 
.1012 1.6717 
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action value orientations scales to the free market program. He found an 
2 R of .4229 and the commutative justice (+) and government dominance (-) 
scales contributed almost all of the explained variance. 
Data in Table 35 summarizes the relevant information-concerning hypoth-
•esis 4P. The calculated P value is 4.0499 which- is statistically signif­
icant at the .01 level of probability with 10 and 273 degrees of freedom. 
Table 35» Standardized regression coefficients and t-values of variables 
in the examination of hypothesis 4E 
Independent variable b* t-valuo 
Factor 2 - Ind. action - ind. -.0022 - .0362 
Factor 6 - Fatalism -.1041 -1.5500 
Factor 4 - Sc. orient. - risk orient. -.1088 
-1.7507 
Factor 3 - Risk aversion -.0245 - .3576 
Factor 5 - Dobt avoidance .1113 1.6861 
Factor 7 - Traui. - way of life —.1146 -1.6731 
Factor 10 - Econ. motivation .1004 1.6145 
Factor 1 - Government-negative ,2068 3.2677* 
Factor 8 - Government-positive -.0906 -1.4828 
Factor 9 - Need for education -.1083 -1.8572 
S^ignificant at the .01 level of probability, two-tailed- test. 
2 
of freedom. The null hypothesis is refuted. The R is «1292. The 
govornmsnt-negative scale (+) contributes the only statistically significant 
amount of variance but the contribution of several scales, including need 
for education (-) and scientific orientation - risk orientation (-) 
approach statistical significance. 
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4Cr - Alternative program 1 — voluntary 
War land. (I966) did not test a hypothesis concerning value orientations 
and the rank of this modified voluntary alternative program. Data in 
Table 36 summarize the relevant information concerning hypothesis 4G. The 
calculated P value is 1.6072 which is not significant at the .05 level of 
probability vith 10 and 245 degrees of freedom. The null hypothesis is 
2 
not refuted. The R is .O6I6. One scale contributes significantly to the 
explained variance in this scale even though the total equation is not 
statistically significant. This the, economic motivation scale (—) 
contributes most of the explained variance. 
Table 36. Standardized regression coefficients and t—values of variables 
in the examination of hypothesis 4^  
Independent variable b* t-valuo 
Factor 2 - Ind. action — ind. -.0014 - .0220 
Factor 6 — Fatalism .0880 1.1803 
Factor 4 - Sc. orient. — risk orient. .0635 .9214 
Factor 3 - Risk aversion .0720 1.0606 
Factor 5 - Debt avoidance —.0042 
- .0573 
Factor 7 — Trad. - way of life .0257 .3987 
Factor 10 - Econ. motivation -.2225 
-3.224 * 
Factor 1 - Government-negative -.1151 
-1.6794 
Factor 8 — Government—positive -.0336 
- .5009 
Factor 9 - Need for éducation -.0132 — .2066 
S^ignificant at the .01 level of probability, two-tailed test. 
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4S — Alternative program 2 — compulsory 
Warland (I966) related the six collective action and independent 
action value orientations scales to the rank of the alternative compulsory 
2 program. He found an R of .I982 and the independent action (-) and 
canaiitative justice (+) scales contributed most of the explained variance. 
Data in Table 37 summarize the relevant information concerning 
hypothesis 4H. The calculated F value is 4*2681 which is significant at 
2 the .01 level of probability vith 10 and 245 degrees of freedom. The R 
is .1484 and the government-positive (+) and economic motivation (+) 
scales contribute most of the explained variance. 
Table 37» Standardized regression coefficients and t-values of variables 
in the examination of hypothesis 4H 
Independent variable b* t-value 
Factor 2 - Ind. action - ind. .0063 .1002 
Factor 6 - Fatalism .0663 .9337 
Factor 4 - Sc. orient. - risk orient. .0480 .7313 
Factor 3 - Risk aversion -.0529 - .8184 
Factor 5 - Dobt avoidance -.1111 -1.5910 
Factor 7 - Traui. — trcy of life .1230 1.7341 
Factor 10 -• Econ. motivation .1525 2.3182* 
Factor 1 - Government-negative -.1105 -1.6924 
Factor 8 - Government-positive .2608 4.8021^  
Factor 9 - Need of education —.0284 — .4689 
S^ignificant at the .05 level of probability, two-tailed test. 
Significant at the .01 level of probability, two-tailed test. 
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41 - Alternative program 3 - voluntary 
Warland. (19^ 6) related the six independent actions and collective 
action value orientations scales to the rank of the alternative extant 
2 
voluntary program. He found an R of ,1241 and the commutative justice 
(+), collective action (+), and government dominance (-) scales con­
tributed most of the explained variance. 
Data in Table 38 suramairize the relevant information concerning 
hypothesis 41- The calculated P value of 2.2208 is not significant at 
the .05 level of probability with 10 and 245 degrees of freedom. The null 
2 hypothesis is not refuted. The R is .0831 and the government-negative 
(-) scale contributes the only statistically significant amount of variance 
ezploinod in the equation. 
Table 38. Standardized regression coefficients and t-valuos of variables 
in the examination of hypothosis 41 
Independent variable b* t-value 
Factor 2 - Ind. action - ind. .0097 .1499 
Factor 6 - Fatalism .0792 1.0747 
Factor 4 - Sc. orient. - risk orient. .0128 .1873 
Factor 3 — Risk aversion .0113 .1681 
Factor 5 - Dobt avoidance 
-.1135 -1.5673 
Factor 7 - Trad. - way of life 
.0173 .2349 
Factor 10 - Econ. motivation .0464 .6801 
Factor 1 — Govornmont-negative 
-.2365 
-3.4914* 
Factor 8 - Governmont-positivo —.0863 -1.3016 
Factor 9 - Nocd of education .0603 
.9577 
^Significant at the .01 level of probability, two-tailed test. 
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4J~ Alternative program 4 - free market 
War land. (I966) related the six independent action and collective 
action value orientations scales to the rank of a free market program* 
He found an of .3872 and the commutative justice (-), government 
dominance (+), and collective awstion (-) scales contributed most of the 
explained variance. 
Data in Table 39 summarize the relevant information concerning the 
hypothesis 4J. The calculated P value is 7.6343 which is significant at 
2 the *01 level of probability with 10 and 245 degrees of freedom. The R 
is .2376 and the governœsnt-negativo (+), debt avoidance (-), fatalism (-), 
government-positive (-), and traditionalism - way of life (-) scales con­
tribute statistically significant amounts to the explained variance. 
Table 39* Standardized regression coefficients and t-values of variables 
in the oxaaination of hypothesis 4J 
Independent variable b* t-value 
Factor 2 - Ind. action — ind. -.0149 - .2519 
Factor 6 - Fatalism .1730 -2.5736^  
Factor 4 - Sc. orient. — risk orient. -.1001 -1.6100 
Factor 3 - Risk aversion -.0151 
- .2465 
Factor 5 — Debt avoidance .1720 2.6039* 
Factor 7 - Trad. - way of life 
-.1392 -2.0733* 
Factor 10 - Econ. motivation .0101 .1629 
Factor 1 — Government-negative .3458 5.5981* 
Factor 8 — Government-positive -.1323 -2.1890* 
Factor 9 - Neod for education -.0079 - .1386 
S^ignificant at the .05 level of probability, two-tailed test. 
Significant at the ,01 level of probability, two-tailed test. 
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Summary 
Data were examined in the chapter to examine General Hypothesis 4 
which stated that there would be a relationship between a weighted combiS»-
tion of farmers adherence to value orientations dimensions and their farm 
policy positions. Ten empirical hypotheses were delineated for examination. 
Multiple regression and analysis of variance were used to examine the null 
hypotheses. Seven of the ten null hypotheses were refuted tending to lend 
support to the alternative empirical hypotheses. In general, it can b@ 
said that General Hypothesis 4 has received some support. 
Data were also presented in this chapter to explore comparatively the 
specific scales or dimensions which contribute most to the explanation of 
variance for each of the empirical hypotheses. Comparative data were 
presented from VJarland (1966) for the 14 dimensions in th« 1964 farm policy 
study. Data in Table 40 summarize the comparative findings in this chapter 
by 1964 farm policy value orientation dimension, 1970 adoption study value 
orientation dimension, and empirical hypothesis. 
In the next chapter a further discussion of some of the findings from 
this dissertation will be presented and suggestions for future research 
will be delineated. 









Soalos contributing moot to 
valonco of contribution 
1964 
Qxplainod varianco and 
1970 
4A-Ag. roatraint sat yos yea 
4B-AUJC» adj. sot 
4Q-Alt. program 1 
(voluntary) 
yos yes 
4C-Incoma trans, sat yos yos 
4D-Gompulsory sot yos yos 
413-Voluntary sot y«8 no 
4P-Pro3 mark3t sot yos yos 
no 
.3008 .1457 traditionaliBm(+) 
farming as a woj of life(+) 
scientific oriontation(-) 
.1613 0I718 soiontifio oriontation(+) 
.1944 risk oriontation(+) 
max. of incor.0(+) 
diotributivo ôuBtico(+) 
,1621 *1821 dobt avoidanco(+) 
fataliam(+) 
traditionaiiBm(+) 
,2643 •I43S distributive jU3tic3(+) 
comutativs jU3tico(+) 
indopendont action(-) 
.1982 .0606 govornmont dominance(-) 
colloctiva action(+) 
.4229 .1292 oonriutativa juatioo(+) 
govornzont dcminanc3(-) 
. .0616 
trad. - way of life(+) 
cciont» and risk orient.(+) 
°Govornmont-positiv0(+) 
Dciont. and risk orient.(+) 
govornmental-positivo(+) 
nood for oducation(+) 




trad.-way of lifo(+) 
None 
govorrjnont-nogativo (+) 
economic motivation (+) 
Table 40« con't. 
4H-Alt. proffrom 2 
(oonpuloory) 
41-Alt. program 3 
(voluntary) 
4J-Alt. program 4 
(froo marlcat) 
yoo yos .1982 ,1484 indopondont action(-) 
corjimtativo ju3tic3(+) 
no no .1241 .0831 oozmutativo juotico(+) 
collootivo action(+) 
govornr.ont dcmir.?.noo(-) 
yos yos .3872 .237^ oonzmt^itivo ji».otico(-) 









trad.-uoy of lifo(-) 
®?hone dinensions were not incliulod in test of the multiple variable hypotheses in the I964 
farm policy study. 
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CHAPTER NINE: GENERAL DISCUSSION AND SUGGESTIONS 
PGR FUTURE ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH 
Introduction 
Throu^out the examination of raplicative sind non-replicative findings 
in Chapters Six, Ssvon, and Eight discussion has centered on the analysis 
and intorprotation of analysis of four general hypotheses concerning value 
oriontatiom and value orientations auid farm policy positions. In this 
chapter the first section will be a general discussion of the typological 
end empirical orientations concerning value orientations and farm policy 
positions. In the second section of the chapter suggestions for future 
analysis and rcsocrch in value orientations and farm policy positions will 
be described, 
TjTolofrical and Empirical Orientations 
Several contrasting typological value orientations approaches were 
described in Chapter Two. As a result of these various typological 
approaches several models were available for conceptualizing the nature of 
and the relationships among value orientations dimensions. 
In this dissertation the major extracted typological framework 
examined followed the framework used in the I964 farm policy study. General 
Hypothesis 1 examined the relationships among scales in a treiditional rural 
value orientations configuration, a contemporary rural value orientations 
configuration, a collective action value orientations configuration, and an 
independent action value orientations configuration. In general, the 
findings from the examination of the empirical hypotheses of General Hypo­
thesis 1 tend to confirm the findings of the 1964 farm policy study, that 
one can hypothesize configurations of value orientations. An examination 
1(9 
of the correlation matrix constructed to test these hypotheses, however, 
indicates that no tests were made of the assumption in the typological ap­
proach that certain configurations would oppose other configurations imply­
ing negative correlations among orientations dimensions in opposing value 
orientations configurations. In the Warland approach no relationships were 
hypothesized between dimensions considered to be general level and those 
considered specific level value orientation dimensions. The attempt in the 
typological approach was to develop valid, reliable, internally consistent, 
unidimensional scales. Relationships among some of the scales were exam­
ined but not among other scales. In this case then, General Hypothesis 1 
constitutes only a partial examination of the typological orientation hy­
pothesized but not examined in the I964 study. The findings from the tests 
of the empirical hypotheses tend to lend some statistical support to the 
notion that certain value orientation dimensions tend to "hunt together" 
as questioned by Kluckhohn, and hypothesized by Hobbs, Lee, and Warland. 
Those dimensions hypothesized to form configurations are, however, 
different for Kluckhohn and Hobbs, and in the I964 farm policy study 
(Warland:l$66). Kluckhohn operationally assumed relative independence 
between value orientation variations, Hobbs assumed rational value orienta­
tion as a general level orientation including several sub-dimensions, and 
Warland, although hypothesizing covariance among certain value orienta­
tions dimensions tested his later regression hypotheses assuming 
independence among the independent variables, the value orientations 
dimensions. 
In this dissertation General Hypothesis 3 examined the assumptions and 
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hypotheses of the I964 farm policy study concerning the number and 
independence of value orientations dimensions which were lypothesized to 
be related to farm policy positions. In this analysis multiple group 
factor analysis was used to determine factors from which scales were 
developed. It was found that it was not possible to hypothesize the 
fourteen dimensions of value orientations defined in the I964 farm policy 
study as independent extracted factors. That is, it was not possible to 
dofine a set of independent criterion variables for each of the fourteen 
dimensions to be entered in the factor analysis. Ten factors were finally 
hypothesized and entered for factoring. Ten scales were developed with 
the results from the factor analysis. The scales developed were analyzed 
using criteria developed to examine additivity and met these criteria in 
varying degrees. 
Specifically, all of the items in each scale exceeded the minimum item 
total coefficient required by that scale. There were four scales whose 
reliability coefficient was .8 or greater, four scales whose reliability 
coefficient was between «7 and .8, and two scales whose reliability coef-
- ficient was between .5 and .6. One of the usual suggestions for increasing 
the reliability coefficient of a scale is to increase the number of items 
in that scale, however, in the cases of the two scales with relatively low 
reliability coefficients in this analysis part of the problem seems to be 
the nature of the conceptual dimension and the hypothesized conceptual 
content of that dimension. 
Factor two developed from the dimensions of individualism and indepen­
dent action has been typologically difficult to classify throughout the 
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theoretical and. empirical literature. Depending on the criteria used 
individualism can be considered to "be either a., typically rural or urban 
characteristic. In the I964 farm policy study a differentiation vas made 
bstwoen the general level construct individualism and the specific levol 
govemaantzvl policy related construct independent action. This distinction 
could not be empirically maintained in the 1970 factor analysis. In the 
1570 analysis in the final scale three of the four items in this scale vere 
ideal polar type general level items rather than specific level or situ-
ationally specific items. The intercorrelations among these items, howover, 
was not high and no other items were available which met the criteria for 
inclusion in the scale. Related to the problem of the individualism 
diEsnsion is the problem of the collective action dimension. No sot of 
criterion variables could be defined in this analysis of the collective 
action dimension and none of the collective action items could be reflected 
and judged into the individualism scalo. , Therefore, in this analysis with 
the problems in the individualism - independent action dimensions and the 
lack of definition of a collective action dimension a whole najor dicension 
of several of the typological orientations has been essentially dropped 
from consideration. With the sot of factors delineated no examination 
could be made of Kluckhohn's value orientation dimension "modality of maui's 
relationship to other men" or the I964 farm policy typological distinction 
between the collective action value orientation configuration and the 
independent action value orientation. Suggestions for further analysis of 
this area will be given in the next section. 
The second scale with a very marginal coefficient of reliability was 
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Factor 8 labelled government-positive because it vas a combination of the 
commutative and distributive justice dimensions. In the I964 farm poliçy 
study these dimensions were specific level government related value orien­
tations dimensions as was the government-negative dimension called 
government dominance. These dimensions were developed from two more general 
level continua one concerning "beliefs about what the government is now 
doing and the other concerning a value vis a vis what the government should 
do. Factor 1 labelled government domiruince in this analysis consisted of 
five negative items, three which described the government as being 
restrictive (belief) and two which said the government should not be 
involved in individual decision making. Four of these items wore situation-
ally specific and concerned govorresant and agriculture. In the combined 
Factor 8 none of the items used to define the centroid were judged into 
the final scale because they did not meet the criteria for uniqueness 
developed for judging items into scales. All of the criterion items loaded 
highly negatively on Factor 1. The final scale consisted of five positive 
items, two of which concerned agricultural policy and three of which 
concerned general governmental policy. All concerned what the government 
should do in terms of policy. The magnitude of intercorrelations among 
items in this scale was relatively low sind the item means and item standard 
deviations were somewhat positively related. Suggestions for further 
analysis of this dimension concerning governmental policy will be given in 
the next section. 
In addition to the two scales just discussed several general observations 
about the final scales developed from this factor analysis can be made. 
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When a multiple group factor analytic technique is used the solution is 
not unique since it depends on the definition of the criterion variables 
for each factor. Therefore, the observations and su^ estions vhich follow 
con.com only the scales developed from.this,-particular definition of the 
underlying factors in the data matrix. 
As a result of the techniques used to define the factors and scales 
there was a tendency for the final scales to become either more situation-
ally specific or more general than the original conceptual definitions of 
the dimensions. An example of each of these processes vill be given. 
Originally a risk aversion dimension was defined which stressed that 
individuals should avoid taking chances or should avoid risk in several 
aspects of fs^ rming. Several of these items just stated that there is a 
great deal of risk and uncertainty in farming. In the final factor scales 
items of this type appeared in the traditionalism - way of life scale. In 
the final risk aversion scale were five items, almost identical, each of 
which stated that in farming in order to reduce risk one should remain 
diversified in his farming operation and not specialize. Ko other aspects 
or components of risk aversion appeared in this final scale. In this case 
the technique of factor analysis and scale develojMssnt used resulted in a 
unidimensional but very situationally specific scale which may actually be 
a sub-dimension of a more general risk aversion dimension which may again 
be the negative dimension of a risk orientation dimension. 
For an example of the generalizing of a dimension the final fatalism 
scale will be used. Throughout the schedule were several items which 
stated that man in general is a victim of circumstances beyond his control 
lûA 
or that fate determines events. There were also several items which 
stated that natural forces, or conditions such as weather, soil type, or 
markets beyond the control of the individual farmer will in letrge part 
determine his actions. In the final fatalism scale only four of the cost 
general items which specified no agriculturally related content appeared. 
The other fatalism itûrua did not load highly enough or uniquely enough 
on the factor to be included. They tended to load on more agriculturally 
specific di.T-cnsions such as negatively on scientific orientation - risk 
orientation and positively on traditionalism - wey of life. In this case 
tho analysis resulted in a very general scale specifying no situationally 
bound aspects or subdiœensions or components of fatalism. 
Although a deliberate attempt was made throughout the analysis to 
develop independent scales of value orientation dimensions some of the 
final scales vere found to be relatively highly intercorrelated. Soce 
interesting rolationships appear in examining these correlations concerning 
the "topological frameworks discussed in Chapter 2. Some typologies have 
hypothesized independent dimensions of value orientations and others have 
used the configurational approach. There was some support in the findings 
presented for one particular configuration approach, however, no hypoth­
eses were eramined in the literature to test the assumptions of the 
negative rolationships between value orientations scales assucsd to be polar 
ends of a conceptual continuum or between opposing value orientations 
configurations. In examining the correlations between the factor scale 
totals several unanticipated findings can be noted. All the positive 
intercorrelations among the scales developed from the farm policy study 
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traditional rural value orientation configuration were statistically 
significant with the exception of the relationship between debt avoidance 
and risk aversion (as noted above, operationalized as diversification of 
farming operation). There was no relationship between these two scales. 
The education factor scale total was not related to any of the other 
scale totals except the scientific orientation — risk orientation dimension 
scale total from which it was originally defined. This scale had origin • 
ally been separated from the scientific orientation dimension in the 
original cluster analysis. The scale items stressed the nocoosi"ty for 
farmors to have a college education to succecd in farming. This emphasis 
on formaJ. education (no areas were specified in the items) does not seen to 
be related to any of the dimensions in the typologies described except the 
one from which it was delineated and that relationship is not strong. 
In the 1970 analysis the economic motivation factor scale total was 
statistically significantly related to each of the other scale totals 
hypothesized in the I964 farm policy study to be either traditional or 
contemporary rural value orientation dimensions. In the analysis the 
strongest relationship is between the economic motivation factor scale and 
the fatalism scale. 
The government-positive and government-negative factor scales tended 
to be positively related to factor scales defined from I964 farm policy 
traditional rural value orientations dimensions and not related to scales 
defined from other I964 farm policy value orientations configurations. 
It is difficult to discuss the meaning of these relationships between 
the factor scales without further conceptual clarification of the expected 
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relationships among them. The relationships stre probably confounded ty 
the different levels of generality of the items in the scales themselves. 
Suggestions for further research in this area will be given in the next 
section. 
It is usually suggested that attitude and value scales contain items 
with positive valence and items with negative valence concerning the social 
object or value being examined to avoid any possible response bias. As a 
result of the factor analysis of the original item pool 65 of 67 of the 
items in the final factor scales wore of positive valenco in their 
respective scales. If these scales were used in further research eons 
evaluation should probably be done to determine the ponsiblo effects of a 
set of scales with almast all positive items. 
General Hypotheses 3 and 4 in this dissertation examined the rela­
tionships between value orientations and farm policy positions. The fern 
policy positions used as dependent variables in the analysis trore repli­
cations typologically of those used in the 19^ 4 farm policy study. The 
classification of farm policy positions into sots using kind of compliance 
and kind of program was not changed in this analysis although at the 
conceptual level a review of tho dimensions of farm policy indicated that 
the typology delineated was not conceptually clear, the categories were 
not mutually exclusive, and some of the judgments of kind of compliance 
were implied not stated in the items, that is, most of the farm policy 
items were multi-dimensional. The farm policy positions were receded for 
the analysis using a sum of positions adopted for each category. In 
general, the findings from the examination of the single variable and 
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multiple variable empirical hypotheses of General Hypotheses 3 and 4 
tended to lend some support to each of the General Hypotheses. The 
strength of the relationships in the 1970 study vere, hone ver, less than 
the strength of the relationships in the sama hypotheses in the 19^ 4 study. 
This may have been due to the re-scoring of the farm policy positions into 
inderos of simple aunmated a^ roensnt instead of using the certainty method 
for scoring as was used in the 19^ 4 study. The 1970 Set 1 faro policy 
categories have a great less possible variance than did the 1954 sumated 
scales. 
The strength of the relationships in the multiple variance hypotheses 
although statistically significant probably should be examined carefully 
2 before inferring sociological significance. The largest R found ras .2376 
indicating that about 24 percent of the variance was explained in responses 
to that program using nine value orioiitation scale scores as independent 
variables. Since farra policy positions could be conceptualized as 
attitude dimensions it might be worthwhile to re-examine the typological 
orientation used to operationalize farm policy positions. 
Suggestions for Further Analysis and Hesearch 
Several different types of analysis can be suggested to further 
clarify value orientations, farm policy positions and the relationships 
between these variables using the preliminary examination and analysis 
completed in this dissertation. 
Conceptually and empirically there is available in the 1970 adoption 
study a great deal of information which could be used to try to clarify 
a moM integrated theoretical framework concerning value orientations 
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dimensions and typologies. Although the heuristic value of further exami­
nation of conceptual frameworks on values and attitudes has been repeatedly 
questioned it may be necessary to attempt some conceptual clarification in 
order to explain the unexpected relationships which result from the 
ezcdination. of hypotheses concerning the relationships among value orien­
tation dimensions. 
Conceptually, it may be worthwhile to use some of the axes developed 
•ty HcKinnoy to analyze typologies to examine the assumptions of the value 
orientations typologies and scales. Specifically the axos l) ideal versus 
extracted types, 2) relative generality or specifically (level or abstrac­
tion), 3) universal versus local, and 4) timeless vorous tiEî-bound might 
be axes which could bo ucsd to examine assumptions of dimensions and 
scales. If it could be assumod that general level value orientations are 
hypothesized to be relatively general and universal and perhaps timeless 
compared to specific level value orientations which might be relatively 
specific, local and perhaps time-bound then some hypotheses could be made 
about the hierarchical arrangement of various levels of value orientations 
dimensions. 
All the value orientations dimensions and typologies considered were 
extracted dimensions but some of the definitions of the dimensions are 
still based on assumptions of ideal and polar types in the literature. 
Examination of the assumptions of the typologies might lead to a redefin­
ition of the universe of content of a particular dimension. 
It might also now be worthwhile to again examine the items used in the 
value orientations scales using the criteria given in Edwards (1957) for 
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judging attitude statements to avoid ambiguity and the possibility of 
several interpretations. These items have all been judged in the past 
for content but maay are multidimensional, use only, all, al^ rays and 
other universal s which may introduce ambiguity. It might also be worth­
while to examine the content of each of the items which have been used as 
indicators of a psirticixlar dimension to see if they cover the range of 
content considered to be the domain of that value orientation dimension. 
Probably before further factor analysis is done whether using a 
theoretical defining technique (like multiple group factor analysis) or 
some other technique (like principal axes factor analysis) the nuaber of 
variables in the analysis should be reduced by deleting items which do not 
correlate with any other items in the data matrix. This would tend to 
help in further computation and analysis by reducing the number of 
variables in the analysis and it would raise the level of the average 
absolute correlation. 
Although multiple group factor analysis could be used to examine the 
typological orientation of several of the other earlier value orientations 
studies it might be worthwhile to do the factor analysis on the data from 
the earlier studies and then replicate the faictor analysis on the 1970 
data» The factor analysis technique could be either multiple group or 
some other method, like principal axes. 
For the 1970 data the next logical step might be to separate the 
iQTPothesized general level value orientations dimensions and items from 
those which have in the past been seen as occupationally or agricultural 
policy related dimensions and then submit the analysis to examine the 
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possibility that there is a common factor and. several group factors* 
This would essentially be hypothesizing the same thing as Hobhs (1964) 
•ffhon he hypothesized a rational value orientation made up of soveral 
sub-dimensions. Theoretically, one could also look for two common 
factors (traditional versus contemporary, or rational versus non-rational) 
but the polarizing of these common factors tends to confound the empirical 
interpretation of results. 
Before further use of categories of farm policy positions as either 
dependent or independent variables it is suggested that the individual 
items be examined theoretically and empirically to clarify the problem 
of the multidimensionality of the farm policy positions statements. The 
categories defined should also be examined. It may be necessary if farm 
policy positions are going to be examined in new studies to define the 
categories so that the respondents can only respond to the major 
dimension under investigation. This would mean that if compliance was of 
major concern with the major sub-disnensions of compulsory or voluntary 
then each of the specific compulsoiy farm programs whether acreage, or 
quota or conservation should be paired with a voluntary program with the 
same acreage, or quota, or conservation component. This would tend to 
clarify which dimension the respondents were responding to since the items 
could be compared on both dimensions. 
Finally, if multiple variable relationships are examined between value 
orientations dimensions and farm policy positions are examined further to 
look for contributions of individual independent variables it is suggested 
that some other technique be used, such as stepwise regression since 
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although the R is not affected by the order of entiy of the independent 
variables in multiple regression, when the independent variables covary 
the relative contribution of each variable will be affected by the order 
of entiy of the variables. In the 1970 adoption study and in the 1964 
farm policy studies some of the independent variables did covary. 
Summary 
In this chapter general areas have been discussed which were not 
discussed in the preceding three chapters when presenting the results of 
the analysis of the four general hypotheses. Suggestions have also been 
presented for further analysis and research of value orientations, farm 
policy positions and the relationships between value orientations and 
farm policy positions. 
In the next chapter a general summary of the dissertation will be 
presented. 
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CHA-FTER TEN: SUMMARY 
The general objective of this dissertation was to describe and examine 
farmers' patterns of value orientations as they related to farm policy 
positions. The specific objectives of the dissertation and the chapters 
in which each was discussed are as follows: 
1. A discussion of several of the conccptual models used in the 
opcrc.tionaii2ations of valuo orientations of loua farcars at 
Icwa State University in the Departr-ont of Sociology. 
In Chapter Tiro a discussion of the concepts, values, attitudes and value 
orientations wr.s presented. The literature used to define typological 
orientations or conceptual models was presented and severcl typological 
value orientations models were presented. 
2. A discussion of farm policy positions as operationalized and 
their relationship to historical, extant, and possible future 
national goals, agricultural policies, end farm programs. 
In Chapter Three a general level discussion of agricultural policy was 
presented and the opcrationalization of farm policy positions used in this 
dissertation was described. 
3. Replication of the definitions operationalizations of value 
orientations used in the 19^ 4 farm policy study with the 1970 
adoption study. 
4. Replication of the definitions and categorization of fern policy 
positions used in the 1964 farm policy study with the 1970 
adoption study. 
In Chapters Two, Three, Five and Six the definitions and categorization of 
value orientations and farm policy positions for the i964 farm policy study 
wore described. 
5. Operationalization and discussion of a preliminazy factor analysis 
treatment of the conceptual value orientations model used in the 
1964 farm policy study. 
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In Chapter Seven the methods used sad results of a multiple group factor 
analysis vas presented. 
6. Examination and discussion of the findings of the I964 and 1970 
studies on value orientations and farm "policy positions. 
In Chapters Six, Sovon, Eight, and Nine the findings and discussion on 
value orientations and farm policy positions woro presented. 
The data used to exaciine value orientations and faro policy positions 
in this dissertation consisted of a portion of the data collected in Iowa 
Agricultural Experiment Station Project 1720: Sociological and Psycholo­
gical Variables Related to Adoption and Diffusion of New Ideas and New 
Technology. There wore 284 respondents in this 1970 study. 
A second set of data used for comparison of value orientations and 
farm policy positions in this dissertation consisted of a portion of the 
data collectod in Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station Project 1493: 
Farcers Values and Agriculture Policy Positions. There vers i86 respondents 
in this 1964 study. 
There were four general hypotheses delineated for examination in this 
dissertation. These hypotheses and the support for them ere given below. 
General Hypothesis 1; Certain values and beliefs will form value 
configurations or value orientation configurations (Varland, 1966:36). 
Data concerning this hypothesis were presented in Chapter Six General 
hypothesis 1 was supported by twenty—two of the twenty-four empirical 
hypotheses used to examine the general hypothesis tending to provide 
relatively strong support for the hypothesized relationships. Data in 
Table 4I sumn-arizes the findings concerning General hypothesis 1. 
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Table 41* Associations among value orientations scales - expected amd actual 
T DA WL 
Traditionalism 
Debt avoidance 












30 MI HO CA CJ DJ lA GD 
indication of direction of hypothesized relationship is a + sign. 
Traditionalism value orientation configuration, 
C^ontempcraiy value orientation configuration. 
Collective action value orientation configuration. 
I^ndependent action value orientation configuration. 
Hypothesized relationship supported. 
General Hypothesis 2; There will be a predictable relationship 
between [farm] policy positions of individuals and their values or 
beliefs [value orientations] (Warland, 1966:35)• 
Data concerning this hypothesis were presented in Chapter Six. General 
Hypothesis 2 was supported by forty of the seventy-two empirical 
hypotheses used to examine the general hypothesis tending to ppcvide 
some support for the hypothesized relationships. Data in Table 42 
summarizes the findings concerning General Hypothesis 2. 
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Table 42. Associations between value orientation scales and farm 
policy positions 
Farm policy set 1 Farm policy set 2 
cS 0) 
>5 •p u > 
>5 3 -p M 
o to k CO k m L ® m -p fi w u CO -P 
m i n) s d S 3 E S <-* •H E 0) ri 
r4 3 -H B e a -H -p 5 3 rt c3 © (H c 
u c k r-1 n !H O !H (4 E n k p, Q. to :s bo o tl3 H :s tiO -i-l -P to O C uo (D 
E O r-^ o o O X r-3 o p CO O O ri G -P 
o u o k u m u Q o u c U k r—1 
o A fc ac ttf ûc k ft M •P ft 
+5 
o >i 0) œ œ 
k ^  (\l O -H rO «H 4^ d'<? w +> ri -P nJ 
. _ - - 2 
Value 
orientation  # % 8 g "3 a 5lg e . 
scales ,M§è)oë)^§ë)-2- wocSû
- -  -  -  O O + a O O - H O O - P O h  
A—o.'—<i o,— 
Traditionalism 
Debt avoidance - + + 
Way of life -
Fatalism -
Hi sk" aversion - + + 
Individualism - +b 
Scientific 
orientation 
Maximization of + — 
income 
Risk orientation + -
b b b  b  b  b  Co l l e c t i v e  a c t i o n  +  +  - +  + + -f- -
Co.Titr.atative +b _b +b + + + 
justice b b b b b b Distributive + + - + + + + 
justice 
b b Independent - - + — — - + 
action b bbb 
Government - - + — — - + 
dominance ^ 
Individualism - - + - - - + 
^Direction of each ^pothesized relationship indicated by a 4- or 
Hypothesized relationship supported. 
General Hypothesis 3: There will be a set of theoretically definable 
and empirically homogeneous value orientation dimensions which cam 
be delineated and which together comprise a general value orientation 
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configuration. 
Data concerning this descriptive proposition were presented in Chapter 
Seven. A factor analysis did not confirm the hypothesis. Ten factor 
dimensions were delineated for fizrthar examination and analysis. The 
factor scales examined resulted from combinations of dimensions which 
had in the typologies examined been seen as distinct value orientation 
dimensions. The factors scales analyzed were: Factor 7 (traditionalism-
way of life), Factor 6 (fatalism), Factor 5 (debt avoidance), Factor 3 
(risk aversion), Factor 2 (individualism- independent action), Factor 
4 (scientific orientation - risk orientation), Factor 9 (education), 
Factor 10 (economic motivation), Factor 1 (government - negative), and 
Factor 8 (government — positive). The factors delineated tended not to 
be independent factors but oblique factors. 
General Hypothesis 4; There will be a relationship between a 
weighted combination of farmers' adherence to value orientation 
dimension and their farm policy positions. 
Data concerning this hypothesis were presented in Chapter Eight. 
Regression analysis and analysis of variance were used to examine the 
ten empirical hypotheses of General Hypothesis 4« General Hypothesis 
4 was supported by seven of the ten empirical hypotheses. Weighted 
combinations of value orientations can be predictably related to 
agricultural restraint programs, income transfer programs, compulsory 
programs, free market prrsrams, when combinded into sets. The 
voluntary program alternatives and sets which are much like the extant 
farm programs could not be predictably related to farmers' value 
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orientations. Most of the relationships tested by the empirical hypotheses 
indicated relatively weak support for the relationships between farm 
policy positions aaid value orientations. 
Discussions of the relationships hypothesized and the 1964 compar­
ative data necessary for their examination were presented throughout 
Chapters Six, Seven, and Eight as the findings for the 1970 study were 
described. In Chapter Nine a discussion of some of the general findings 
and suggestions for future research were given. In general, the 
findings of the 1970 adoption study tended to replicate rather closely 
the findings of the I964 fairm policy study concerning the relationships 
among and between farm policy positior^-end value orientations. The 
1970 study tended to confirm that value orientation configurations 
can be hypothesized but indicated again that the typological approach 
can provide several alternative ways configurations can be hypothesized 
to be interrelated. It was suggested that a complete typological 
approach might be examined by hypothesizing all possible interrelation?-
ships among value orientation dimensions rather than just those 
considered to be positively interrelated. Further analysis also needs 
to be considered concerning the generality or specificity of the value 
orientations which were examined. Finally considerable conceptual clarifi­
cation could be done on each of the major theoretical value orientation 
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For the sample for the 1970 adoption study the nine defined state 
economic areas in Iowa were used to stratify the state into relatively 
homogeneous suhdivicions considered to have similar social and economic 
interests. For a description of the original delineation of these state 
economic areas a U. S. Bureau of the Census (1951) publication can "be 
consulted. 
Within each of the nine areas defined the estimated proportionate 
number of farmers in Iowa was calculated. These proportions of farmers 
in each area to toal number of farmers in Iowa were used to determine the 
number of smaller units to be drawn in each area. Within each area 
counties were randomly drawn and within each randomly selected county 
segments were randomly drawn. The segments were estimated to be five 
household segments. Within each segment every eligible farmer was to 
bo interviewed. The segments were draim from all non-metropolitan 
segments within each selected county. Using this procedure twenty-three 
counties and seventy-six segments were initially selected. 
It was expected that the sample selected would yield approximately 
three completed farm responses per segment or approximately 225 completed 
responses. An error of estimate was included by the statistical laboratory 
to overcome the effects of agricultural adjustment that had taken place 
since the maps used in the selection of the sample were made. An analysis 
was undertaken of the number of completed responses per segment when about 
half of the seventy-six segments had been completed. This analysis 
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indicated that some of the ssgments selected were no longer non-metro­
politan but had been incorporated into towns or turned into housing 
developments or trailer courts. The incidence of vacant residences and 
housing units which no longer existed was also higher than had been 
expoctod bassd on earlier research. The average number of completed 
responses per segment was about half the cxpected number. As a result of 
this intermediate analysis of completed segments it was decided to draw 
an additional 36 segments. They were selected using the same procedures 
as the original segments. 
The number of completed responses per segment was higher for the 
remaining half of the original segments and the 36 additional segments. 
When the final sample was collected sind all non-qualified individuals 
and incomplete responses were eliminated, the average number of completed 
responses per segment was 2.6. 
The interviewers contacted 388 individuals who were initially defined 
as meeting the criteria necessary for inclusion in the sample. This 
number includes those individuals who refused to give the interviewer 
any occupational information but who were classified as meeting the 
criteria but as a refusal by neighborhood verification of their occupation. 
Of these 388 individuals about 24 percent (IO4 individuals) either 
refused, or were unable to be interviewed, or failed to complete part 
or all of either the questionnaire or the schedule. Twenty of the 
104 individuals completed only part of the questionnaire and/or schedule 
leaving 84 individuals to be defined as non-contacts or refusals. The 
sample consisted of approximately 16 percent of all those individuals 
who had been classified as meeting the criteria defined. 
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APPENDIX B 
Factor Scale Items 
Factor 7 
67. H&virg a lot of friends is & more important goal in life than "being 
a success financially. 
69. It is bettor to maks a smallter profit each year than to attempt 
somothing whore there is a chance of losing. 
88. In farming a bird in the hand is worth two in the bush. 
89. The farn is a good place to raise a family; this is reason enough 
to stay in farming. 
104. Tho farn is a good place to raise a family; this is reason enough to 
maintain as many families in farming as possible. 
111. One of the most undesirable things about farrainf is the groat number 
of risks that a person must take. 
124. There is a largo amount of risk or uncertainty that goes along with 
expoctod results from the use of any new farming technique. 
184. jivon if his income has dropped to a low point, a farmer should tzy 
to stick it out so his children can grow up on a farn. 
189. One of the most undesirable things about farming is the number rnd 
kind of decisions that have to be made. 
Factor 6 
35« The future is in the hands of fate and we might as well acccpt it. 
55* Man is the victim of circumstances beyond his control. 
59» For the most part, man is a victim of circumstances beyond his control. 
74» We should view whatever happens to us as planned by forces beyond 
our control. 
Factor 5 
3. Farmers should wait until they can accumulate their own cap al 
rather than to borrow farm production purposes. 
23. The major goal of young farn families should be to stay out of debt. 
43. Farm families would do well to wait until thoy have accumulated their 
own money rather than borrow for farm production purposes. 
63. In being successful it is most important to do the best you can with 
what you have without going into debt. 
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80. Not to have debts is veiy important in farming. 
82. Rather than, going in debt a farmer should make do with what ha has. 
97. A farmer should never borrow money for opera ing capital. 
185. A farcer should never borrow largo sums of money for oporating 
capital 
Factor 3 
9« A farmer should diversify in his farming operation to hedge against 
tho greater ricks in epocialization. 
29. A feroar should try to roduco the risk or uncertainty in farming by 
keeping his opsration diversified, even though it mcy coan tho loss 
of some future income. 
40. The wise farmer is tho one who does not put all his eggs in one 
basket. 
103. A farmor needs to remain diversified to protect himself against a 
bad year. 
136. A farmor should try to reduce the risks or uncertainty in farming by 
remaining diversified, even though it may mean tbe lose of some 
future income. 
207. A farmer should try to i educe the risks or uncertainty in farming by 
remaining diversified even though it mny mean the loss of some 
future income. 
Factor 2 
33» In making decisions it is more important to follow one's otm judg­
ment rather than to do what other farmers are doing, 
62. One of tho best ways to got ahead financially is to be independent 
in your dcci sion-making. 
72. One of the best vays to get ahead financially is to be independent. 
132. For the most part an individual should "go it alone" and make his 
oim decisions. 
Factor 4 
71. Research information is a necessity to a farmer in making decisions. 
76. It's good for a farmer to take risks when he knows his chance of 
success is fairly high. 
102. Farmers who are willing to take chances usually do better financially. 
119» The best way to compete in agriculture is to apply the latest 
scientific research. 
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131* A farmer must keep up with aad apply new methods in farming to ba 
able to compete. 
137» A farmer has to gamble a little if he wants to have better results. 
145* Tic3 opant by the farmer in finding out about now ideas and 
practices in farming is time well spent» 
147» Trying most new methods in farming involves a risk but it's worth it. 
154» I an a fcrm3r who likes to tiy now mothodo in farming. 
159* Pcrcsro who aro willing to tako more than average chances usually do 
bettor financially, 
163» To bo ouccessful a farmer has to make more than average use of tech­
nical agricultural knowledge. 
168, A faraer has to kcop trying out new ecicntific practices in order to 
stay in farming these days. 
171, A farmer must keep up with and apply tho now methods _ j if 
he is to compote and stay in farming. 
175. Time spent in learning about now.farming innovations is tine well 
spent, 
209» The best way to compete in agriculture today is to apply the latest 
scientific research. 
Factor 9 
19, A successful farmer these days needs a college education in 
cigri culture. 
32, A college education in agriculture is almost a necessity to begin 
farming these days. 
179. A farmer needs more than a high school education these days. 
Factor 10 
2» The greatest satisfaction in being a farmer comes in running a highly 
profitable business. 
7. The only real objective in farming is to make a profit. 
10. Making as much money as possible is a very important consideration 
in farming. 
47. Probably the greatest satisfaction in farming ic making it poy, 
50. Making money is the most important consideration in farming. 
101. Material success is a very important goal in life. 
117. In farming, the successful man is the one who makes tho most profit. 
153. Tho major objective in farming is profit to the farcer. 
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Factor 1 
4» Tho govomraent should stay out of many facets of our economy since 
it only complicates matters. 
129. Production controls place too many restrictions on the efficient 
farmer. 
139* The govornmont has no responsihilty to guarantee the farmer a fair 
return for his products. 
140. Govornmont farm programs tend to he too restrictive in that these 
programs limit farir.ai's operations and income earning possibilities. 
149» Tho proccnt government farm programs place a severe limitation on a 
farnrar's freedom to manage his mm farming operation. 
Factor 8 
65. The government should provide education and job retrainirg for those 
small businessmen not making a fair return on their investiront. 
98. Tho government should not assume the responsibility of guaranteeing 
the inconc level of any group of people in our comtry. 
99. The government should assume the responsibility of equalizing 
opportunities of those starting out in an occupation. 
115. The government should place price controls on fern inputs such en 
machinery, fertilizer, and seed to asrurc fair prices. 
128. The government should establish compulsory education programs in all 
rural high schools to provide training for non-farm jobs for th^ ee 
young people who may be leaving the farm. 
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APPENDIX C 
Factor Loadings on Items on Factor Scales 
Factor umber 
7 10 1 2 3 4 5 6 8 9 
Item 
No. 
Factor 7 69 .47 -.08 -.06 —.04 .16 .08 .10 .14 .16 —« 03 
89 .63 .09 .03 .00 —.09 -.11 -.10 .05 -.07 —. 03 
ICd .85 -.01 -.02 .05 -.07 .03 .00 -.19 -.08 .06 
oj 
.39 .10 -.07 .05 .00 .00 -.11 .14 -.02 -.12 
88 .46 -.23 -.05 .00 .15 .07 .10 -.03 .02 .03 
111 
.44 -.11 .00 .01 .16 -.07 -.04 .16 .15 .15 
124 .40 -.03 .10 .03 .09 -.13 -.01 .04 .15 .15 
IS4 •53 —.05 .19 .10 —. 07 —.03 -.07 -.10 -.03 .09 
iCf) .41 -.17 .10 .18 -.05 -.01 .06 .12 .06 .05 
Factor 6 35 .27 —. 32 .03 .04 -.02 .13 -.02 .54 -.05 -.03 
59 .27 -.33 .06 .08 .07 .03 .00 .47 .09 .05 
55 .22 -.31 -.01 -.01 .14 .05 -.02 .74 .02 .00 
74 .38 .21 .06 .06 .06 .18 .09 .52 .12 .13 
Factor 5 5 .11 —.05 .24 -.11 —.04 .16 .51 .01 .02 .00 
23 .26 -.23 .08 -.11 -.07 .13 .59 —. 01 .02 .03 
ec .34 -.16 .16 -.06 -.19 .12 .59 .00 .00 —. 03 
43 .25 -.11 .18 .02 -.20 .30 .53 .01 • -.05 —« 07 
•53 .37 -.16 .10 -.12 .07 .21 .51 .10 .02 -.06 
82 .33 -.11 .21 -.07 .04 .17 .60 .10 .08 .07 
97 .10 -.06 .20 .05 • -.13 .19 .63 .03 .09 -.05 
135 .27 —. 04 .14 .00 • -.28 .10 .44 .04 .00 .07 
Factor 3 9 .17 -02 .01 -.15 .62 .01 .03 .00 .04 —. 02 
29 .13 —« CÔ • -.03 -.12 •53 - .03 .00 .15 • -.01 .00 
40 .30 -.17 • -.09 -.05 .47 .02 -.03 —. 14 " -.03 .02 
103 .30 —. 2o • -.19 -.06 .56 • -.17 — • 04 -.08 • -.17 —. 03 
136 .21 -.11 • -.20 -.03 .80 - . 03 .10 -.01 • -.02 -.11 
207 .13 -.10 • -.16 -.22 • 53 • -.05 -.01 .01 - .07 -.03 
Factor 2 72 -.19 .08 • -.10 .73 .03 .04 .04 -.10 .05 —« 01 
62 —. 30 .10 • -.11 .49 - .03 - .02 .00 -.10 .00 —. 03 
33 —. 02 .11 • -.07 .37 • -.01 --.08 .05 -.01 --.08 .21 
132 —. 18 .10 • -.08 .36 .21 --.05 —. 01 .11 .15 —« 09 
Factor 4 131 —. 05 .04 .15 .04 • -.04 .71 -.03 .08 . -.01 .01 
147 .03 -.08 .10 .01 .00 .62 —. 01 -.06 .06 .11 
I6S .03 .13 .16 -.01 .03 .65 -.13 .02 • -.04 .09 









7 10 1 2 3 4 5 6 8 9 
Item 
No. 
137 -.16 .12 .23 .03 -.18 .49 .05 .03 .04 -.12 
71 .08 -.04 .10 .05 -.08 .43 .08 .00 .03 .25 
76 .15 —. 01 .18 .10 -.13 .36 .13 .05 .00 .02 
102 -.05 .13 .09 .06 .06 .38 .18 —. 07 .13 .02 
119 .14 .07 .14 .15 .06 .37 —. 10 -.08 .07 .14 
145 .01 .03 .21 .05 -.15 .56 .02 -.05 .03 —. 01 
154 .18 —» 07 .11 .05 —« 05 .51 -.04 .12 .00 .08 
159 -.13 .10 -.02 .08 .11 .43 .05 .01 -.08 .02 
163 -.03 .04 .03 .04 .13 .43 .04 —« 01 —« 01 .16 
175 .05 .13 .14 .01 -.17 .54 .01 .07 —. 02 .10 
209 .06 -.05 .14 .01 .03 .40 -.11 —. 14 .05 .17 
19 -.01 -.04 .05 -.01 .18 —. 04 .03 -.02 —« 01 .79 
32 -.15 .03 .04 .05 .17 —. 05 -.05 —. 04 -.17 .67 
179 .15 -.02 .03 .07 .10 .08 —. 08 .06 .05 .62 
7 .00 .65 -.04 -.04 .06 —. 03 -.05 .01 -.08 .05 
4/ -.14 .54 .05 -07 -.14 .09 .00 -.06 .05 -.05 
50 .02 .87 -.01 -.03 .08 -.06 .05 .05 .03 .00 
2 —. 07 .38 —. 03 -.04 .06 .10 -.03 .22 —. 05 -.10 
10 —. 02 .52 -.02 -.16 -.23 .14 —. 02 .19 -.08 .03 
101 -.20 .45 .06 .01 -.19 .15 .06 .11 -.09 .04 
117 -.16 .41 -.13 .06 .02 .04 08 -.06 -.11 .01 
153 -.08 .55 .12 —. 05 —. 05 .18 —. 01 .05 .02 -.08 
129 .15 -.18 .58 -.12 -.05 .04 .01 .12 .02 .03 
140 .15 -.09 .74 .12 —. 06 —. 05 -.01 .12 —. 04 .02 
149 .18 -.02 .74 .00 .02 .01 .00 .00 .03 -.05 
4 -.14 .07 —. 41 .09 -.14 .03 . 08 —. 07 .16 .02 
139 -.07 —. 04 -.52 .01 .07 .02 -.19 —. 04 .29 —. 14 
65 .11 .02 -.09 .20 .01 .05 .02 .08 .38 -.14 
93 .09 .06 -.18 .00 -.13 .13 .10 —. 02 .38 .06 
99 .08 —. 03 .04 -.08 .02 .10 -.04 .13 .42 -.21 
115 .22 -.12 —. 03 •15 .11 .18 .04 .15 .42 —« 02 
128 .04 —.04 -.12 .06 .01 —. 04 .14 .14 .37 .01 
